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Let us begin at the begi.aning. I ohose '"Arms end the Man" 
as my thesis produetion because I wanted to do a play that 
posed the basic problems of a director's art, This play aas 
proven itself to be good material. The fundamental problems 
or ~&cterization, intimate and group blooking, rhythm and 
oomio timing, speech, style of movEJIIlent and mood must be met 
and must be solved in this play. 
I do not kave any set method of approaching a play to be 
direoted Deoause an approach d~onds upon the nature of tke 
script to a large extent. Whereas, I would be eoape~led to do 
a considerable amount of researck on a Shakespearean play, for 
instance, I did not find this research as important in produc-
ing "Arms end tho Man". I do not mean to imply tlu.t I did not 
do research at all. However, I foUftl out what the play was about 
by readinc and re-reading the seript. Mr. Shaw says precisely 
what he means in his long prefacosmand his dramas are eveu more 
sueoinet in expressing his ideas. Consequently, I did not i~ore 
even the smallest stage direotion, and I found exactly what Shaw 
meant eventually, The literary critios were not much help in in-
terpreting this play; in faot, most of them did not really see 
tho real message of the play. 
Originally, my over-all view of the production scheme was to di-
rect it like a Gilbert and Sullivan operetta, In short, brilliant, 
w1 tty, fast moving characters emerging from the'< Restoration wings. 
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Although the wing drops remained in the actual production, I be-
lieve that the G & S quality was partially obscured and replaced 
by dry and subtle satire that was also amusing aDd entertaining. 
To sum up my general production scheme in a simple sentence 
I would say this. I intended to place my aetots in a functional, 
simple setting ( stripped or the unaecessary trimmings but by no 
means stark), Qdt;<!Jo coneentrate my work on the actors usiD.g 
every possible aeaa1 otcpers~sion necessary (pity, humorous argu-
mentation, bullying and sincerity) to achieve the desired results. 
Although I was inwardly nervous and anxious about the production 
just about all the time, I tried not to show it. Although I tried 
to make things go aeeording to schedule, I did not count on it 
which was a good thing. 
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B, Methods or Work with the Actors, 
The determining ractor in my work with the actors was the 
shortued period or rehearsal time which faced me. w·e had a little 
more than three and onehalr weeks to the critique rehearsal date, 
This shorter rehearsal schedule was the result of my involvement 
in another play, Consequently, my late start rorced me to work my 
actors as ir this were a summer stock show. I had them begin to 
learn lines during the week and one half period between the cast-
ing and the beginning of rehearsals. Shaw's interpretation or the 
script is clearly notated so that he leaves little room for the 
actor to misconstrue the lines. 
I mentally divided ther~ehearsal period into three sections& 
diseussion, blocking and polishinc. After reading through the entire 
play once at my house, I began blocking the play the next day. The 
blocking for this sort of play must be very precise or great eomie 
values will be muddied or lost altogether. 
In the early stages of rehearsal I tried to create for the 
actors as mueh of the environment of the play as I could. Since 
romantic idealism pervades Raina and Sergius to a great extent, I 
tried analyze romanticiSlll as it appeared in their characters. What 
is it that excites Raina's life, Against a background of Smetna's 
stirring, Slavio tone poem "The Koldau• we read Byronic poetn. I 
introduced Vivian to Pushkin's noTels and more important the life 
of the adventerous Russian novelist. We looked at Delacroix•s 
painting "Liberty Leading the People", and I asked them what made 
this painting romantic and what would be its appeal to Raina or 
Catltltriae. Why would ~lls.Petkoffl prefer a symphoay by TchaikoTSky 
".-·it.~:-.' :.·.~ ·_-~ 
over a fugue by Bach? Basically the answer which we arrived at was 
the mysterious, unknown quality of the romantic which makes it 
particularly appealing to the day dreamer. An example of this 
would be Raina's reverie e. t the opening ot't-ll.e play. She can drwam 
of Sergius's adventures on the battlefield because they are remote 
aad,there:fore, excitingly beautiful. She dreams of his triumphant 
return and the moment when he will escort into the village lte:fore 
all the people. By aot beiag specific a romantieiatsobscurea ree.l-
ity which cannot ever be tlle''!lei'le*tlhu tllat lo.e or we would like 
it to be, 
I tried to make each actor envision his environmeJlt totally. 
Along with romantic art they were orientated in detail with maps 
of the Balkans, pictures of the villages of Bulgaria and the detail-
ed history of the Serbo-Bulgariaa War. By spending two hours with 
Jim Martindale, for example, describing the history of warfare from 
1800 to 1920 I increased his understanding of several lines and 
it showed very definitely in his performance. 
During the rehearsal period I gave mach actor several images 
and contemporary character equivalent•• For example, the Barbarian 
Petkoff has his equivalent in the Ozark hill billy. Another contemp-
orary imaa;e tha.t I gave him was the man who sits about the house 
drinking beer in his underwear. Catherine comes from the same back-
ground. As Shaw •ays himself she is a :farmer' B'-'"Wife, One can visual-
ize her as the sort who previous to her new found wealth carried 
wooden milk pails, I ellked Pat Jobe iiOC!Wa'lJlX.s if she were carrying 
milk pails except when she simply must be the gracious lady of the 
household, 
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The crafty, serving man, Nicola has a lon~ line of crafty 
descendants which date baek to the Romans and Greeks. His con-
servative practicality has modern equivalents as well--the mnall 
shop keeper who knows how to handle money and people. 
I told his equally crafty counterpart, Louka, that she is the 
"Ibsen women• in the play. She is a rebel. She smokes cigarettes 
which was not done by proper ladies in those days. She is aa am-
bitious huntrees who st~ks her prey by baiting him (Sergius) with 
her body aad with the debater's use of logie. 
Bluntschli has many qualities, but basically he is the scientist 
type who is constantly asking himself questions in order to arrive 
at the truth. Also he has the efficiency of a modern executive and 
the restlessnesoeof a man of action. Beneath his rational exterior 
beats a ll.eart. 
Raina ean find her equivalent to some extent in Elizabeth Tay-
lor. She is a hotbba•eeplant who has been nurtured by petting and 
spoiling from a ~all eh1ld. She does not know the world and Blunt-
sohli takes great delight in teaching her about life and true love. 
In the final analysis she proves (to me) that she is capable of be-
ing a mature woman. 
From the be~inning of rehearsals I gave the actors precise block-
ing because I feel that the art of comedy demands greater discipline 
than that of tragedy and, since our time was severely limited I felt 
that I could give the actors more confidence by being definite in 
blocking. They told me that they were glad to have the blockin~ giv-
en them without wasting time experimenting. I was always opea to 
suggested changes of blocking if I felt that something was not work-
ing. Being blessed with very intelligent actors I did make several 
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blocking changes at their suggestion which made the production 
much smoother, 
The least effective part of the rehearsal procedure tkat I had 
set up was the polishing. At the Friday nignt eritique there were 
many points wita which I was still jlaatisfied, Tasiids&l proced-
ure would aee the show in the condition that it was Friday night 
a week before it is scheduled to open. I guess every director wishes 
that he had a few extra days, There never seems to be enough time, 
I began polishing the play two weeks before the Friday night crit-
ique, However, many sections were still groping their way out the· 
experimental stages on Friday night. 
The specific overall actions for each character were given after 
two weeks of rehearsal when we had thoroughly touehed eaoh scene 
i• the play e.nd had one run through. Jim Martindale and Vivian Lee 
Edwards can attest to the struggle that we underwent in arriving at 
ph.yable actions i• the scenes between them, Whell.ever an aotion was 
being played properly,such as the attempt Catherine makes to get 
Bluntsehli to leave the Petkoff's home before the Major discovers 
that he is there, I would bave the rest of the cast observe it and, 
then, I would proceed to analyse why it worked, 
'When all other means A&d failed I would have the actor imitate 
the way I felt that a line should be said, This only happeaed onoe 
or twiee, If I eould not get the proper reading on a certain line 
or a certain moment I would tear that partieulir section apart, I 
would start by asking, what is the character trying to do hear1 
'What does he want1 Why does he respond to this rema.rk in this part-
icular way? This method of questioning usually cle~red up the 
problem. 
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Finally, there is the psychological work with the actors. 
In working on a play the actor and the director have the mutual 
problem of interpreting the character. Both the actor and the dir-
ector can be of valuable assistance to one another, if they are 
willing to work with one another. Since each actor is a differ-
ent persons they demand different treatment in working with them. 
With some it is necessary to be lenient aueh as excusing lateness 
to rehearsal. However, each actor needs to know the limitations 
of his director's patience. If an actor abuses my good naturedness 
I get totigh and tell him how much he is endangering the production. 
However, I have found that kindnesasand an interest in the actor as 
a person help a performance considerably. Keeping order was no prob-
lem in "Arms and the Man" rehearsals. I think this was due to the fact 
that the issue of responsibility was never raised. The reason that 
I raise this point should be evident to every director. Creativity 
in acting can only come wh6R the actor is relaxed; relaxation comea 
when an actor feels that his director believes in him and his efforts. 
If there is the slightest strain between actor and direator prob-
lems are inevitable, and, sometimes, they can wreck the play. A dir-
ector is bound to run up against certain conflicts between himself 
and his cast onee in awhile. He should be prepared for them. I was 
very fortunate in °Arms and the Man° 1 There was not a single prob.tm 
lem that could not be amiably solved. 
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C. SPEECH 
To listen to an actor properly speaking lines wri ttennby Shaw 
is like listening to a skilled pianist play a work of Mozart. 
Shaw admired Mozart because of the clean, objective aesthetie ex-
perienee that his music provides. Shaw wrote his plays in the same 
manner. This is especially true, I feel. with his earlier plays. 
I have tried to keep my American actors from murdering Shaw's 
music. In part,! succeeded. Proper use of speech on the stage is, 
perhaps, the last segment of an actor. art to mature. It takes a 
great deal of practice to rid oneself of bad speech habits. 
In "Arms and the ltlan" I attempted to use a Standard American 
form of speech with the proper pronunciation of the Bulgarian names. 
There were aeoomplishments and defeats. ro get W&lt•r Scholz to say 
•your• rather thaR ~er" was an accomplishment. To find a consist-
ency of pronunciation of the nama of Sergi us Saranot'f was a failure. 
Shaw's language demands ~ng other things a crippness of delivery. 
In my estimation, either the actor has the ability to speak this way 
or he does not. Generally, the speech of the actors was quite good 
in that it was free from regional dialects. 
Vivian Lee Edwards haa a voice range problem. She had great diffi-
culty in pitching her voiee lower. It tended to become teasesand high 
which made it unpleasant to listen to at times. Vivian did an excell-
ent job in overcoming this. 
Jim Martindale had some difficulty at first in being underst•od 
due to his articulation. I felt that he was successful in conquer-
ing this problem. 
The speeeh of the other actors was good. Pat Jobe's comm&Dd of 
speech was superb in its resonance and articulation. 
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D. Movement a.nd Gesture. 
• Arms a.nd the :Manf demands two styles of theatrical movement. 
One is highly affected to the poillt of being a formal dance move-
meDt, and the other is contrastingly natural. The second occurs 
when the character is being himself; when the mask of pretense is 
down. ~~en there is someone to impress, a person not of the immed-
iate Petkoff household, a movement of enormous grace and fo~l 
ettiquette must be used. A major part of the fun in the play is 
the laughter that we, the audience,derive from watching the exag-
gerated strutting and posing of the Bulgars. They are imitating 
what they believe to be the manner in which Austrian gentility 
bear themselves in public. As Shaw points out this unnatural way 
of moving puts quite a attain on a body. 
This posing is most clearly seen between Sergius and Rai-.. in 
their•higher love" seems , as we labeled it. Both characters try to 
achieve in movement and words an attitude of courtly love. As I 
tried to indicate through several jerky, natural movements they do 
not succeed too well in achieving this perfection. 
In direct contrast to Raina's and Sergius's movement is the 
movement of Bluntschli. His movement is brisk, methodical, and di-
rect. He walks as if he had no pretensions at all. Similiarly, Maj-
or Petkott, finds it difficult to keep up appearances and his walk 
is a careless ewagger. 
Patterns of movemEilt were evident to me after a week of rehear-
sal; they did not always conciously evolve. If there was any furth-
er work to be done with movement I think that it would center about 
the creation of a dance-:j.ike quality in the scenes of debate toward 
the end of the third act. 
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E. Scenery 
Given room 210 and a neutral colored unit set I realized 
that I could not sta.ge "Arms and t!Jie Man" in a realistic 
manner even if' had wanted to do so, My eye caught the raised 
stage in 210 and I began to think in terms of' using it for 
act one and descending to 'bl\ofl'it.oor directly infront of it 
for act two and act three, 
The plaster walls and dark woodwork could be used as a back-
ground for Raina's bedroom, The double doors in the middle of 
the back wall offered an ideal balcony. Consequently, I placed 
aot one on the stage. 
For act two which is in the garden of the Petkoff's estate 
and act three is in the library I needed more room than the 
raised stage could give me, I decided to use a wing drop arrange-
ment for acts two and three for two reasons, one aesthetic;the 
other functional. Functionally, the raked returns defined the 
limits ofthe stage, supplied a neutral background that could be 
decorated and provided four exits and entrances. Aesthetically, 
Shaw's play has a formal duality inherent in its structure--the 
debate between the romantic and the pragmatic. Consequently, I 
thought it consistent in style to use the stage setting inherited 
from the Neo-Classic and Restoration tradition. This type of stag-
ing is also in the musical comedy tradition, I went so far as to 
number the wing areas, one, two, three. 
The dash of the romantic was added by my capable designer, 
Douglas Schmidt, I told him that I wanted gingerbread. The setting 
should be li~ded, fringed, pretenlious Victorian. The one aspect 
that we did not achieve was the Turkish influence on the decor. 
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F. Li$hting. 
The lighting for "Arms and the Man" itt quite traditional fol-
lowing the Me Candless method of lighting from two sides with a 
dark and a warm eel color. With Dave Barber's help we quickly de-
signed the lights at lunch one afternoon. The lights for act two 
and act three provided illuminations and a bright mood in keeping 
with the comedy. Day light blue and light amber were the gel colors 
used. 
The lights for act one were kept separate and geled with dark 
amber and dark blue with chocolate specials o4 the two candles. 
Using these col•~s created a rich theatrical and romantic quality 
to the seene. This was enhanced by moonlight blue streaming through 
the small window over the 210 stage which connects with the dress-
ing room area. 
Our dimmer capacity and number of inetruments prevented us from 
adequately backlighting and sidelighting the set. 
The lighting cues for the show were relatively simple. They con-
sisted of sight cues for dimming the lights when Raina takes the 
candle off stage and the light blackouts at the end of each act. 
15 
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G, COSTUllllS 
In my statement of intention I said that I wanted tae oostumes 
to reflect the various facets of oharacter, More specifieally, I 
wanted the costumes to tell the audienoe something about tho char-
acters social position, age, oooupation, .ationality and,perhaps, 
most important of all, their attitudes toward life, All things 
ooasidered I tAiDk we were rather suooessful in this intention al-
though authenticity and period were a hodge-podge. I told my cost-
ume designer, Barbara Hirth, one other thing, I said that I want-
ed the costumes to be gay by the utilization of brilliant oolo~s. 
and, I added a foot note to this by calling for a much red and green 
in the costumes beoause this is the Bulgarian national color soheme. 
Bluntschliz The ailiill&ry u:aifonlll for the four men were not autllent-
ic by any stretch of the imagination, however, Barbara 
and Bo~mie Wooldridge, who was most helpful, eonoooted 
Sergiusa 
a oostume for Bluntschli whiok somewkat resembled the 
period. A eolor ful sash and engineers' boots eompleted 
the outfit What was topped off by a battered red and 
green liiTil War style cap. 
Aot two and three d-nded a different uniform whioll 
must properly fit Bluntschli, I was forced to rent throe 
Gilbert and Sullivan dragoon outfits for Bluatsehli, 
Sergius and Petkoff. Barbara sewed green felt over the 
epithets on Bluntschli's outfit so as to indicate that 
he was wearing an Austrian uniform. An attraotive saslt 
with medals pinned on it was put over tlte shoulder and 
collllected to the sword belt, I did away with the origine.l 
idea of ltavinc; the three men wear boots (they are oaval-
ry offioers except for Blunteohli who is an artillery man), 
and I had them wear polislted black shoes, Although this 
made the two Bulgara more refined than I had ori!!;iruilly 
intended, it gave them a smart appearance whioh wo would 
not have been able to ,et otherwise because of tho out 
of the trousers. 
His costume waa the least effective in the play. It never 
achieved the essential quality that I wanteda the strutt-
inl!; peacock, A medallion ltanging about his neek, a flo~ 
ing cape and a plumed shako helped to enhance his costume, 
18 
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:! llajor 
Costumes (con•t) 
Petkoffs We manac;ed to fit hilll into some boots whieh 
helped give him the bow-legged,eavalry ,_.,_ 
ger that I wanted. A ridi1£ erop beeame as 
much a part of his costume as the swor• that 
he wore at his side. 
Catherine Petkoffs Catherine had several costume changes. Be-
eause I consider ke~ a noveau riche character 
I wanted Catherine's costumes to show us the 
two sides of her eharacter. At home with the 
family she is a sloppy dresser who tosses on 
her expensive clothes for breakfast, yet still 
shuffles around in her house slippers. At home 
with the family plus guests she dresses quite 
fashionably. I think this contrast was suceess-
ful. 
Raina Petkoffz Raina's costume needed to reflect a feminine 
quality. SAe is a very beautiful girl who is 
in the proeess of growing up. I think we suc-
ceeded in reflecting a doll-like quality of 
thia beautiful "little girl". 
Loukas Louka(a eostume above all needed to be sexy, 
and should reflect her status as a servant. 
Her low cut peasant blouse is designed to 
attract attention, specifically the attention 
of Sergiue. 
Nioola: This was a very suecessful costume. I had asked 
for knickers, a vest and a blouse with billowed 
sleeves. 
Russian Soldiers Because of the trouble that we had eneounter-
ed iB findiag m1l1 tary unifonns from the la tt-
er nineteenth eentury, I suggested that Barbara 
look for a eoat which might hide the faet that 
he did not have a uniform underneath it. This 
search proved fruitful. We fount a World War I 
Germen anny eoat which ea.ptured the flavor of 
the Bismarck era. 
A eostume footnotes My ideal costuming for the men would have 
beea quite differeRt to that which appeared 
on the stage. I should like to have had the 
Bulgarian aaifonns styled in the Napoleonic 
Era whioh, I believe, is the period which the 
Bulgars are aping. Using Gras's romantic paint-
ing, the8 Portrait of Count Fournier-Sarloveze", 
I should have liked to have seen the four men 
dressed in tight fitting breeehee, a short, 
heavily, gold braided jacket with epithets, 
black hip boots and a. sash for that Slavic touch. 
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1-1. MAKE ue 
1:' 
The followin' ti'a deacriptioa,allaraater lty cllaraeter, of 
the Yarioua facets of make up wlliah I asked .aelh of tile aetora 
to iaaorporate into tlleir make up plana. O..ae ac;aia I am in-
debted to Bob Brewer for Ais llelp ia some of tile various problems 
of make up tllat we eneountered. 
Blu.tsohliz Ia the first act I asked Jim to use a a fairly dark 
base to indicate a weatllered appearance. Over this 
lle smeared reds aJLd browas which gave tile desired 
axaau•~•~· grimey quality that Blu.tsahli needs &e-
cause he lias just run five llliles through thorns and 
brush. 
Ser!!jius 
For acts two and three BlUJLtschli's make up should 
be changed completel) to a healthy flesh coloring. 
He is not to have !IailY lines nor a moustaelle and 
beard. His hair should be neatly combed. 
Saraaoff • Sergi us's make up for acts two and three should 
be straight. I asked Joa to give his eye &rows u in-
terrogative twist,if possible, ud showed him at a lith-
ograph of "Saapin" by Alphonse Daumier. I asked him to 
keep his chia beard aJLd qustaah.e, hut D.ot to grow side 
whisker ... 
Major Paul Petkoffo I asked Walter to work for a ruddy complexion ==~~~~~w=h~ira~h~=su~ggests Petkoff's eholeria disposition. I also 
prescribed mutton ehop whiskers, and Aad him style his 
hair in the fashion of the Empire style of Napoleon's 
day. 
lla1lla:Petkoffo Vivian should make herself look as beautiful as 
possible in all three aets. She should uses a "slight• 
excess of eye shadow aJid rouge, but not so as to appear 
collllllOJL and vulgar. ller hair should 'De do- for aet one, 
ud we decided to style it in riaglets for acts two &ad 
three somewhat in the fashion of an 1860 Southern &alle. 
Catherine Fetkoffs I told Pat that I did not want her age to show. 
Loukao 
Consequently, I asked aer to usa very few liaes ancl straight 
make up. For aat one her hair sllould 'De dowa, and for aat 
two it should be oareleasly pinned up, and for act area it 
allould lie stylishly piled oa top of the head. 
Like Raina Louka should endeavor to beautify herself as 
mush as possible. Straicat make up with a little rouge ._.. 
some lip stiek will do the triek. 
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I Make Up (oon't) 
Nioela: AlthoQgn tae seript oalls for Nicola to kaTe a shaTed 
erowa comparable to that of a samurai warrior, I did 
not feel that this was necessary. Shelley has a fairly 
hi~ forehead. Like SergiQs, his eyebrows shoQld haTe 
some of the ounning suggested •y Daumier's •soapin". 
' His base shoQld bo straig:ltt,flesh color. l' 
The RQSiiaa Officer: A Don Ameohe moustaohe aad side bQrDS helped 
to create the image of the Russiaa soldier. Don Ross al-
so sported a one day growth of beard (the Russian has 
beaD in battle), and neatly groomed hair parted in the 
middle which suggests his refined background at the ,ar-
rison in St. PetersbQrg. 
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I,JlUSIC.AND SOUliD 
As I stated in my intention musie would be used •to create 
a mood of ro:mrmtioism and ne.tione.lism." I listened to many 
jl pieees of nineteenth century musie ia order to find taose sections 
of musie that fit the comic mood as well as the rolll8lltic. This was 
not always possible, I discovered, I kaew that Tohaikovsky's • W~ r 
of 1812 Overture• would provi•• me with nationalistie aJld romantie 
musie, but not the eomic mood, Consequently, I finally decided upon 
the ~ following music to introduce each act. 
•TaeWar of 1812 Overture" provided aJl overture for the play, 
This sttrring nationalistie symphonie pie .. was writtSJl by Tchai-
kovsky in ~ommemoration of the great struggle betweea tae Russians 
,j 
j! aJld Napoleon 1 s Grande Armee1 llhieil. i• 1885 must have lftttsded to 
,, 
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1, stir the hearts of Slavic people. I used the last three minutes of 
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the overture whioh contains the Freneh "Le. Yarseilles" theme, eaa-
ncns and Russian caurch bells, Tile programmatic effeot ofthis musie 
is evident, One is able to 'rlsuali&e the titanie struggle between 
tile two great armies complete wi til oe.valry eharges. I inte:aded this 
pieoe of musie e.s a parody sines the Serbo-Bulge.rian oonfliet we.s 
a very minor and stupid be.ekwoods feud only of interest to a few 
diplomats and the war's partieipants, 
As the overture came to e. erashing close, I felt that there was 
the need for a change of mood to be effected through musio because 
Re.ine. is discovered on the balcony e.djacent to her room dreamily, 
musing in the Balk&n night. To make this change I used the firat 
few measures of Paul Dukas •sereerer•s Apprentiee• which consists 
of e. calm, sweet and sustained fl.elin, 
' ' . ;:.,.._ 
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Music and Sound (con 1 t) 
For the beginniag of Act Two I wanted lively, clownish music 
to keep the comic rhythm of act one going, I searched for along 
time before I found an appropriate composition, It was Rimsky-
Korsakov's "Daaoe of the Buffoons•. 
Shaw's satire on war has gained momentum by the time the third 
!, act begiD.s, Jim Jlartindale su"ested the music 1 Sergei Prokofiev's 
,' 
' 
"Lieuteaant Kije". I used a small section which introducas a wed-
ding troika because ia it was a satiric interpretatioD. of a trad-
itional,romantio, militaristic harmony. It was short and to the 
point just as Shaw .... 
The curtain call music was a oontinuatioa of the weddiac troika 
from "Lieutenant Kije•, Its gay, dance like quality ends the play 
on an entertaining, up swiag mood in keeping w1 th Shaw• s gay end-
ing to the play, 
All of the music was recorded on tape, as were the sound cues, 
The sound ooasisted otutb'ious gunshots only. The chief problem 
was the timiag of theae shots aJid their volume. PeJU~y Hays did a 
lJ:OOd jolt a gottillg the sltots to come on cue. I took the gua shots 
from two sound effects reoorie. OD.e of them was borrowed from 
WBUR. 
. ~ .. ___ ." .:::;._-;-
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Researca Essay--Part II. 
A, llistorioal Background of the Play, 
B, The Period of the Play. 
c. The Playwright. 
D. Comparison with previous productions, 
E. Statement of Intention. 
F. Bibliography. 
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A. Historical Background of the Play. 
Shaw got his title for "Arms and the Man " from John Dryden's 
epio poem •Aneis" which had been translated into English from the 
original by Virgil. The first book of Dryden's translation of 
"Aneis "begins with the words: •Arms, and the lllall. I sing ••• " 
Aside from this poetical inversion Shaw is not indebted to Dry-
den for any other material in the play. Shaw bases his"romantie" 
love story around the Serbo-Bulgarian War of 1885. Shaw's play be-
gins at the mo..nt that the deciding battle of the war is being 
fought at Slivnitza. 
The battle of Slivnitza whiwh was fought in the Dragoman pass 
outside of the town of Slivnitza was of immense importance to the 
Bulgarians and Serbs, of moderate importance to the power concious 
European diplomats, and of no importance to the rest of the world. 
Since it is of importance to the actors in •Arms and the Man" who 
must portray the roles I did some research on the history of Bulgaria 
at this time. In 1878 the Treaty of San Stefano ended the Otfloman 
Empire's domination of the Balkan states. The~urks were driven from 
Europe after three hundred years of occupation. Bulgaria was pro-
claimed an automonous state and Prince Alexander of Battenburg (Germ-
any was imported by Czarist Ruaaianto rule in Bulgaria. Alexander was 
the Czar's nephew. There was some technological and industrial in-
novation into this 11backwoods• country, but the country remained an 
overwhelmingly rural and agrarian. In fact, the word *Bulgarillll" means 
agrarian. In 1886 tle cultured Vieanese undoubtedly looked upon the 
Bulgarians as a proper Bostonian would look upon a South Dakota farm-
er in the 1930's. However, there were determined efforts 
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Bulgarians to ape the Viennese and Parisian culture. Shaw clearly 
dramatizes this in the play through the character of Catherine 
Petkoff whose efforts as a status seeker are clearly in evidence 
in such objects as the electric bell, the library, the ~ closet 
and formale ettiquette as she understands it. The barbarous Bulgar 
influence which, incidental!~ Skaw admires for its fresh, naive 
vitality, is also dramatized most vividly in the character of Maj-
or Petkoff who violently rejects the notion of taking a bath as 
not be in,; "natural". 
In the Petkoff family Shaw seams ta have captured at leaat some 
of the spirit and the characteristics of the Bulgarian people accord-
ing to the research which I bkve done on the subject. The Bulgarians 
are highly excitable people, as quick to anger as they are to loving 
kindness. They are emotional to excess. Author,Milivoy Staneyevioh 
reports in his \ook,"Slavonic Nation~f Yesterday and Today" that 
Bulgarian peasants had been known to give food to a total stranger; 
yet, had that stranger stole some food he would have been drawn aDd 
quartered for his crime. 
The general living etuii&:rdllfl of the Bulgar was low before tile em-
aneipation from the Turks. Literaefjwas poor, but the governmeat made 
some positive educational steps after 1878. Raina Petkoff was probab-
ly tutored and may have attended some classes at one of the schools 
in Sofia. There was an American school there. 
I suspect that the Petkoff's lived in a small tow.a named Kosti•brod. 
It is only !we miles from the Dragoman Pass and about ten miles from 
Sofia. Judging from pictures of the Bulgarian countryside, Kostinbrod 
would be an agrarian village with a minimum of shops and a combination 
city hall and jail. Most of the produce would be drawn to market on 
I 
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small carts pulled by burrows. Although the ph.Uusqae scene must 
have had a distinctly Turkish flavor, life in rural Bulgaria durin& 
the 1880's must have been something similar to our Wild West of the 
same period. 
Against this backdrop Shaw dramatizes the battle of Slivnitza. 
The battle was instigated by Serbia's ruling monarch,Prinoe Milano. 
Milano was a puppet dictator controlled by the powerful Austro•Hung-
arian faction. The Prinoe had run into difficulties with his subjects 
through ~ indiscreet love affair. In order to detract from the ua-
favorable publicity that he was getting he started a war with the 
Bulgarians by attacking their north-west frontier on Noveaber 13, 
1885. This imperial war proved to be Milano's undoing. Prince Alex-
ander's main forces were guarding the south-eastern section of Bul-
garia against the Turks. In forced Marches they reached Slivnitz~ 
in three days and engaged the Serbs in battle. The Serbian army was 
offioered by the Austrians. Shaw says that the Russians officered the 
Bulgarian army. Dramatically this is fine, but heis historically in-
' 
accurate. The Russians had,two months prior to Slivnitza, withdrawn 
military support in Bulgaria because of a rift between the two nat-
ions. 
At the battle of' Dragoman Pass, Shaw's fictional "hero", Sercius, 
leads a victorious oaTalry &Barge wbioh turns the tide of the war. 
In reality, the war was won by plucky Bulgarian fighting. The Bulr;ar"s 
pressed theo61'fensive and by mid-Dect!llllbet had driven the Serbs in to 
their own territory near the city of Pirot. At this point Austria 
threatened to unleash its own army on the Bulr;ari.-s if they did not 
halt their ad!Uilce. Prince Alexander knew when to qi.it. Antruce was 
declared and both sides began bartering for prisoners. It was at 
--·=== 
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this time that Bluntschli '"hoodwinked• Petkoff lllld Sergius out of 
two hundred able-bodied prisoners in exchange for fifty worn out 
chargers that were not even "eatable". 
An armistice was concluded in Bucharest on March 31 1886 after 
several months of conferences which involved all the major powers 
of Europe. Bulgaria and Serbia had little to say about their fates. 
They were the pawns of the major powers that were seeking a"balance 
of power". As act two of "Arms and the Man• begins Petkoff and Saran-
off are returning from the armistioestalka. Th~ate is March 61 1886. 
The great poet George &ordon1 Lord Byron. was the embodiment of 
pure romanticism as it developed in Europe and England in the 1830's. 
Sergius Saranoff was the essence of Bulgarian romanticism in the 
1880's. Shaw based his characterization of Sergius on the attitudes 
towards life held by Byron. Whatever I discovered about Byron in 
my study of his life also held true in Sergius. Their attitudes 
definitely parallel one another. Both men desired fame. Both men 
were ooncious of their rank in society and made the most of it. 
Both were men of action. Byron joined the fignt for Greek independ-
ence; Sergius impulsively lead the charge at Slivnitaa. Byron ideal-
iatieaal;ypictured himself as a great liberator like Simone Bolivar 
and George Waskington. Perhaps the quality which iB lllb.etmost import-
a11t to both of them is their cynicism toward the world and their 
self chastisement. Bo~ men felt a deep frustration in not being 
able to live up to their ideals. Finally. Sergius and Lord Byron 
are egotistical lady killers. 
-=== 
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B. The Period of the Play. 
When S~w wrote "Arms and the l4an11 the Edwardian Theatre was 
was flowering, The late Victorian period had produced a flour-
ishing but decadent fo~ of English theater. Shaw was dissatis-
fied with it. Edwardian theater was characterized by the picture 
frama stage behind whivh such actors as Henry Irving eloquently 
delivered the trashy plays of the ece or butchered the great 
tragedies of Shakespeare. 
"Arms and the Man" was a parody of this sort of theater. The 
"noble attitudes" that Raina and Sergi us vainly seek were identi-
cal to the phoney sentiments of Victorian actors. fioneering play-
wrights such as Ibsen, Strindberg and Shaw could not tolerate such 
blatant misrepresentations of human nature on the stage. Consequent-
ly, Shaw's plays were a reaction to the period in which he wrote, 
Not only were their ideas revolutionary, their form was in some wars 
different, Shaw retained the three act structure of his plays, but 
he introduced the art ol discussion. He championed the discussion 
drama in which the play is resolved by talking through a problem 
rather than by some cata**rophic means such as earthquake, flood,or 
murder b7 poisoning, 
Shaw's discussion play gained favor among many playwrights who 
wrote for the then emerging realistic-naturalistic school of drama 
which is today the predominating form of playwrighting, 
==--====== 
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C. The Playwright. 
George Bernard Shaw w.s born before the American Civil War (1856} 
e.nd died at the beginning of the thermo-nuclear age ( 1950). As 
Eric Bentley points out S:t.w essentially belongs to the nineteenth 
century. His philosophy was formed before the turn of the eentury 
and he belongs to another age than t;nfpresent day. So many words 
have been written by and about Shaw that it would be impossible for 
me to some up his titanic contribution to literature and philosophy. 
I will summarize those points about his life which I feel are part-
cularly pertinent to •A.rms e.nd the Man". 
Shaw was born e.n Irishman who,like Sean O'Casey, spent most of 
his life in England. He was raised in a middle income atmosphere. 
His father was e.n acl:llolie who went bankrupt. The biog:rapher, Hes-
keth Pearson, believed that Shaw inherited his keen sense of humor 
from his father who was a fine gentleman despite his fondness for 
dlllink. Shaw's mother was the backbone of the family. Mrs. Shaw 
went to England where she eked out a living as a music teacher. 
Shaw was raised in a musical atmosphere and later became a music 
critic in London. As I have pointed out in the section of this 
paper labeled •speech", Shaw's ear for speech was extremely melod-
ic. 
By conventional standards Shaw was a~um• during the 1870's and 
early SO's. He lived with his mother who supported him while he 
wrote inferior novels and spent much of his time in the library 
reading. However, the world is mueh indebted to Mrs. Shaw's toler-
e.nce towards her son's unconventional behavior. 
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Shaw was approaching the middle age mark when he began to write 
plays. He was thirty-eight when he wrote "Arms and the Man". Shaw 
admits that his pleasant play •Arms and the Man" was written with 
the intention of scoring a popular success on the British stage. 
Up until then Shaw's unpleasant plays had not been faring well with 
the public. Unyet. even this bid for commercial success could not 
escape the Shavian trademaek-.Shaw' s ideas. 
Shaw has come to be known for his philosoppy as much as his 
brilliant array of plays. Taking his oue from Ibsen. Shaw could 
not write a play unless it atimalated his audience to think. The 
drama must be concerned with ideas of profound importance to soc-
iety to be considered a serious play in Shaw's mind. 
Iii '"Arms and the Man" Shaw gives his audience a love story 
whose main characters are soldiers. However. as I have described 
in detail in other sections of this paper.Shaw's treatment of this 
ideal vehicle for romance and escape is quite different from what 
his audience would expect in 1894. Like Ibsen. Shaw was an ioono-
clast; to be specific. an anti-idealist. His philosophy grew out 
of a reaction against the traditional philosophy of the day. Un-
like many contemporary drlllll8.tists Shaw's reactionary ideas were 
positive ones. In one play after another Shaw asked his audiences 
to take a hard look at themselves and society and to face the truth 
of man's condition. In "Arms and the Man" his delightful sense of 
humor prompted him to expose the fraudulent behavior of the ~ 
veau riche military caste of a recently "civilized'" nation. By 
doing this Shaw pokes fun at the foibles and pretenses of English 
society. 
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D. Comparison with Previous Productions. 
These notes are based upon reviews which appear in"!he New 
York Theater Critics Review•, Vol; XI, No. 22. 
" Arms and the Man" was first produced in the United States 
on September 17, 1894, It starred Richard Mansfield as Bluntschli, 
and Beatrice Cameron as Raina, It was well received, Later, Shaw 
allowed the play to be made into the operetta "The Chocolate 
Soldier• with music by Osaar Straus. The musical was even more 
successful than the play. 
On October 26, 1950 The Arena Theatre in New York saw Richard 
Barr stage a revival of Shaw's play. Mr. Barr produced the play 
in the round, a fact which troubled several of the critics. Rich-
ard Watts found the staging particularly disturbing, That Shaw 
wrote the play for a proscenium stage is no secret and there is 
no doubt in my mind that it plays best on just such a stage. 
Generally the criticisms of Barr's production were unfavorable. 
Brooks Atkinson of the "New York Times had this to saya "It needs 
to be acted and directed", He found Bluntschli a foolish man with 
•an insipid giggle* and Raina was not as disingenuous as she should 
have been. He did enjoy Sam W81'•maker' s bravura as Sergi us and 
Will Kuluva's characterization ol Petkoff, He calls the play a 
"comic dance" and •a cracking play that discharges wit in any 
number of directions". Evidently Atkinson agrees with what I have 
tried to make clear in my 210 production, "lt takes mischievous 
little pokes at many other things (besides war) a the code of 
ethics of the servant class, the spurious grandeur of the upper 
class, the snobbery of culture, the fraudulence of good taste," 
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E, -Direetor' s State1J18X1t of Intention-
• Arms and the MaR" 8y G.B. Shaw 
The Dramatic Idea: 
"Ams B.lld the lo!Bll" is more thall a satire on -r and its 
"heroes•. Shaw questions and proposes •ew answers to the trad-
itional attitudes of mankind toward war (military armaments), 
the chiva~o code (ooat o~_arms), ~love (or the all embrao-
:tq aillilv9-Piknceattii'Aiel"~ito 1dealisl and proposes his 
cure: scientific realism, The arch-pra@n&tist, CaptaiK Blunt-
schli, summarizes the conflicting viewpoints when he says: 
-why, bless my heart and soul, look at the young lady 
and look at me, She, rick, young, beautiful, with her 
imaginatioK full of fairy princesses and hoble natures 
and cavalry charges and goodness knows what I And I, a 
conmcmplace Swiss soldier who hardly knows what a decent 
life is after fifteen years of barracks and battles: a 
vagabond, a maK who has spoiled all his chances iK life 
through an incurably romantic disposition,,,• 
Shaw demonstrates Victorian man's frailties through Blunte 
schli's recogaitio• of his"incurably romantic disposition". 
The Theatrical Key to the Dramatic Idea: 
The main action of the play is to find a real man, 
Bluntschli: to put everything right. 
Sergius: to get a woman without sacrificing his ideals. 
Raina: to find an ideal kusband. 
Nicola: to serve the Petkoff's faithfully in order to open 
a shop in Sofia. 
~::c::!",dli.*llerine: to find a aoeially acceptable husband for Raina, 
Petkolf: to make himself thoroughly comfortable, 
Russian soldiers to play the role of an officer. 
The directors action: to contrast the•put on• manner from the 
•real manner". 
Tke Theatrical Realization of the Dramatic Idea, 
Settin;s To suggest tke solidarity ofthfte~realta•ic, witk a 
dash of the romantic. 
Li&hting:To underscore the idyllic where it occurs, Otherwise, 
to create a comic mood, 
Costumes: To reflect the various facets of character, 
Jlusios To create the mood of romanticism and nationalism, 
' 
" ~ i 
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Boston University School of Fine and Applied Arts 
Division of Theatre Arts 
GRADUATE Tllli:SlB PRODUCTIONS 
Authorization Procedures 
Name of student: David Thomas Deacon ~~~~~~~;_ ____ __ Performance Dates: 3/26-27/62 
Play: 
.ll.rma and the Man Author: --~G~·~B~·-S~h~a~~-----------------
PROCEOORE DATE ACCOMPLISHED 
lo Authorization: 
----------------' Directing Chairman 
--------------------------------
1 Division Chairman 
2o Design Scheme Approvedc 
1 Chairman of Design 
3o Production Expenses: PROPOSED BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET 
Scenery $ I· ao $. ~ ~ ,, 6 
Properties $ 1£..~ Q' 
-
$ 6. ~ ,.-
Costumes ~ 3 Q aQQ $ ~ Q -sd~ Lighting $ f' Q Q $ a -o s. Sound & Music $ : "Q $ (' .. ~ u 
Transportation $ f". ¢~ $ ~~ .. ~ Cl 
Scripts $ tl.~ 0 Q $ ':i. • a(,) 
Miscellaneous $ fli·<JO $ ,._ . .,. 7{' 
TOTAL $ 'I "!'·· t> t' $ ~ s; .• 
I 
... Budget Approved: 
1 Division Chairman 
~,, Purchasing Accounts Settled: 
------------------·'Theatre Manager 
',, Theatre Practice Evaluation Forms Returned: 
-----------------------------·, Production Manager 
Production Book Received: 
-------------------' Faculty Advisor 
t · Production Book Approved: 
--------------' Dtlrecting Chairman 
--------------------'Division Chairman 
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Produotioa Time Table 
15, ••••• , • .,Tryouts (lf.~O to 5s00) 
16,,,,,,,,,, " ~3130 to 5&00) 
Bm 4.60 
17 •••••••••• • 10:00 to 12a00) 
21 •••••••••• orsous io• with J. 14artindale,(l2s00) 
27 •••••••••• Conference wita Mr. Armistead (3&00) 
Read through of whole play, 
• 
• 
• 
" 
• 
• 
1 .... , .. •• ,Walk througll tsee».es 3 & 11) " 
2 ••.•. .••••• • • soenes 2,3, 11) • 
3 •...••••.•• • " scenes s .. s,7) • 
I. •• ••• •• •• • • " scenes 8 1 9, 10, 13) n 
1 ........... • • !scenes 1,2,4.,5, 13) " 
'••••••••••• • " scenes 6,7, 14,15,16) • 
Be•••••••••• tt H SCeJl8S6 1 7 1 14) II 
Liaea Learned Aatl-runthru) • 
9 ••••••••••• aet Tkrel rua thru. • 
10 ••••••••••• Meeting with designers aad crew. • 
Act I & II run thru. (Lines Act II) " 
12 ••••••••••• Liaea learned Aet Ills Ru• thru. • 
13 ••••••••••• Sceae 3 .ad rua thru aet I. " 
14.,.,,,,,,,,, Scenes 5,13,6,7,8, (Keet with designers)" 
15 ••••••••••• seenes 11 & 14., run thru of Act III. " 
16 •• , •••••••• Rua tllru entire play, scenes 1,4.,5 and 10~ 
lT ••••••••••• Seeaes 14, 15, 16. Crew oa stage. • 
18 ......... .,Work on stage wi til crew and east, ,, t Bm 1!10 
19 ••..••••••• Teehnical R~earsal • 
20 ••••••••••• 2nd T~~hniqal Rehearsal with costume pa- • 
re.de,\lls30J • 
21 ••••••••••• 3rd Technical Rehearsal.(3s30) • 
• ~za ........... Final dress rehearsal. • 
n 
• 
n 
" 
• 
2S ••••••••••• Critique ReAearsal. • 
2'•••••••••••Scane work (lOcOO AM) n 
2S ••••••••••• Scene work (3s00) " 
26 ••••••••••• Fublic Performance (8s00) • 
27 ••••••••••• PuDlic Perfor.maaee (4t00) " 
Strike show • 
• 2B ••••••••••• Retum props and rented costumes. 
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Boston University 
School of Fine and Applied Arts 
Division of Theatre Arts 
*Graduate Thesis Production 
ARMS AND THE MAN 
by 
GEORGE BERNARD SHAW 
Directed by 
DAVID THOMAS DEACON 
March 26 and 27, 1962 
Raina 
Catherine 
Louka 
The Man, Captain Bluntschli 
Russian Soldier 
Nicola 
Major Petkof! 
lfajor Sergius Saranoff 
CAST 
Vivian Lee Edwards 
Patricia Jobe 
Abbey Kenigsberg 
James Martindale 
Donald Ross 
Sheldon Freedman 
Walter Scholz 
Jon Cullum 
Act I Raina's bedroom, late November, 1885, in Bulgaria 
Act II Petkoff's garden, three months later 
Act III Petkoff's library, later that same day 
Production lfanager 
Stage Manager 
PRODUCTION STAFF 
Assistant Stage lfanager 
Set Designer 
Costume Designer 
Crew Chief 
TECHNICAL STAFF 
William Allin Storrer 
Veda Whisnant 
Barbara Fleischer 
Douglas Schmidt 
Barbara Hirth 
David Barber 
Faye Dunaway, Stephen Mindich, Susan Murdock, Toby Tulin, 
Abbey Wendroff, Koy Kelley, David Seatter, Thomas Worth, 
Aili Paal, Paula Unger, Patricia McGregor, Penelope Hays, 
Joyce Kelner, Diane Fritz, Dorothea Hecht. 
*As partial fulfillment for the Master of Fine Arts degree requirements. 
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D. The Director's Daily uog 
February 17th: A snow storm had canee.l.led we February 16th 
tryout readings. I was forced to rearrange my casting tryouts. 
Veda Whisnant, my stage manarer, handed out three by five cards 
with the following ipl&at:boilaon on them: name; address, telephone 
number; height; color of hair; and previous experience. I planned 
to base my casting decisions upon this information, plus the read-
ing, plus the personality of the individual. Naturally, I was look-
ing for experienced people, but I was willing to take one or two 
people with litjle experience. I was very concious of physical app-
earances for the roles. I wanted definite height relationships and 
I wanted brunettes for the Petkoff family who are dark haired Bul-
garians. I was adamant on this genetic point. Equally important to 
me was t•e personality of the actor. I would much rather have a 
pleasant to work with actor who is only moderately talented rather 
than a gifted actor who is uncooperative. Consequently I was look-
ing for the cooperative actor more than the talented one in casting 
" .arms and the Man". 
I held readings from ·la$0 P.M. to 6:00 P.M. During that period 
I read approximately twenty-five people. Most of them were women. 
Although I avoided pre-casting like the plague I had definitely 
cast the role of Raina and was thinking seriously of using Pat Jobe 
in the role of Catherine. I was also very interested in casting 
Jon Cullum for the role of Sergiua. 
There were innumerable women who would be excellent for the 
two open roles Louka and Catherine. However, there were very f6'1< 
men at the try outs and fewer yet that could handle the big roles. 
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For the roll of Louka 1 had four excellent young actresses to 
choose among. They included Goksel Kortay, Nancy Fergusson, Diane 
Kerew and Abby Kenigsberg. 1 finally resolved this difficult choiceby 
by choosing Abby Kenigsberg for the part. 
February l8th1 This morning 1 read Jim Martindale for the part of 
Petkolflf. I still do not have a man for Bluntschli. Walter Scholz 
read for Nicola; so did Shelly Freedman. Jim's reading was fair. 
Jim might be a possibility for Bluntschli although I picture him 
as being shorter in contrast to Sergius's height. 
By the evening 1 knew who I was going to cast and I telephoned 
each cast member to tell him the news. I am very pleased with the 
cast. Each member of the cast has a great man~,' of the physical and 
emotional qualities of the characters they will portray or, should 
I say, that I sense within each of them the capability and potential-
ity of playing these characters. 
I , 
i 
Vivian Lee Edwardslhas the beauty, the girlishness as well as the 
womanliness to Jlay raina. Jim Martindale's face is extremely inter-
esting and the more that 1 thought about it, the more I became con-
vinced that he was excellent for my Shavian hero. Pat Jobe's brill-
iant comand of speech and comic technique coupled with her magnifi-
cent black hair and attractive features makes her an ideal choice 
for Catherine. Walter Scholz as the boorish Petkoff will probably 
encounter some difficulty with the comic technique, but his hard 
work will help overcome to this I hope. Abby Kenigsberg seemed to 
fit the role of Lou~ better than her competitors. She has the 
necessary sex appeal as well as the refined intelligence to make 
Louka an exoi ting character. Shelly Freedman is O.a6trUc.;rl.:Jh the 
... === 
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'I ability to play the shrewed, intelligent Nicola. Jon Cullum is 
physioally ideal for Sergius although he could use a bit more 
,: weight. Don Ross will be able to do the Rullsian soldier although 
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I feel that he lacks the oily suaveness for this part. Heits a 
conscientious worker. 
FeBruary 19th: Three of the members of my cast including myself 
are involved in the graduate play "Poison I~. I had told the 
cast to become familiar with the play before we start rehearsals 
which are still a week away. However, I was able to read a part of 
the play with my cast at my apartment on this Sunday evening. 
I played music and showed them several paintings (see the sect-
ion on work with the actors) on this occasion. 
February 27th: Hot on the heels of the close of "Poison I~ the 
cast assembled at ~ apartment for a complete read through of the 
play. ~;veryone was able to attend With the exception of Pat Jobe 
who is busily engaged in the Freshman Revue. I gave the cast the 
breakdown into scenes. At this reading I gave the cast the correct 
pronunciation of words and names and a generous talk on the hist-
orical background of1:'tha Bulg.arian nation in 1886 • 
February 28th: I began my first rehearsal at SFA in room 460. I 
worked on the long scene between Raina and Bluntschli in the first 
act. After a walk through we sat down and discussed the scene line 
by line. This method was to prove quite rewarding. I asked a dozen 
questions pertaining to specific moments. ;,hy? Where? What are trying 
to do here. ~bat is he or she reall~trying to do? seeming to do? 
Jim's and I decided that Bluntschli's main action for act one is to 
save himself. Bluntschli wins a series of verbal engagements with 
Raina in order to save himself. Raina's action for act one ia~atill 
40 
an enigma to me, but I suspect that it is also to protect herself 
e.nd her ideals. 
:1 March lsts Began to work with Petkoff, Louka and Nicola today. 
,, 
,, il Later in the evening I worked with Sergius. His character is the 
h 
II most difficult one in the play to analyze. I believe that Sergius 
1i is a modern 'bl'!lf!!a4eeoio. His modernity is reflected in his cynic-
ism. He is caught up in a changing world and has great difficulties 
in reconciling his ideals to the new way of doing things. This is 
especially evident in his relationship to the art of war. Re has 
I 
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trouble adjusting and, in contrast, Bluntschli does not, 
llal ter Scholz has consul ted with me on his part in detail while 
we were involved in "Poison Ivy8 , Walter tends to get ahead of him-
self and needs to take his role one step at a time. 
As I worked with the actors I found that questioning them about 
every conceivable point helped them realize their roles fully and 
it often exposed erroneous ideas that they held about their parts. 
For example, Abby did not know why she was smoking a cigarette at 
the beginning of act two. She did not connect it with thertebel 
aspect of her character. Shaw establishes characterization in little 
ways such as this. 
I worked the scene between Bluntschli and Raina in the third 
act. The beats and main actions are not clear to us yet. A big 
question is why Bluntschli returns to thePetkoff's house. Is it 
because he loves Raina? I don't know yet. 
We discussed Shaw's names for his characters, Bluntschli's chief 
characteristic is his Bluntness. Raina and Sergius ~~~anoff are 
musical and romantic names. Catherine who is a dominant woman was 
probably named after the despotic Empre8s Catherine of Russia. 
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March 2nd: We blocked the remaining scenes in act onetto day. 
Don Ross is slow in getting the suavity and polish of the Rus-
sian soldier who searches the room, I plan to build him slowly 
until fina.lly I will get him to open up and fly into an Ullcon-
trollable rage which Shaw calls for in the script. 
Jllarch 3rd: Jim Martindale and I had an exhilirating arguEnent 
this afternoon which cleared up many problems. ~im believes that 
Bluntschli realizes that Raina is twenty-three all through the 
play, Finally, after citing proof to the contrary from every sect-
ion of the script I managed to convince him that Bluntschli is 
capable of foolishness just like the others. This is part of the 
~havian irony. Shaw p~lls the rug out from underneath the audiences' 
feet. In defending my argument I was forced to clarify points for 
myself. I know that Shaw is incapable of writing an ordinary thesis 
drama which ends with a moralizing speeeh by the hero, His drama is 
most definitely dialeeti~l. If Shaw's protagonist were perfection 
personified, the last line of the play would according to Shaw's 
philosophy be, ~t a superman! Is he a supermant" However, Blunt-
sohli is not perfect as we are lead to believe through most of the 
play. 
Throughout the play Shaw uses what I call guideposts for the 
actors, They are phrases or adverbs -.lo'8ed ill parsatlo.eusstelling 
the actor what he should be feeling at that particular moment. These 
guideposts are helpful, but they may also be a hindrance because the 
actor plays the a. tti tude without eTer really knowing why he ph.ys 
the line that way. Furthermore, a. guide post, ~tol.mexample, (petuant-
ly) might mean several different things to several different pepple. I 
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I have begun to block some of the scenes while discussing 
them, I have had to do this because I feel the time flying 
by. 
March 5tha Pat Jobe was able to be with us today, I bloeked her 
into the first act scenes. Today. I had each character tell 
me about himself or herself and defend their answers with proof 
from the script. I found the stimulation of this sort of thinking 
to be valuable to all, We worked on character relationships since 
the whole cast was here. 
By the time we broke I felt that Pat Jobe had been well gt'ound-
ed in her character and would have no trouble in cat•hing up with 
the others. 
I rehearsed Don Rosa for a short while today, He lacks wuffic-
ient imagination to make the part come alive, I would have been 
in trouble if he had been cast in a larger part. 
)(arch 6th: Worked with Pat Jobe some more and blocked the end 
of act two. In the evening; I tackled the tough part of the play 
the denouement, This section of the play which is pure talk---
but good talk---must be played with great vitality and truth or 
it can be deadly boring and kill the rhythm built up in the earl-
ier paBt of the play, Also there is much to be worked out in the 
blocking of six people on the stage at o•ce. I came to rehearsal 
with some set blocking• however, I knew that parts of it would 
have to be changed. We had tp stop several times to clarify some 
of the complications of the plot especially concerning Petkoff's 
coat. 
So far I have not had a bad rehea ... l. The cast has been 
most cooperative and I feel that we have aecomplished good things . 
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at every meeting. 
What I haTe written here can only be a partial record of what 
we have worked on in rehearsals at best. I feel that so many im-
portant points are missing in this log, but time and energy do not 
permit them to appear here. 
March 7th: Lines for act one were to be learned ly today. Generally 
this was accomplished. I ran through act one and found it neaessary 
to rework in detail the opening section. We worked on t~ttriaiy 
aeo§ion where the commotioa of the soldiers is heard outside and 
down stairs. It took some time to let the timing right. I put Don 
Rosa in oharge of the soldiers who will be recruited to make noise 
from the stage crew during the final week of rehearsal. 
I continued to work with Jim and Vj,vian on Act One. We tore it 
apart into little pieaea. Jim and I agree that Bluntschli has 
found refuge in Raina's room, and that he does not want to leave 
the room that nir;ht so that he must find ways to stay there. By 
humoring her in a variety of ways he triumphs. I told Vivian to 
be oareful that she does not play attitudes. Sometimes she thinks 
that she is playing her action, and then I tell her that I am not 
eonvinced. I stress this with her since she is doinr; the part for 
her Masters Degree in Acting. At this point she needs to believe 
the situation and her ideas as Raina. 
March sth1 Today I worked with the scene between Rai:u. and Blunt-
schli in act three. Vivian's aforementioned attitudes were even 
more prevalent in this scene. I found that I had to stop on every 
line to explore it in detail. A lot of this trouble I might add 
was caused by my confusion as to the main actiom of the sene. Lat-
er,-when we were able to clarify the action line of the scene, i! 
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We began the evening rehearsal with a run throur;h of aet two 'b 
to check for blocking. It is begiDning to shape up. I still see msny 
subtle relationships and oomie bits which need to be worked out. 
I am still rehearsing around Jon Cullum's afternoon rehearsal ached-
ule. Recta direeting his scene which is to be performed on the thirt-
eenth of the month. However, he is at the evening rehearsals and 
very apt and responsible. 
I went home for supper as usual. I did not feel at all well. 
When my wife took my temperature it was 103 degrees. Then I broke 
out with the measles. Fortunately, it was a mild attack and by the 
followi~ Tuesday I was back at rehearsal. 
In the meantime my cast, under Veda's direction, carried on 
work that I had set down for rehearsal such as blocking and line 
mEIIDDrization. This illness gave me sometime to think about the 
play which was helpful. 
March lOtht Veda stopped by to see me today and I gave her notes 
on characterization for the cast. This"rest•also gave me time to 
correet a set of Modern Drama exams. With this out of the way I 
will have some time to work on the script and I won't have to do 
so much work off the top of my head. 
March l4ths I returned to rehearsal today. I worked on the scene 
between Nicola and Louka. I told Shelly that Uiekway he was playing 
/I Nicola seemed to be getting a bit villainous and nasty. I asked 
/ Shelly to work for condescensio». in his relationship to Louka. He 
li is comparable to the head waiter of a faaltionable restaurant al-
II though he is crafty and intelligent. He was bothered by t'lle stoop-
if li ed, shuffling walk that I had him working on. When b.e began to walk 
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as if he were a. poised head wa.i ter his character began to take 
on the smooth unctousnesa demanded in this character, I told him 
to refrain lrom getting mad at Louka when she taunts him or at 
least showing his anger outwardly. The scene is still not right 
but it has greatly improved. 
After a run through of act two, I worked: on the ''higher love" 
scene. We have worked hard on this scene, but it is still not 
right. I am developing the scene around the fact that both partic-
ipants yearn for a fullfilled love relationship but they are block-
ed by the obstacle of proper love according to the code which they 
have learned from the west of Europe. Sergius is seeking release 
through sexual love, but he ca=ot find this with the pure 11&1..,. 
He must turn to Louka, and he does so. Consequently, the hi~er 
love scene is a hollow formality, 
At the end of the evening rehearsal I had a pile of notes which 
boiled down to some reoaourring problems, Walter Scholz tends to 
be hypertensitive, he needs to relax, H• ddes not explore the full 
meaning of his lines, Pat Jobe needs to overcome some personal 
mannerisms. Her style is great. Vivian's attitudes are less notice-
able but still there in places. Jon is progressing quite well. He 
leaves himself open to fresh ideas and emotions, but sometimes his 
action linea are weak. This is probably because I have not made 
them clear enough. 
We need to begin picking up the pace, I told the cast that many 
reactions must be shortened in time length. Let the beat changes 
happen quickly a~ olearly as you act it. Don't muddy the action 
line. 
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March 15th: A great deal was accomplished today, bat I still 
have not had an effective ranthroagh. Mr. Kazsanoff viewed 
part of the rehearaUtthis afternoon. He noted that Bluntschli 
was antagonistic toward Raiaa when he can least afford to be in 
the first act. Vivian still has problems in this scene with 
Bluntschli in the bedroom. I feel that I need to see more of the 
woman in her when she is with Bluntschli and less the little girl. 
Also, there shoald be a warmth aDd growth of relationship between 
them as the scene progresses. 
The key to Sergias has bsen unlocked at last. Viewing his 
character and his actions in the play, as I was able to do, while 
I was ill, made me see that lle suffers Plet'tfteef 4nalt'-'ttng 
blows to his idealism through his contact witll Loaka llad Blunt-
schli. Ultimately, the trath a boat Raina si».k:s him and he is lef't 
on stage stripped of his illusions with only one recourse--to 
laagh at this •*-Posture of a worlda. Af'ter each shock he needs 
to pUt himself' up off of the floor and carry on. Finally, he is 
not able to do ewen this. 
March 16th: We had a run throagh of' the wholeplay today. Aot I 
and Act II ran fairly smoothly, bat Act III is a mess. It played 
like a tragedy and was slow and conf'l.lsed at the end. We spent the 
remainder of the day remedying it. Tile scene between Bluntschli 
and Raina in Ut III played very well becaase she now has a strong 
action to play: to get a declaration of lov~mmhim. She is de-
feated by his refusal to take her serioasly,which is quite trust-
I. 
' 
rating to her. I told the actors that they ca.Jmot relax toward the \i 
,• 
I· 
-d of the play or it falls flat. Shaw does not allow them time to [' 
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relax. They are oaaght ap (or shoald be) in the whirlwind of action~ 
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I worked with Jon on the idea that Sergius is constantly aware 
that he is posing. He exists lor other people. Jon is excellent 
in absorbing an idea into his acting. I see reshlts with him. 
Jim .Martindale is a great surprise. He is responding to my work 
with him quite well.. This ilwebeoause h+as worked extremely hard 
on his part. I am very pleased with his work. There are still mom-
ants which need work. 
March l7ths This morning I worked the two scenes between Nicola 
and Louka. I changed the blocking somewhat and worked on the con-
flict between the two. The scene lacked energy on Shelly• s part. 
He is believable, but his characterization is still not quite right. 
Part of the problem is pure comic technique. However, I do apprec-
iate the work that he is doing. 
I told Jon aDd Vivian to play thewhig;her love• scaae as if they 
were parodying the affedted nineteenth style of acting. I think we 
have been playing this sceae too seriously. This scene has looked lik$ 
I 
something out of neat 011 a Hot TiD. Roof•. Now we need to make the 
comment that Shaw intended clear. 
The conciousllSss that we see in 8irgius the poseur should be 
apparent in Raina's character. This is especially true of the scene 
between Bluntschli and Railla in the third act. For example, when 
RaiD.& tries to gain Bluntschli 1 s sympathy we should be able to see 
that she is looking out of the corD.er of her eye to see what the 
effect of her phoney act has had on him. 
In the afternoon I taped the music for the show with Penny Hays. 
March 18ths The count down begills. Tryouts for•!Ae Crucible• made 
rehearsal rather haphazard today. The set is coming along nicely. 
I worked individually because of the tryouts. I worked with Walter. 
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I need to oham~.el his energ}"into the proper ohannels. He is begin-
ning to relax. 
I worked with Vivian on trying to get a variety in her voice, ami 
to make what she says oount. 
I spent the remainder of the day working with my invaluable crew 
shief, Dave Barber. We were able to focus and gel the light:a. 
Marsh 19th: It was confirmed today that I must rent the three men's 
costumes. I had earlier made arrangements with the Tracy Music Ser-
vice to rent three Gilbert and Sullivan soldiers uniforms. They 
would cost ten dollars each. The set is almost complete except for 
the decorative touches that it needs. Sound is ready to go. Costumes 
will be viewed tomorrow. The most disappointing depsr~ent is props 
which lacks any leadership 
Jlaroh 20th: Tod~y I felt the frustration of the director in amateur 
theater. At the moment I am more conce~ed with the technical as-
pects of the play than the acting which is in fairly decent shape. 
Dave Barber and his two aasistaats, Koy Kelly and David Seatter, 
have done a marvelous job, but they S&mlllt do everything. 
Mr. Xaaaaotttt'saw act one this afternoon. He felt that the coD.flici;t 
between Raina and Bluntschli could be sharpened and suggested spec-
ific ways of doing this. Bluntschli needs to laugh up his sleeve at 
this girl much more than he is. 
Mr. Hirsch saw act two and act three tonight. He had some sug-
gestions about blocking which I like very mush. He suggested that 
I bring Bluntschli and Raina's scene in act three down stage where 
they can share it more with the audience. Also, I hav~oved the 
breakfast table in aot two more toward stage right so that it mpens 
up the action. This has relieved some of the *ka awkward movement 
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around the stairs. I can see now that the audience should be moved 
closer to the action or they will be lost to the play by the dis-
t~ce. 
March 2lsts Today we got the men's uniforms. They are hardly ideal 
but better than grey flannel suits. In the afternoon we continued 
to clear up technical problems. I think I'm going to need a pure 
technical run through Friday afternoon, 
In the evening run through the first two aets ran smoothly ex-
cept for the missing props, Thethird aet is still slow. Vivian is 
still eoming acrvss as the little girl in her seenes with Bluntsehli, 
Walter Scholz's tenseness was extremely noticeable tonight. I am 
gently trying to remold his character iato \lscaatu&l, less exeit-
able Petkoff, I told Louka, as an over~all observation, that she 
needed to be more the flirt with everyone of the men. If she is to 
get on this world she must display herself more prominently. I would 
like to see more of the mountaia farmer ill Pat Jobe' s Catherine. 
Jon Cullum's cynical Sergius was missing tonight. 
March 22nds We had a final run through in the afternoon, I had 
planned to run through the show twice, but I decided that individ-
ual scene work would be more valuable. During the run through Jim 
Martindale was working for a basic reality that he felt he was los-
ing, The ret~ult was dew.ltt.•&ng. The vitality that he had had form..-
erly was completely missing and he dragged the third aot down. The 
exercise helped him in some ways and we worked for a little while 
reestablishiag his energy level to what it was. He still needs work 
on the satirical element of Bluntschli; however, it is better. 
He has been playing Bluntschli muoh too kindly. I told him to 
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put some teeth into his debates with Raina. Bluntschli loves Raina 
~~============================================== 
when she gets angry enough to kioJ him in the shins. He loves to 
taunt her. Walter is still not relaxed ellough. Relax! That is the 
key word for tomorrow night. 
I called a rehearsal tomorrow afternoon for Bluntsehli and Raina 
after a short tech run through. 
March 23rda D-d.ay. The slum seems to be ~ed.yl,to go teehnioally. 
I worked with Jim and Vivian for an hour and a half. We ooD.centrat-
ed on scene three in act one. A whole host of new values appeared. 
I am quite pleased. Bluntschli is now begillning to have some real 
fun with Raina. This late afternoon rehearsal took Jim's mind off 
of the critioue rehearsal. He has a tendency to get nervous in per-
formanoe. However, tonight he was brilliant and seemed perfectly 
relaxed. 
As the critique rehearsal began,I was not sure whether this show 
was a flop or a hit. Happily, it turned out to be the latter. There 
were roars of laughter throughout. The actors responded to the aud-
1enee. Lines which I had forgotten were funny brought loud guffaws. 
The comments that I had intended came across. I felt that my basic 
intention had succeeded. 
Sergius will need some work over the weekend. Instead of being 
the strutting peacock he tended to withdraw into himself and killed 
a lot of the comedy. Ther;rhytms were ra~;ged and haphazard. In short, 
I needed to do some polishing over the week end. 
March 24thai gave out the many notes which I had taken at the crit-
ique, and spent the remainder of the day working on some individual 
scenes. Jim was still playing Bluntschli a bit too gently especially 
in the third act. I let Vivian work out the problem of finding a 
"spine! for her character as the faculty had suggested. I was not too 
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in sol vi:ng this problem. 
March 26th: I worked on sharpening the co:nf'liot, This was mainly 
in the third act and concerned Sergius's characterization, It is 
'' definitely clearer to both actor and director now, i'i 
" 
' 
March 26tha The audience for our first public performance was quite 
different from the Friday night audience which was composed of ex-
uberant B,U. theater students, Although the laughter was sparse I 
know that they enjoyed the show. The things that we had worked on 
over the weekend stuck. Timing was poor in places as several of the 
actors were caught waiting for laughs, 
March 27th: I felt that the play was at its beat todaJddtlpite a 
discouragely small audience, Rhythms were good aad the coa1ent was 
clear. 
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The most indleresting critical notices from the grall!uate di- I' 
1l 
II' rooting class concerned the acting and the acting style, Several il 
of the direotors remarked about Pat Jobe' s acting style. Jim Haney, /1 
1
111 for instance, said that he did not believe her on stage. He said 
that she played for comedy rather than playing actions. Bill Hodson Ill 
perceptively noted that Catherine was•so different from tile otil.er 1\ 
ii 
members of the family as to seem a member of another play", Mardi 1
11 
Drake found the casting of Catherine excellent and loved her flam- /1 
lloyant style, Among these opinions I would choose to agree with Mardi ,1, 
She was different from the others partially because she has a wondEIT- i 
ful style which the others llad only in parts. Jim Martindale approach-,/ 
ed her style but he was imconsistent about it, If I were to work on 'I 
i 
the play some more I Would aim for the style that Catherine, that is, 1 
::.:c:r::::~m:yi:0:::oisely this charm which makea this Shavian ,
1 The quality of style that Pat abounded in was not completely full-
filled in Sergius on Friday night. This was apparent to several of 
the graduate directors, H~lacked Pat's tremendous vitality, This was 
greatly improved over the weekend, As I told Jon we llad been develop-
ing his character too naturalistically, Two days before the critique 
I realized that he had to cut loose and give the part some "style", 
By Monday he had done this and it was a much better and more even 
performance, 
Paul Wesel and Dale Rott put their finCers on another problem which 
I was aot able to solve conclusively, Bluntsohli 1 a action which I 
stated was "to put everything right" did not seem to hold up to well. 
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DaU said that Blllil'IIICJlli • s action did 11.ot fit into the main action : 
\ 
of the play which wasttof'tiJldc.arnal ma:a. Per~ s he is quite right. 
However, I do not know how to make the overall action of the play 
and the character actions of the play fit neatly together even when 
the play is a well oontructed one such as this. I am not sure that 
this can always be done even in a highly unified drama. The prob-
lem might be that my main action or Bluntsohli's character action 
is incorrect. 
Another comment was that Raina did not seem to be playing her 
overall action to find anrideal husballd. I agree that she 11.eeds to 
find ways of showing us that she really wants a husband. This san 
best be done in the third act in her scene with Bluntsohli where 
she is frustrated in her attempt to get her man. 
The comments by the graduate directors were 011. thwwhole quite 
favorable. They felt that the performance we.s generally smootll and 
the acting good, 
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G. Faculty Comments 
In the Friday night faculty critique Mr. Hirsch asked me to 
state what I thought the problema of the play were at this point. 
I said that I felt that it needed polishtng. It needed to be olar--
fied in several sections. Jon Cullum as Sergius needed to come out 
of himself. We need, as Mr. Kazanoff put it, to see a cynical Ser-
gius on his first entrance but not a defeated Sergius. This gives 
him more chance for vitality. If the Slivnitza fiasco has completely 
floored him he has no where to go. As we see in the play, Sergius 
is in for a few more shocking eye openers before he is completely 
stripped of his illusions. I quite agree with this very valuable 
suggestion, and I intend to work with Jon on it over the week end. 
Mr. Hirsch suggested that Raina and Catherine should wear sever-
al bracelets which would help to establish their peasant heritage. 
In connection with this Mr. Kazanotf said that Vivian needed to find 
a nspine" for the actions of the various scenes aside from the main 
action of getting a husband. Mr. Hirsch suggested that it might be 
that Raina always feels a need to get attention and to be the center 
of interest. This is in accord with my notion that she is a spoiled 
and pampered girl. Mr. Hirsch further commented that the bracelets 
would be one way of getting attention because of the constant noise 
they make. 
il 
Mr. Gifford said that he was delighted with Jim'Sportrayal of Blunt-ll p 
schli which he contended is typically Swiss. This tied in with anoth- " 
er point that Dr. Ehrensperger made. He said that we should remember 
that Shaw's Bulgarian characters are essentially English. Petkoff, 
56 
for instance. is a prototype of the English oountry squire or fat 
English colonel, I agree that this is so. but only to a point. I 
have directed this play with the thought in mind that these charact-
ers are true to the Bulgarian spirit or at least true to the spirit 
of a recently civilized nation. BaU character has a spirit and viy-
ality because of their still to be tamed energies. I think that Shaw 
has instilled his characters with a great deal of the Bulgar's spirit, 
At the Tuesday critique I was asked whether or not I thought Viv-
ian had progressed over the weekend. I definitely think she has im-
proved, She had more vitality and urgency than she had had Friday. 
This was also true for Sergius, In many ways the Tuesday afternoon 
performance was the best th~lay had ever gone, The conflict was 
\ sharper, 
I Mr. Ka.za.noff felt that there were some good things in the product-
\! ion. but he wondered whether I was wasting my time looking for real 
characters underneath the surface of the play. At the time I was not 
sure what he meant but I understand what he was getting at as I look 
at the show in retrospect. b'ven though I tried for a reality which 
., 
' 
is not really there. the show inevitably found the true course due " 
to Mr. Shaw's forceful. explicit writing and my natural instincts as 
! a director. 
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ARMS AND THE MAN 
ACTI 
! I ' , I 
Night: A lady's bedchamber in Bulgaria, in a small town 
near the Dragoman Pass, late in November in the year 1885. 
Through an open window with a little balcony a peak of the 
Balkans, wonderfully white and beautiful in the starlit snow, 
seems quite close at hand, though it is really miles away. The 
interior of the room is not like anything to be seen in the west 
of Europe. It is half rich Bulgarian, half cheap Viennese. 
Above the head of the bed, which stands against a little wall 
cutting off the left hand corner of the room, is a painted wooden 
shrine, blue and gold, with an ivory image of Christ, and a 
light hanging before it in a pierced metal ball suspended by 
three chains. The principal seat, placed towards the other side 
of the room and opposite the window, is a Turkfsh ottoman. 
The counterpane and hangings of the bed, the window curtains, 
the little carpet, and all the ornamental textile fabrics in the 
room are oriental and gorgeous; the paper on the walls is oc-
cidental and paltry. The washstand, against the wall on the 
side nearest the ottoman and window, consists of an enamelled 
iron basin with a pail beneath it in a painted metal frame, and 
a single towel on the rail at the side. The dressing table, between 
the bed and the window, is a common pine table, covered with 
a cloth of many colours, with an expensive toilet mirror on it. 
The door is on the side nearest the bed; and there is a chest of 
drawers between. This chest of drawers is also covered by a 
variegated native cloth; and on it there is a pile of paper backed 
novels, a box of chocolate creams, and a miniature easel with a 
large photograph of an extremely handsome officer, whose 
lofty bearing and magnetic glance can be felt even from the 
portrait. The room is lighted by a candle on the chest of draw-
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6 ARMS AND THE MAN 
ers, and another on the dressing table with a box of matches 
beside it1 1 Xe wzndow is hinged doorwise and stands wzde open. Out-
side, a pair of wooden shutters, opening outwards, also stand 
open. On the balconv.a young lady, intensely conscious of the 
roma~ttc beauty of the night, and of the f act that her own youth 
and beauty are part of it, is gazing at the snowy Balkans. She 
is in her nightgown, well covered by a long mantle of furs, 
worth, on a moderate estimate, about three times the furniture 
of the room. 
Her reverie is interrupted by her mother, CatheriTJe Petkoff, 
a woman over forty, imperiously energetic, with magnificent 
black hair and eyes, who might be a very splendid specimen of 
the wife of a mountain farmer, but is determined to be a 
Viennese lady, and to that end wears a fashionable tea gown on 
all occasions. 
CATHERINE [enteringj hastil u o ood news Raina! 
[She pronounces it Rah-eena, with the stress on the ee . ama. 
[She goes to the bed, expecting to find Raina there]. Why, 
where-? [Raina looks into the room]. Heavens, child! are 
you out in the night air instead of in your bed\Youll catch 
your death. Louka told me you were asleep. 
RAINA [dreamily] I sent her away. I wanted to be alone. 
The stars are so beautiful! What is the matter? 
CATHERINE. Such news! There has been a battle. 
RAINA [her eyes dilating] Ah! [She comes eagerly to Cather-
ine]. 
CATHERINE. A great battle at Slivnitza! A victory! And it 
was won by Sergius. 
RAINA [with a cry of delight] Ah! [They embrace rapturously] 
Oh, mother! [Then, with sudden anxiety] is father safe? 
e l 
P"~ s~te. 
~"~her 
CATHERINE. Of course! he sends me the news. Sergi us is 
the hero of the hour, the idol of the regim~enwt~------~-~")1~9 ·f& 
RAINA. Tell me, tell me. How was it?f{'ECstatically] Oh, 0~ _ 
mother! mother! mother! [She pulls her mother down on the 
ott<>man; and they kiss one another frantically]. 
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ARMS AND THE MAN 7 
CATHERINE [with surging enthusiasm] You cant guess how 
splendid it is. A cavalry charge! think of that! He defied our 
Russian commanders--acted without orders-led a charge 
on his own responsibility-headed it himself-was the first 
man to sweep through their gun~ant you see it, Raina: 
our gallant splendid Bulgarians wiF tlttit swolt!§ aha eyes 
flashing, thundering down like an avalanche and scattering 
the wretched Serbs and their dandified Austrian officers like 
chaff. And you! you kept Sergius waiting a year before you 
would be betrothed to him. t Oh, if you have a drop of 
Bulgarian blood in your veins, you wlil worsh1p b1m when 
he comes back. 
RAINA. What will he care for my poor little worship after 
the acclamations of a whole army of heroes? But no matter: 
I am so happy! so proud I [She rises and walks about excited! . 
It proves that all our ideas were rea a ter a 
CATHERINE [indzgnantly] Our ideas real! What do you 
mean? 
RAINA. Our ideas of what Sergius would do. Our pa-
triotism. Our heroic ideals. I sometimes used to doubt 
whether they were anything but dreams. Oh, what faithless 
little creatures girls are! When I buckled on Sergius's sword 
he looked so noble: it was treason to think of disillusion or 
humiliation or failure. And yet--and yet-[She 
again suddenly] Promise me youll never tell him. ' 
CATHERINE. Dont ask me for promises until I know what 
I'm promising. 
RAINA. Well, it came into my head just as he was holding 
me in his arms and looking into my eyes, that perhaps we 
only had our heroic ideas because we are so fond of reading 
Byron and Pushkin, and because we were so delighted with 
the opera that season at Bucharest. Real life is so seldom 
like that! indeed never, as far as I knew it then. [Remorse-
fully] Only think, mother: I doubted him: I wondered 
whether all his heroic qualities and his soldiership might not 
prove mere imagination when he went into a real battle. I 
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8 ARMS AND THE MAN 
had an uneasy fear that he might cut a poor figure there 
beside all those clever officers from the Tsar's court. 
CATHERINE. A poor figure! Shame on you! The Serbs have 
Austrian officers who are just as clever as the Russians; but 
we have beaten them in every battle for all that. 
RAINA [laughing and snuggling against her mother] Yes: I 
was only a prosaic little coward. Oh, to think that it was all 
true! that Sergius is just as splendid and noble as he looks! 
that the world is really a glorious world for women who can 
see its glory and men who can act its romance! What happi~ 
ness! what unspeakable fulfilment! 
They are interrupted by the ~ntry of Louka, a handwme 
proud girl in a pretty Bulgarian peasdm'f dress with double 
apron, so defiant that her servility to Raina is almost insolent. She 
is afraid of Catherine, but even with her goes as far as she dares. 
LOUKA. If you please, madam, all the windows are to be 
closed and the shutters made fast. They say there may be 
shooting in the streets. [Raina and Catherine rise together, 
.flarme4l. The Serbs are oemg chasea right back through 
the pass; and they say they may run into the town. Our 
cavalry will be after them; and our people will be ready for 
them, you may be sure, now theyre running away. [She gp.sf 
~ t~e balcon'!(, and eulls the outside shuttgs to; thi:n fi;Jlf 
~ ; tq tbe rqqm] 
- vt. f X 
I)\. f6(i/fo .. 
MA~ 
CATHERINE [businesslike, housekeeping instincts aroused] I 
must see that everything is made safe downstair·~------- ){ \ .,., L 
RAINA. I wish our people were not so cruel. What glory is 
there in killing wretched fugitives? 1 •ltl, S 
CATHERINE. Cruel! Do you suppose they would hesitate to 
kill you-or worse? 
RAINA [to Louka] Leave the shutters so that I can just 
close them if I hear any noise. 
CATHERINE [authoritatively, turning on her way to the door] 
Oh no, dear: you must keep them fastened. You would be 
sure to drop off to sleep and leave them open. Make them 
fast, Louka. 
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ARMS AND THE MAN 9 
LOUKA. Yes, madam. [She fastens them]. 
RAINA. Dont be anxious about me. The moment I hear a 
shot, I shall blow out the candles and roll myself up in bed 
with my ears well covered. 
CATHERINE. Quite the wisest thing you can do, my love. 
Good night . 
RAINA. Goodnight. [Her emotion comes back for a mo-
ment]. Wish me joy [They k_iss]. This is the happiest night of 
my life-if only there are no fugitives. 
CATHERINE. Go to bed, dear; and dont think of them. 
~he;_g~o:;;es~o:!u;!,!tl;...· ...,....~;::-:--:-~--~-;":";"~;--;----- U L 
LOUKA secrety to Raina] If you would like the shutters 
open, just give them a push like this [she pushes them: they 
open: she pulls them to again]. One of them ought to be 
bolted at the bottom; but the bolt's gone. 
RAINA [with dignity, reproving her] Thanks, Louka; but 
we must do what we are told. [Louka makes a grimace]. 
Goodnight. 
LOUKA [carelessly] Goodnight. [She f{Oes out, swaggering]. 
Raina, left alone, ta!J.es offher Cur doak and thrOJJI.r..iJ.1ltJ. 'be 
_!!ttoman. lhen she gop. to the chest of drawers, andadnrn tbC 
p_orirah there wzth eelin s that are be ond all ex sion. She 
does not iss zt or ress it to her breast, or shew it an mark of 
o t a ecti n · e a es tt tn er a s and eleva es tt 
lil(e a eriestest . 
• RAINA [lookzng up at the picture] Oh, I shall never be 
unworthy of you any more, my soul's hero: never, never, 
never. [She replaces it reverently. Then she selects a novel from 
the little pile of books. She turns over the leaves dreamily; 
finds her page; turns the book inside out at it; and, with a 
happy sigh, gets into bed and prepares to read herself to sleep. 
But before abandoning herself to fiction, she raises her eyes 
once more, thinking of the blessed reality, and murmurs] My 
hero! my hero! 
A distant shot breqks the quiet qfthc. li·e4 Sfte garts, listqz~ 
ing; and two more shots, much nearer, follow, stqrtling be~ 
( 
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10 ARMS AND THE MAN 
.... -----~ .. - --- . that she scrambles out of bed, and hastilv.{:flw~out the candle on the chest of drawers. 1 hen, putting her ngers in her ears, 
she runs to the dressing table, blows out the light there, and 
hurries back to bed in the dark, nothing being visible but the 
glimmer of the light in the pierced ball before the image, and 
the starlight seen through the slits at the top of the shutters . 
..... he~eathu.r.,:gain: there is a startling fusillq,@#quite 
close at hand. ilst it is-Sfiill ;choztg, J't shutters disappear, &,.. • 
pulled open from without; e:,d for an izwmu_the rectangk of__ _ __._ ~ -, I 11 
snowy starlight jlashes"o~u!!.t~w~zW.thfiJJ,Ath~e-'fi~tgWu:Ure~of~a~m.;.a,p.nl:JIJ.sz.4.·lhiUoO.iu~et~te'll.d'-tl ~ene . .J::_ 
in black upon it. The ..,zutters · · 
is dark again. But the silence is now broken by the sound of ~ 
panting. Then there is a scratch; and the flame of a match is Et · · U C, 
seen in the middle of the room. 
RAINA [crouching on the bed] Who's there? [The match is 
out instantly]. Who's there? Who is that? 
A MAN's VOICE [in the darkness, subduedly, but threaten-
ingly] Sh-sh! Dont call out; or youll be shot. Be good; 
and no harm will happen to you. lSh~ is heard leaving her 
ped, and making for the do~. Take care: it's no use trying 
to run away. 
RAINA. But who-
THE VOICE [warning] Remember: if you raise your voice 
my revolver will go off. [Commandingly]. Strike a light and 
let me see you. Do you hear. [Another moment of silence and 
• t • t-# ~ daikzeil. awhe ri1ia~ t~ t~e. wJzist ~Si!'/iS,. ~t'.IJ.s~e.J~J 
candle· an'?the m ster is at an end. He is a man o about , 
in a dep ora e ·plig t, bespattered with mud and blood and 
snow, his belt and the strap of his revolver case !(eeping together 
the torn ruins of the blue tunic of a Serbian artillery officer. All 
that the candlelight and his unwashed unkempt condition make 
it possible to discern is that he is of middl£ng stature and un-
distinguished appearance, with strong neck and shoulders, 
roundish obstinate looking head covered with short crisp bronze 
curls, clear quick eyes and good brows and mouth, hopelessly 
prosaic nose like that of a strong minded baby, trim soldier/ike 
1 ~ 
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ARMS AND THE MAN II 
carriage and energetic manner, and with all his wits about him 
in spite of his desperate predicament: even with a sense of the 
humor of it, without, however, the least intention of trifling 
with it or throwing away a chance. Reckoning up what he can 
guess about Raina: her age, her social position, her character, 
1 
J 
f I I 
. I 
~ 
I 
I 
and the extent to which she is frightened, he continues, more 
politely but still most determinedly] Excuse my disturbing 
you; but you recognize my uniform? Serb! If I 'm caught 
I shall be killed. [Menacingly] Do you understand that? 
RAINA. Yes. 
THE MAN. Well, I don't intend to get killed ifl can help it. 
[Still more formidably] Do you understand that? Lflt/ock,r 
X 
~th~e~d~oo!rjq~uz~ck~ry~bu~tJq~uz~a~ry~]·------~~~--~-:~--r--- tJ ~ 
RAINA. zs am u y suppose not. [She draws herself up 
superbly, and looks him straight in the face, adding, with 
cutting emphasis] Some soldiers, I know, are afraid to die. 
THE MAN [with grim goodhumor] All of them, dear lady, -
all of them, believe me. It is our duty to live as long as we 
can. Now, if you raise an alarm-
RAINA [cutting him short] You will shoot me. How do you 
know that I am afraid to die'? 
h .,. 
THE MAN [cunningly] Ah; but suppose I dont shoot you, 
what will happen then? A lot of your cavalry will burst into 
this pretty room of yours and slaughter me here like a pig; 
for I'll fight like a demon: they shant get me into the street 
to amuse themselves with: I know what they are. Are you 
prepared to receive that sort of company in your present 
undress? [Raina, suddenly conscious of her nightgown, in-
stinctively shrinks and gathers it more closely about her neck. 
He watches her and adds pitilessly] Hardly presentable, eh? 
[She turns to the ottoman. He raises his istol instant! , and 
cries] Stop!~· Where are you gomg? 
RAINA [with'Ji'jnified patience] Only to get my cloak: _____ X~ ~ 
THE MAN ~auing slfi(tly toJhe ottoman and snatching the 
~]A good ideal I'll keep the cloak; and you'll take care 
that nobody comes in and sees you without it. This is a 
62 
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12 ARMS AND THE MAN 
better weapon than the revolver: eh? [He throws the pistol 
pawn on the ottoman]. 
RAINA [revolted] It is not the weapon of a gentleman! 
THE MAN. It's good enough for a man with only you to 
stand between him and death. [As they look at one another 
for a moment, Raina hardly able to believe that even a Serbian 
cijflcer can be so cynically and selfishly unchivalrous, they are 
startled b a shar ust la in the street. The chill of imminent ----
eat hushes the man's voice as he adds] Do you hear? If you 
are going to bring those blackguards in on me you shall 
receive them as you are. 
~lal,!mrl!lJ~ul.di.s.'!JL~~~IJ!e~u~rs~u~e~rs:Jt~·n~t~h~e ~st~re~e~t~b~afltt~er~a~---......t::: \11 ~ cJ +-
the house door, shouting pen the oor! Open the door! Sf"G.a 
Wake up, will you! A man servant's voice calls to them - .J 
angrily from within This is Major Petkoff's house: you cant 
come in here; but a renewal ofthe clamor, and a torrent of 
blows on the door, end with his letting a chain down with a 
clank, followed by a rush of heavy footsteps and a din of 
triumphant yells, dominated at last by the voice of Catherine, 
indignantly addressing an officer with What does this mean, 
sir? Do you know where you are? The noise subsides sud-
denly. 
LOUKA [outside, knocking at the bedroom door] My lady! 
my lady! get up quick and open the door. If you dont they 
will break it down. 
The fugitive throws up his head with the gesture of a man 
who sees that tt ts all over with him, and drops the manner he 
has been assuming to intimidate Raina. 
THE MAN [s~ncerely and kindly] No use, dear: I'm done for. 
[FJ_i~ging the cloalr to hg] Quick! wrap yourself up: they're 
commg. 
RAINA. Oh, thank you. [She wraps herself up with intense 
relie,.C]· 
THE MAN [between his teeth] Dont mention it. 
RAINA [anxiously] What will you do? 
THE MAN [grimly] The first man in will find out. Keep out 
l 
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ARMS AND THE MAN IJ 
of the way; and dont look. It wont last long; but it will not 
be nice. [He draws his sa d aces the door, waitin ]. 
RAINA tmpu szve y] I'll help you. save youl.. 
THE MAN. You cant. c., _____ ... ""~,__Xfn 
RAINA. I can. I'll hide you. [She drags him towards the 
window]. Here! behind the r 1 t ·u. h«cl 
THE MAN [yielding to her] Theres just half a chance, if you 
keep your head---------------- f!JSftel 
RAINA [df"awing the euttain br.:fote him] S-sh! [She makes 1 , 6 
for the ottoman]-:---~~~~-~=---------.....;~~ 
THE MAN uttin out his hea Remember- 6-E'ht A 
RAINA [runnmg back to htm es? 
THE MAN.-nine soldiers out of ten are born fools. 
RAINA. Oh! [She- draws the curtain angrily before him]. 
THE MAN [looijng out at the other sict;J If they find me, I 
promise you a fight: a devil of a fight. - D S 
She stamps at him. He disappears hast,ily. Sh[ takes off her, 
. f/~ andihrows it • . Then, with a _ Of 
-;re;pj, disturbei air, she 0 ens t e oor. ou a enters excitedly. e';: 
LO A. ne o t ose easts o er s as een seen climf:l 0 f' 
ing up the waterpipe to your balcony. Our men want to'-. \-
search for him; and they are so wild and drunk and furious. U 
~-
[She makes [or the other side o(the room to get as far from the , ')( 1 \.)(. 
lloor as possible]. My lady says you are to dress at once and 
to-[She sees the revolver lying on the ottoman, and stops, 
petrified]. 
RAINA [as if annoyed at being disturbed] They shall not 
search here. Why have they been let in? 
cATHERINE [coming in hast,ijyl Raina, darling, are you 
safe? Have you Seen anyone or heard anythmg? 
RAINA. I heard the shooting. Surely the soldiers will not 
dare come in here? 
CATHERINE. I have found a Russian officer, thank Heaven: 
he knows Sergius. [S.8eaking through the door to someone IJ \... 
outside] Sir: will you come in now. My daughter will receive ' 
you. 
63 
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I' A oung Russian officer, in Bulgarian uni orm enters sword in han . OFFICER [with soft feline politeness and stiff military carriage] 
I Good evening, gracious lady. I am sorry to intrude; but there is a Serb hiding on the balcony. Will you and the gracious lady your mother please to withdraw whilst we 
search? 
l, RAINA [petulantly] Nonsense, sir: you can see that there is · :~d ~~:N~~,~~~ b~;l~;:~h1!e;;t:z;:}t:!::::=~:~~z:~ 
~0 _,0 ~inting to the moonlit balcon~. A couple of shots are fired ~ Ye. ,.,......._ rzght under the wzndow; and a bullet shatters the glass opposite 
Raina, who winks and gasps, but stands her ground; whilst 
' Catherine screams, and the officer, with a cry ofTak~,.cl_, 
rushes to the 6~L .. ~:.l------------------- cAoor 
THE OFFICER [sn J!tt lalvony, shouting savagely down to the 
street] Cease firing there, you 'fools: do you hear? Cease 
firing, damn you! [He glares downfor a moment; then tuqjs 
6a Rai.lJ.if. t':Ji.ng to retuuze pis polite ma~]. Could anyone 
have got in without your knowledge? Were you asleep? 
RAINA. No: I have not been to bed. 
• . ·vL-
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;u gp]qt . : tfljt" ,,., .... 
THE MAN [im'tably] Dont frighten me like that. What is it? 
RAINA. Your revolver! It was staring that officer in the 
face all the time. What an escape! 
THE MAN [vexed at being unnecessarily tem'.fied] Oh, is 
that all? 
64 
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ARMS AND THE MAN 
RAINA [alarmed] No. 
THE MAN. If you would, all you have to do is to scold me 
just as if I were a little boy and you my nurse. If I were in 
camp now, theyd play all sorts of tricks on m~ . 
RAINA [a little moved] I'm sorry. I wont scold you. [Touched 
by the sympathy in her tone, he raises his head and looks grate~ 
fully at her: spe immediately draws hqck.. and ~a"£ stt#ly] You 
must excuse me: our soldiers are not like that. [She movej 
away from the ottoman]...,.. D 
THE MAN. Oh yes they~a"""r~e-,l~""~he~r~e """a'""re~o-::nTly:::-:t~w-::o-s:-:o:-:r~ts~o-:-:fr---
soldiers: old ones and youn} ones. I ve served fourteen .. - X I. 
years: half of your fellows never smelt powder before. 
Why, how is it that youve just beaten us? Sheer ignorance 
of the art of war, nothing else. [Indignantly] I never saw 
anything so unprofessional. 
RAINA [ironically].Oh! was it unprofes~~nal to beat you? 
THE MAN. Well, come! is it professional to throw a regi~ 
ment of cavalry on a battery of machine guns, with the 
dead certainty that if the guns go off not a horse or man will 
ever get within fifty yards of the fire? I couldn't believe my 
eyes when I saw it. 
RAINA [eagerly turning to him, as all her enthusiasm and her 
dreams of glory rush back on her] Did you see the great 
cavalry charge? Oh, tell me about it. Describe it to me. 
THE MAN. You never saw a cavalry charge, did you? 
RAINA. How could I? 
THE MAN. Ah, perhaps not0'o: of course not! Well, it's 
a funny sight. It's like slinging a handful of peas agamst a 
window pane: first one comes; then two or three close 
behind him; and then all the rest in a lump. 
·X an 
RAIN A [her eyes dilating as she raises her clasped hands 
ecstatically] Yes, first One!,the bravest of the brave! .....- )( \ 
THE MAN [prosaically] Hml you should see the poor devil 
pulling at his horse. 
RAINA. Why should he pull at his horse? 
THE MAN [impatient of so stupid a question] It's running 
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away with him, of course: do you suppose the fellow wants 
to get there before the others and be killed j Then they all 
come. you can tell the young ones by therr wtidne5s arltt 
their slashing. The old ones come bunched up under the 
number one guard: they know that theyre mere projectiles, 
and that it's no use trying to fight. The wounds are mostly 
broken knees, from the horses cannoning together. 
RAINA. Ugh! But I dont believe the first man is a coward. 
I know he is a hero! 
THE MAN [goodhumoredly] Thats what youd have said if 
youd seen the first man in the charge today. 
RAINA [breathless, forgiving him everything] Ah, I knew it! 
Tell me. Tell me about him. 
THE MAN. He did it like an operatic tenor.~ regular b 1(,~, (J(.. 
handsome fellow, with flashing eyes and lovely rlt'oustache: .J 
shouting his war-cry and charging like Don Quixote at the L.__ ....... ;z---·-X'i tJ t,.. 
windmills. We did laugh. 
RAINA. You dared to laugh! 
THE MAN. Yes; but when the sergeant ran up as white as 
a sheet, and told us theyd sent us the wrong ammunition, 
and that we couldnt fire a round for the next ten minutes, 
we laughed at the other side of our mouths. I never felt so 
sick in my life; though lve been in one or two very tight 
places. And I hadnt even a revolver cartridge: only choco-
late. We'd no bayonets: nothing. Of course, they just cut 
us to bits. nd there was Don Quixote flourishin like a 
drum majo , m mg e on e c everest t ing ever 
known, whereas he ought to be courtmartialled for it. Of 
all the fools ever let loose on a field of battle, that man must 
be the very maddest. He and his regiment simply com-
mitted suicide; only the pistol missed fire: thats all. 
RAINA [deeply wounded, but steadfastly loyal to her ideals] 
Indeed! Would you know him again if you saw him? 
THE MAN. Shall I ever forget him! 
§f;e again goes to the chest of drawers. He watches her with L 
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to eat. She takes the portrait from its stand and brings it to him. 
RAINA. That is a photograph of the gentleman-the pa-
triot and hero--to whom I am betrothed. 
THE MAN [recognizing it with a shock] I'm really very 
sorry. [Looking at her] Was it fair to lead me on? [He looks 
at the portrait again] Yes: thats Don Quixote: not a doubt 
of it. [He stifles a laugh]. 
RAINA [quickly] Why do you laugh? 
THE MAN [apologetic, but still greatly tickled] I didnt laugh, 
I assure you. At least I didnt mean to. But when I think 
of him charging the windmills and imagining he was doing 
the finest thing-[He chokes with suppressed laughter]. 
RAINA [sternly] Give me back the portrait, sir. 
THE MAN [with sincere remorse] Of course. Certainly. I'm 
really very sorry. He hands her the icture. She deliberately 
isses it and looks zm s razg zn t e ace be ore r, nzn to 
the chest o rawers o re ace zt. e o ows her a olo "zin . 
erhaps m qmte wrong, you now: no doubt I am. Most 
likely he had got wind of the cartridge business somehow, 
and knew it was a safe job. 
RAINA. That is to say, he was a pretender and a coward! 
You did not dare say that before. 
THE MAN [with a comzc gesture of despair] It's no use, dear 
lady: I cant make you see it from the professional point of 
view. f4.r he turns away to &et ba'( tq the QftOi'W~ couple 
ojdistant shots hreaten renewed trouble]. 
RAINA stern y, as she sees him listening to the shots] So much 
the better for you I 
THE MAN ~g] How? 
RAINA. You are my enemy; and you are at my mercy. 
What would I do if I were a professional soldier? 
THE MAN. Ah, true, dear young lady: youre always right. 
I know how good youve been to me: to my last hour I shall 
remember those three chocolate creams. It was unsoldierly; 
but it was angelic. 
RAINA [coldly] Thank you. And now I will do a soldierly 
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thing. You cannot stay here after what you have just said 
about my future husband; but I will go out on the balcony 
and see whether it is safe for you to climb down into the 
street. [She turns to the window]. 
THE MAN [changing countenance] Down that waterpipe! 
Stop! Wait! I cant! I darentl The very thought of it makes 
me giddy. I came up it fast enough with death behind me. 
But to face it now in cold blood-! He sin s on the otto-
man]. It's no use: I give up: I'm beaten. ive t e a arm. 
[He drops his head on his hands in the deepest dejection]. 
RAINA [disarmed by pity] Come: .. dont be disheartened. 
[She stoops over him almost maternally: he shakes his head]. 
Oh, you are a very poor soldier: a chocolate cream soldier! 
Come, cheer up! it takes less courage to climb down than 
to face capture: remember that. 
THE MAN [dreamily, lulled by her voice] No: capture only 
means death; and death is sleep: oh, sleep, sleep, sleep, un-
disturbed sleep! Climbing down the pipe means doing 
something-exerting myself- thinking! Death ten times 
over first. 
RAINA [softly and wonderingly, catching the rhythm of his 
weariness] Are you as sleepy as that? 
THE MAN. Ive not had two hours undisturbed sleep since 
I joined. I havnt closed my eyes for forty-eight hours. 
RAINA [at her wit's end]~ut what am I to do with you? 
THE MAN [staggering up, roused by her desperation] Of 
course. I must do something. [He shakes himself; pulls him-
self together; ,gnd speaks with rallied vigor and cowag<cl. You 
see, sleep or no sleep, hunger or no hunger, tired or not 
tired, you can always do a thing when you know it must be 
done. Well, that pipe must be got down: [he hits himself on 
the chest] do you hear that, you chocolate cream soldier? 
[He turns to the window]. 
RAINA [anxiously] But if you fall? 
";>v Goodbye. [He makes boldly for the window; and his hand is 
,.. "\U ~ THE MAN. I shall sleep as if the stones were a feather bed. 
ve B - ---------------=---X \J 
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on the shutter when there is a terrible burst of firing in the 
street beneath]. 
RAINA [rushing to him Stop! [She seizes him recklessly, and 
pulls him quite round]. ey 1 you. 
THE MAN [coolly, but attentively] Never mind: this sort of 
thing is all in my day's work. I'm bound to take my chance. 
[Decisively] Now do what I tell you. Put out the candle; so 
that they shant see the light when I open the shutters. And 
keep away from the window, whatever you do. If they see 
me theyre sure to have a shot at me. 
RAINA [clinging to him] Theyre sure to see you: it's bright 
moonlight. I'll save you. Oh, how can you be so indiffer-
ent! You want me to save you, dont you? 
THE MAN. I really dont want to be troublesome. [She 
shakes him in her impatience]. I am not indifferent, dear 
young lady, I assure you. But how is it to be done? 
RAINA. Come away from the window. ~he takes him 
grmly back to the middle of the room. The moment she re-
leJes him he turns mechanical~ tawqrds the wjpdaw agaifl . .,....., ___ ,.... 
She seizes him qnd turn r him back exclaiminiJ Please! ~ 
becomes motionless li e a h notized rabbit, his fatigue gain-
in i es tm atroniz-
i~ Now listen. You must trust to our hospitality. You 
do not yet know in whose house you are. I am a Petkotf. 
THE MAN. A pet what? 
RAINA [rather indignantly] I mean that I belong to the 
family of the Petkoffs, the richest and best known in our 
country. 
THE MAN. Oh yes, of couroe. I beg your pardon. The 
Petkoffs, to be sure. How stupid of me! 
RAINA. You know you never heard of them until this 
moment. How can you stoop to pretend! 
THE MAN. Forgive me: I'm too tired to think; and the 
change of subject was too much for me. Dont scold me. 
RAINA. I forgot. It might make you cry. [He nods, quite 
seriously. She pouts and then resumes her patronizing tone]. 
I 
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I must tell you that my father holds the highest command 
of any Bulgarian in our army. He i\ [proudly] a Major. 
THE MAN [pretending to be deepfy t1npressed] A MaJor! 
Bless me! Think of that! 
RAINA. You shewed great ignorance in thinking that it 
was necessary to climb up to the balcony because ours is 
the only private house that has two rows of windows. There 
is a flight of stairs inside to get up and down by __ ~....,.....,.,.......,_ ... 
THE MAN. Stairs! How grand! You live in great luxury 
indeed, dear young lady. 
RAINA. Do you know what a library is? 
THE MAN. A library? A roomful of books? 
RAINA. Yes. We have one, the only one in Bulgaria . 
THE MAN. Actually a real library! I should like to see that. 
RAINA [tdfi'ctedly] I tell you these things to shew you that 
you are not in the house of ignorant country folk who 
would kill you the moment they saw your Serbian uniform, 
but among civilized people. We go to Bucharest every year 
for the opera season; and I have spent a whole month in 
Vienna. 
THE MAN. I saw that, dear young lady. I saw at once that 
you knew the world. 
RAINA. Have you ever seen the opera of Ernan.wh?;.,.... ___ .,.__....,. 
THE MAN. Is that the one with the devil in it in red velvet, 
and a soldiers' chorus? 
RAINA [contemptuously] No! 
THE MAN [stifiing a heavy sigh of weariness] Then I dont 
know it. 
RAINA. I thought you might have remembered the great _ _ 
scene where Ernani, flying from his foeljust as you are to- c:::r 
night, takes refuge in the castle of his omerest enemy, an 
old Castilian noble. The noble refuses to give him up. His 
guest is sacred to him. 
THE MAN [quickry, wakjng up a little] Have your people 
got that notion? 
RAINA [with dzgnity] My mother and I can understand 
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that notion, as you call it. And if instead of threatening me 
with your pistol as you did you had simply thrown yourself 
as a fugitive on our hospitality, you would have been as 
safe as in your father's house. 
THE MAN. Quite sure? 
RAINA [t"tping her back on him in disgu.g] Oh, it is useless 
to try to make you understand. 
THE MAN. Dont be angry:~ou see how awkward~ woyld 
be for me if there was any mtstake. l"Jy father ts a very 
hospitable man: he keeps six hotels; but I couldnt trust 
him as far as that. What about your father? 
RAINA. He is away at Slivnitza fighting for his country. 
I answer for your safety. There is my hand in pledge of it. 
Will that reassure you? [She offers him her hand]. 
THE MAN [lookjng dubiously at his own hand] Better not 
touch my hand, dear young lady. I must have a wash first. 
RAINA [touched] That is very nice of you. I see that you 
are a gentleman. 
THE MAN [puzzled] Eh? 
RAINA. You must not think I am surprised. Bulgarians 
of.really good standing-people in our position-wash their 
hands nearly every day. So you see I can appreciate your 
delicacy. You may take my hand. She o ers it a ain]~ 
THE MAN · sin it with his hands be in is bac Thanks, 
gracious young lady: I ee sa eat last. And now would you 
mind breaking the news to your mother?} had better not 
stay here secretly longer than is necessary. 
RAINA. If you will be so good as to keep perfectly still 
whilst I am away. 
THE MAN. Certainly. [He stts down on the ottomgg]. 
J?.aina eaer.,to U,e bed anrJ wmpr herself in the fur cloak,. 
/Jts eyes close. Sbg goes to the dg~. -~n:.=;jt:;,:.:·n..,.~or... !L.i:~~W~'-I.W~.­
him she sees that he is dro in o to s ee . 
... X 
eu 
'hlKes \..a. 
C.DL.) 
......... ~~"'""!""""-- ·-U, '-RAINA at the door] You are not going as eep, are you. 
[He murmurs inarticulately: s!J:,e run{ Jo him and shaies hi1~. 
Do you hear? Wake up: you are falling asleep. -----1-oo~  
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24 ARMS AND THE MAN 
THE MAN. Eh? Falling aslee-? Oh no: not the least in 
the world: I was only thinking. It's all right: I'm wide 
awake. ' 
RAINA [severely] Will you please stand up while I am 
away. JHe rises reluctantbjj. All the time, mind. 
THE MAN [standing unsteadily] Certainly. Certainly: you 
may depend on me . 
Raina looks doubifully at him. Ji!_smiles weakly. ~e gQ!!. 
.:,r:~el:::u:;:.:ct:;::a~n:,:tly;.!:.,!.:t;:u:::._rn~t~n<S:g~a:.sg~a~in:..;a::,:t:..,:the::,::;;.,::d~o~or:.z.,..::a:::.!nd:::..:a::lm~o~st:..,)c,::.!:!awtc"'hwin"-~f>-hwt:::.:m :.---~· ::.-\;A L.. 
"in the acto awnin She oes out. -----~ L 
THE MAN rowst y Sleep, sleep, sleep, sleep, slee-[ The 
words trail off into a murmur. He wakes again with a shock 
on the point of falling]. Where am I? Thats what I want to 
know: where am I? Must keep awake. Nothing keeps me 
awake except danger: remember that: [intently] danger, 
danger, danger, dan-[trailing off again: another shock] 
Wheres danger? Mus' find it. [He starts off vaguely round 
the room in search of it]. What am I lookin for? Slee -
danger-dont know. [He stumbles against the bed. Ah yes: 
now I know. All right now. I'm to go to bed, but not to 
sleep. Be sure not to sleep, because of danger. Not to lie 
down either, only sit down. He sits on the b:d-_4.. bliss[~ 
ression comes into his ace . . t a apPJ sigh .J:;. 
sjnks back at u en th · · · · · a 
~nti:.fo/J~st ~ap im~ 
Catherine comes in, allowed by Raina • .._ 
RAINA loo m at e ottoman] He's go_n_e,.! .,.l"'l~efr":"t"'h_,.l_m_h,..e_r_e-. ""'zr-:"""""--:· 
cATHERINE. Here! Then he must have climbed down uL. 
from the-
RAINA [seeing him] Ohl fShe points] . 
CATHERINE [scandaltzed] Well! She strides to the bed.., __ ,....._ 
Raina ollowin until she is opposite her on the ot 
He's fast asleep. e rute. 
RAINA [anxiously] Shl 
CATHERINE ~haking him) Sir! [Sha in him a ain, hard.cl. 
Sir! I (Vehemently, shaking very hard Sir! I! 
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RAINA [catching her arm] Dont, mamma; the poor darling 
is worn out. Let him sleep. 
t 
CATHERINE [lettin him o and turnin amazed to Raina 
The poor darling l Raina Ill SJ;., look; suznly at her daughter J. 
L ~hf {;(/<! 4_. --T.-'he_m_an_sl-eep_s_pr-ofo_un-di~:J 
( ~~ tootJ9 
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-ACT II --~.--.----------~__. 
The sixth of March, 1886. In the garden of Major Petkoff's 
house. It is a fine spring morning: the garden looks fresh and 
pretty. Beyond the paling the tops of a couple of minarets can 
be seen, shewing that there is a valley there, with the little town 
in it. A few miles further the Balkan mountains rise and shut 
in the landscape. Lookfng towards them from within the gar-
den, the side of the house is seen on the left, with a garden door 
reached by a little flight of steps. On the right the stable yard, 
with its gateway, encroaches on the garden. There are fruit 
bushes along the paling and house, covered with washing spread 
out to dry. A path runs by the house, and rises by two steps at 
the corner, where it turns out of sight. In the middle, a small 
table, with two bent wood chairs at it, is laid for breakfast 
with Turkish coffee pot, cups, rolls, etc.; but the cups have 
been used and the bread broken. There is a wooden garden seat 
against the wall on the right. 
Louka, smokjng a cigaret, is standing between the table and 
the house, turning her back with angry disdain on a man servant 
who is lecturing her. He is a middle-aged man of cool tempera-
ment and low but clear and keen intelligence, with the com-
placency of the servant who values himself on his rank in servi-
tude, and the imperturbability of the accurate calculator who 
has no illusions. He wears a white Bulgarian costume: jacket 
with embroidered border, sash, wide knickerbockers, and deco-
rated gaiters. His head is shaved up to the crown, giving him a 
high Japanese forehead. His name is Nicola. 
NICOLA. Be warned in time, Louka: mend your manners. 
I know the mistress. She is so grand that she never dream 
that any servant could dare be disrespectful to her; but if 
she once suspects that you are defying her, out you go. 
LOUKA. I do defy her. I will defy her. What do I care for her? 
NICOLA. If you quarrel with the family, I never can marry 
you. It's the same as if you quarrelled with mel 
~ 0 f'J ([) 
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LOUKA. You take her part against me, do you? . .,~------­
NICOLA [sedately] I shall always be dependent on the good 
will of the family. When I leave their service and start a 
shop in Sofia, their custom will be half my capital: their 
bad word would ruin me. 
LOUKA. You have no spirit. I should like to catch them 
saying a word against me! 
NICOLA [pityingly] I should have expected more sense 
from you, Louka. But youre young: youre young! 
LOUKA. Yes; and you like me the better for it, dont you? 
But I know some family secrets they wouldnt care to have 
told, young as I am. Let them quarrel with me if they dare! 
NICOLA [with compassionate superiority] Do you know 
what they would do if they heard you talk like that? 
LOUKA. What could they do? 
- X ~Q.l,o \le,... 
tu.l 
-:--~ 
! 
NICOLA. Discharge you for untruthfulness. Who would 
believe any stories you told after that? Who would give 
you another situation? Who in this house would dare be 
seen speaking to you ever again? How long would your 
father be left on his little farm? She im atiently throws 
awa the end o her cigaret, and sta s on tt . 1 : you -
ont now the power sue tg peop e ave ov~ the hke 
of you and me when we try to rise out of our poverty 
against them. [He goes close to her and lowers his voice]. 
Look at me, ten years in their service. Do you think I 
know no secrets? I know things about the mistress that she 
wouldnt have the master know for a thousand levas. I know 
things about hitn that she wouldnt let him hear the last of 
for six months if I blabbed them to her. I know things 
about Raina that would break off her match with Sergius 
if-
LOUKA ~urning on him quic~~ How do you know? I never 
told you! 
NICOLA [opening his eyes cunningly] So thats your little 
secret, is it? I thought it might be something like that. 
Well, you take my advice and be respectful; and make the 
70 
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mistress feel that no matter what you know or dont know, 
she can depend on you to hold your tongue and serve the 
family faithfully. Thats what they like; and thats how 
youll make most out of them . ..,_ _____________ {tJvn 
LOUKA [with searching scorn] You have the soul of a serv- '-,· 
ant, Nicola. n 
NICOLA [complacently] Yes: thats the secret of success in 
LOUKA. Master! back from the war! 
NICOLA [quickly] My word for it, Louka, the war's over ___ _ 
Off with you and get some fresh coff~ He runs out into 
the stable ard] • "" 
L<2UKA as she collects the coffee pot and cups on the tray, 
and carries it into the house] Youll never put the soul of a 
servant into me. 
Major Petko .if.. comes from the stable yard, followed by 
Nicola. He is a cheerful, emtable, insignificant, unpolished 
man of about 50, naturally unambitious except as to his 
income and his importance in local society, but just now 
greatly pleased with the military rank which the war has thrust 
on him as a man of consequence in his town. The fever of 
plucky patriotism which the Serbian attack roused in all the 
Bulgarians has pulled him through the war; but he is obvi-
ously glad to be home again. 
PETKOFF [pointing to the table with his whip] Breakfast out 
here, eh? 
NIC.OLA. Yes, sirl The mistress and Miss Raina have just 
gone m. 
PETKOFF !{itting down and takfng a rolQ Go in and say 
Ive come; and get me some fresh coffee. 
NICOLA. It's coming, sir. He goes to the house door. Lou a 
with resh co ee, a clean cu , an a ran 
1-z.. 
PETKOFF. 
have they? 
LOUKA. No, sir. 
PETKOFF. Thats right. Have you brought me some 
cognac? 
LOUKA .(eutting the bottle on the tab/~ Here, sir. 
PETKOFF. Thats right.~ :N~~u~irne !tiS"Z'o/%~]. 
Catherine, who, having at this early hour made only a very ___ ,"',..--~" 
perfunctory toilet, wears a Bulgarian apron over a once bril-
liant but now half worn-out dressing gown, and a colored 
handkerchief tied over her thick black hair, comes from the 
house with Turkjsh slippers on her bare feet, looking astonish-
ingly handsome and stately under all the circumstances. Louka 
goes into the house .. -------------------~,_._... 
CATHERINE. My dear Paul: what a surprise for us! lffhe 
stoops over the back of his chair to kiss him]. Have t ey 
"6'rough t you fresh coffee? 
PETKOFF. Yes: Louka's been looking after me. The war's ___ h~ oau~ ~ 
over. The treaty was signed three days ago at Bucharest; and b~ 
the decree for our army to demobilize was issued yesterday. ~' C<r."'-
CATHERINE [s 'n ·n erect, with ashin es Paul: have (tv,M. ~fS 
you let the Austrians orce you to rna e peace h &IYC 
PETKOFF [submissively] My dear: they didnt consult me. 
What could I do? She s 'ts down and turns awa from him 
But of course we saw to it that the treaty was an 
one. It declares peace-
CATHERINE [outraged] Peace! 
PETKOFF [appeasing her]-but not friendly relations: re-
member that. They wanted to put that in; but I insisted 
on its being struck out. What more could I do? 
CATHERINE. You could have annexed Serbia and made 
Prince Alexander Emperor of the Balkans. Thats what I 
would have done. 
PETKOFF. I dont doubt it in the least, my dear. But I 
.... 
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should have had to subdue the whole Austrian Empire 
first; and that would have kept me too long away from you. 
I missed you greatly. 
CATHERINE [relenting] Ah! [She stretches her hand affec-
tionately across the table to squeeze his]. 
PETKOFF. And how have you been';"my dear? 
CATHERINE. Oh, my usual sore throats: thats all. 
PETKOFF [with conviction] That comes from washing your 
neck every day. Ive often told you so. 
CATHERINE. Nonsense, Paul! 
PETKOFF [over his coffee and ctgaret] I dont believe in 
going too far with these modern customs. All this washing 
cant be good for the health: it's not natural. There was an 
Englishman at Philippopolis who used to wet himself all 
over with cold water every morning when he got up. Dis-
gusting! It all comes from the English: their climate makes 
them so dirty that they have to be perpetually washing 
themselves. Look at my father! he never had a bath in his 
life; and he lived to be ninety-eight, the healthiest man in 
Bulgaria. I dont mind a good wash once a week to keep up 
my position; but once a day is carrying the thing to a 
ridiculous extreme. 
CATHERINE. You are a barbarian at heart still, Paul. I hope 
you behaved yourself before all those Russian officers. 
PETKOFF. I did my best. I took care to let them know that 
we have a library. 
CATHERINE. Ah; but you didnt tell them that we have an 
electric bell in it? I have had one put up. 
PETKOFF. Whats an electric bell? 
CATHERINE. You touch a button; something tinkles in the 
kitchen; and then Nicola comes up. 
PETKOFF. Why not shout for him? 
CATHERINE. Civilized people never shout for their serv-
ants. Ive learnt that while you were away. 
PETKOFF. Well, I'll tell you something Ive learnt too. 
Civilized people dont hang out their washing to dry where 
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visitors can see it; so youd better have all that [indicating the 
clothes on the bushes] put somewhere else. 
CATHERINE. Oh, thats absurd, Paul: I dont believe really 
refined people notice such things. 
SERGIUS [knocking at the stable gates] Gate, Nicola! 
PETKOFF. Theres Sergius. [Shouting] Hollo, Nicola! 
CATHERINE. Oh, dont shout, Paul: it really isnt nice. 
PETKOFF. Bosh! [He shouts louder than bifore] Nicolai 
NICOLA [appearing at the house door.e...;Y::.;e:;;s:.z..::ost~· r.:.. _____ ..,..I"Wf 
PETKOFF. Are you deaf? Dont you ear Major Saranoff '---~' 
knocking? Bring him round this way. [He pronounces the 
name with the stress on the second syllable: Sarahno.ff]. 
NICOLA. Yes, Major. [He goes into the g able yardJ ._ 
PETKOFF. You must talk to him, my dear, until Raina 
takes him off our hands. He bores my life out about our not 
promoting him. Over my head, if you please. 
CATHERINE. He certainly ought to be promoted when he 
marries Raina. Besides, the country should insist on having 
at least one native general. 
PETKOFF. Yes; so that he could throw away whole bri-
gades instead of regiments. It's no use, my dear: he hasnt 
the slightest chance of promotion until we 're quite sure that 
the peace will be a lasting one. 
NICOLA [at the gate, announcing) Major Sergius SaranotfL 
[He oes into the house and returns p~esently with a third chair, 
which he places at t e tq. e. e en wzt raws &..& 
Major Sergius Saranoff, the original of the portrat tn Raina'-.. _ _, 
room, is a tall romantically handsome man, with the physical 
hardihood, the high spirit, and the susceptible imagination of an 
untamed mountaineer chieftain. But his remarkable personal 
distinction is of a characteristically civilized type. The ridges of 
his eyebrows, curving with an interrogative twist round the 
projections at the outer corners; his jealously observant eye; his 
nose, thin, keen, and apprehensive in spite of the pugnacious 
high bridge and large nostril; his assertive chin would not be 
out of place in a Parisian salon, shewing that the clever imagi-
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native barbarian has an acute critical faculty which has been 
thrown into intense activity by the arrival of western civilization 
in the Balkans. The result is precisely what the advent of nine· 
teenth century thought first produced in England: to wit, Byron· 
ism. By his brooding on the perpetual failure, not only of others, 
but of himself, to live up to his ideals; by his consequent cynical 
scorn for humanity; by his jejune credulity as to the absolute 
validity of his concepts and the unworthiness of the world in 
disregarding them; by his wincings and mockeries under the 
sting of the petty disillusions which every hour spent among men 
brings to his sensitive observation, he has acquired the half tragic, 
half ironic air, the mysterious moodiness, the suggestion of a 
strange and terrible history that has left nothing but undying 
remorse, by which Childe Harold fascinated the grandmothers 
of his English contemporaries. It is clear that here or nowhere is 
Raina's ideal hero. Catherine is hardly less enthusiastic about 
him than her daughter, and much less reserved in shewing her 
enthusiasm. As he enters from the stable gate, she rises effusively 
to greet him. Petkoff is distinctly less disposed to make a fuss 
about him. 
PETKOFF. Here already, Sergius! Glad to see you. 
CATHERINE. My dear Sergi us! [She holds out both her hands l1--....,.-+l 
SERGIUS [kissing them with scrupulous gallantry] My dear 
mother, if I may call you so. 2 
PETKOFF [drily] Mother-in-law, Sergius: mothe;:o:r~-Ii'i'n~-~la~w~!i---­
Sit down; and have some coffee. 
SERGIUS. Thank you: none for me. [He gets away from the 
table with a certain distaste for Petkoff' s eryoymeni uj ii, ana 
osts tmse wtt consczous dzgmty awnst tb~ mi(if~ 
· · e J>tt b 'nth 
CATHERINE. You look superb. The campaign has im-.·---r1 ... , 
proved you, Sergius. Everybody here is mad about you. 
We were all wild with enthusiasm about that magnificent 
cavalry charge. 
SERGIUS [with grave irony] Madam: it was the cradle and 
the grave of my military reputation. 
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CATHERINE. How so? 
SERGIUS. I won the battle the wrong way when our worthy 
Russian generals were losing it the right way. In short, I up-
set their plans, and wounded their self-esteem. Two Cossack 
colonels had their regiments routed on the most correct 
principles of scientific warfare. Two major-generals got 
killed strictly according to military etiquette. The two 
colonels are now major-generals; and I am still a simple 
major. 
CATHERINE. You shall not remain so, Sergius. The women 
are on your side; and they will see that justice is done you. 
SERGIUS. It is too late. I have only waited for the peace to---. )( 
send in my resignation. 
PETKOFF [~~pin his a.znazement] Your resigna-
tion! • s-~ ~ h\ 0 tt ~\..t c4v"lft. \( 
CATHERINE. Oh, you must withdraw it! 
SERGIUS [with resolute measured emphasis,folding his arms] 
I never withdraw. 
PETKOFF [vexed] Now who could have supposed you were 
going to do such a thing? 
SERGIUS lwithfire] Everyone that knew me. But enough of 
myself and my affairs. How is Raina; and where is Raina? 
RAINA [~nl)l ca,wiV~<(J.J'Pd •T,e (;(JUJCT oj~fte nBe-~ attfi 
tHifltlJi.fltlt ;Jt t~s Iff rifthe ucps in t6e p~th] aina is here. 
She makes a charming picture as they turn~o~o~o~a~:'!'r~.'"t"l~---~ .... -~--­
wears an underdress of pale green silk, draped with an overdress 
of thin ecru canvas embroidered with gold. She is crowned with 
a dainty eastern cap of gold tinsel. Sergius goes impulsively to 
meet her. Posing regally,, she presents her hand: he droru 
chivalrously on one knee and kzsses zt. 
PETKOFF [aside to Catherine, beaming with parental pride] 
Pretty, isnt it? She always appears at the right moment. 
• -c;, 
CATHERINE [impatiently] Yes; she listens for it. It is an a~ 'linable habit~---------------~~ \.. 
ius leads Raina forward with splendid allantr . ~n fa\, *" 
"ve :zt the tab e, s e urns o zm wzt a bend of the head: 
~~~~----------~----
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lace and she 
'L-___.--'-"JC." '~ 
CATHERINE. And so youre no longer a soldier, Sergius. 
SERGIUS. I am no longer a soldier. Soldiering, my dear 
madam, is the coward's art of attacking mercilessly when you 
are strong, and keeping out of harm's way when you are 
~ ... 3\J h~ 
<!.h~. 
weak. That is the whole secret of successful fightiag-. Get,_...,. _ __ _ b~cl. \r~ 
So...bre. 
your enemy at a disadvantage; and never, on any account, 
fi9ht him on equal terms. 
[ PETKOFF. They wouldnt let us make a fair stand-up fight 
of it. However, I suppose soldiering has to be a trade like 
any other trade. 
SERGIUS. Precisely. But I have no ambttion to shine as a 
tradesman; so I have taken the advice of that ba man of a 
captain that se e e exc ange of prisoners with us at 
Pirot, and given it up. 
PETKOFF. What! that Swiss fellow? Sergius: I've often 
thought of that exchange since. He over-reached us about 
those horses. 
SERGIUS. Of course he over-reached us. His father was a 
hotel and livery stable keeper; and he owed his first step to 
his knowledge of horse-dealing. [With mock enthusiasm] Ah, 
he was a soldier: every inch a soldier! If only I had bought 
the horses for my regiment instead· of foolishly leading it 
into danger, I should have been a field-marshal now! 
CATHERINE. A Swiss? What was he doing in the Serbian 
army? 
PETKOFF. A volunteer, of course: keen on picking up his 
profession. [Chuckling] We shouldnt have been able to begin 
fighting if these foreigners hadnt shewn us how to do it: we 
knew nothing about it; and neither did the Serbs. Egad, 
there'd have been no war without them! 
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RAINA. Are there many Swiss officers in the Serbian 
Army? 
PETKOFF. No. All Austrians, just as our officers were all 
Russians. This was the only Swiss I came across. I'll never 
trust a Swiss again. He humbugged us into giving him fifty 
ablebodied men for two hundred worn out chargers. They 
werent even eatable! 
SERGIUS. We were two children in the hands of that con-
summate soldier, Major: simply two innocent little children. 
RAINA. What was he like? 
CATHERINE. Oh, Raina, what a silly question! 
SERGIUS. He was like a commercial traveller in uniform. 
Bourgeois to his boots! 
PETKOFF [grinning] Sergius: tell Catherine that queer story 
his friend told us about how he escaped after Slivnitza. You 
remember. About his being hid by two women. 
SERGIUS [with bitter ironyf'.,..,.o"'h~y~e~s:~q~u:":lt~e""!a!!-::ro~m~a~n~ce:T"'! l!Rr.e::----
was serving in the very battery I so unprofessionally charged. 
Being a thorough soldier, he ran away like the rest of them, 
with our cavalry at his heels. To escape their sabres he 
climbed a \vaterpipe and made his way into the bedroom of 
a young Bulgarian lady. The young lady was enchanted by 
his persuasive commercial traveller's manners. She very 
modestly entertained him for an hour or so, and then called 
in her mother lest her conduct should appear unmaidenly. 
The old lady was equally fascinated; and the fugitive was 
sent on his way in the morning, disguised in an old coat 
belonging to the master of the house, who was away at the 
war. 
RAINA risin with marked stateliness],Your life in the camp 
has made you coarse, ergms. not think you would 
have repeated such a story before me. [She turns away coldly]. 
CATHERINE [glso risin~] She is right, Sergius. If such women 
exist, we shoufcl be spared the knowledge of them. 
PETKOFF. Pooh! nonsense! what does it matter? 
SERGIUS [ashamed] No, Petkoff: I was wrong. [To Raina, 
.. . 
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with earnest humility] I beg your pardon. I have behaved 
abominably. Forgive me, Raina. lShe bows reservedl,l']· And 
you too, madam. [Catherine bows raciousl · 
He proceeds solemnly, agazn addresszng Raina The glimpses I 
have had of the seamy s1de of hie ounng the fast few months 
have made me cynical; but I should not have brought my 
cynicism here: least of all into your presence, Raina. I-
Here, turnin to the others, he is evidently going to begin a long 
[peec wnen the Major interrupts tm . 
PETKOFF. Stuff and nonsense, Sergius! Thats quite enough 
fuss about nothing: a soldier's daughter should be able to 
stand up without flinching to a little strong conversation. 
[H~t'~l. orne: it's time for us to get to b.usiness. We have 
~up our mm s ow t ose t ree reg1ments are to get 
back to Philippopolis: theres no forage for them on the 
Sofia route. He oes towards the house]. Come along. Sergius 
· · when Catherine rises and in ervenes . 
CATHERINE. Oh, Paul, cant you spare Sergius for a few 
moments? Raina has hardly seen him y~ Perhaps I can 
help you to settle about the regiments. 
SERGIUS [protestzng] My dear madam, impossible: you-
CATHERINE [stopping him playfully] You stay here, my dear 
Sergius: theres no hurry. I have a word or two to say to Paul. 
[Sergius instantly bows and steps back]. Now, dear [taking 
Petkoff' s arm]: come and see the electric bell. 
PETKOFF. Oh, very well, very well. 
They go into the house together affectionately. Sergius, left 
al%ne with Raina, loo s anxiously at her,fearing that she is still 
offended. She smz es, and stretc es out her arms to him. 
SERGIUS [hastening to her] Am I forgiven? ______ ... __ ..,._ D 
RAINA [placing her hands on his shoulders as she looks up at 
him with admiration and worship 1M y hero! My king! f.u,..., 
SERGIUS. My queen! [He kjsses her on the forehead]. 
RAINA. How I have envied you, Sergius! You have been 
out in the world, on the field of battle, able to prove yourself 
there worthy of any woman in the world; whilst I have had 
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of time, Louka. One feels the need of some relief after it. 
LOUKA [innocently] Perhaps you would like some coffee, 
sir? She stretches her hand across the table or the co ee pot]. 
SERGIUS tlt. zng er an an you, Louka. 
LOUKA reten zn to ull Oh, sir, you know I didnt mean 
that. I'm surpnse at you! 
SERGIUs [ cominCj clear of the table and drawing her with him] 
I am surprisea .. ;t :yselhouka. What would Sergius, 'The 
hero ofSlivnitza, say if he saw me now? What would Sergius, 
the apostle of the higher love, say if he saw me now? What 
would the half dozen Sergiuses who keep popping in and 
out of this handsome figure of mine say if they caught us 
here? [ ·n o h hand and sli in his arm dexterous! 
, roundh''~~Doyouconsi ermy gurehan some, ou a. 
LOUKA. Let me go, sir. I shall be disgraced. [She struggles: 
be balds hq in,rgmho.J Oh, will you let go? 
SERGIUS [looking £lmip;ht in£(( hq 'l(W No. 
LOUKA. Then stand back where we cant be seen. H4ve 
you no common sense? 
SERGIUS. Ah! thats reasonable.[~ liN1 Wt.ti~e cts!ltlt! 
~tey~~ HUj' a(J:U kidrieftjf~m .eb,; j&QW"e]. 
LOUKA [plaintively] I may have been seen from the win-
dows: Miss Raina is sure to be spying about after you. 
SERGIUS [stung: letting her go] Take care, Louka. I may be 
worthless enough to betray the higher love; but do not you 
insult it. 
LOUKA [demurely] Not for the world, sir, I'm sure. May I 
~ s~ x's 
D ~16u~ 
forf,w · 
go on with my work, please, now?· .... --.... --------~~-··· v 
.. 
4
" ~~ Le~r SERGIUS (again putting, his aqn round h~ You are a pro- ~ _ 1 d _ 
voking little witch, Louka. If you were in love with me, ~\acfwel~ 
would you spy out of windows on me? ~ 
LOUKA. Well, you see, sir, since you say you are half a 
dozen different gentlemen all at once, I should have a great 
deal to look after. 
SERGIUS [charmed) Witty as well as pretty. [He tries to 1(s~ 
her. 
I 
-~-~ .. -----,., 
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money. 
SERGIUS. Why? 
LOUKA. Never mind why. Besides, you would tell that I 
told you; and I should lose my place. 
SERGIUS fl;.aldinf out {lis right hand jn q.ffiv.uqfiqn] I':W! on 
the honor of a-[ He checfs~ himsel(i and his hand droes, nerfe-
lr;Jt. as he concludes sardomcqjJ.y]-of a man capable of behav-
ing as I have been behaving for the last five minutes. Who is he? 
LOUKA. I dont know. I never saw him. I only heard his 
voice through the door of her room. 
L 
... 
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SERGIUS. Damnation! How dare you? ---------...... -._ 
LOUKA [retreating] Oh, I mean no harm: youve no right to 
take up my words like that. The mistress knows all about it. 
And I tell you that if that gentleman ever comes here again, 
Miss Raina will marry him, whether he likes it or not. I 
know the difference between the sort of manner you and 
she put on before one another and the real manner. 
Sergi us shive.rs as if she had st4bhed kirJ:k Then. setting his face. 
lik,.e iron. he strjdes grimly to her, qnd grips her above the elbows 
with both hands. 
SERGUIS. Now listen you to me. 
LOUKA [wincing] Not so tight: youre hurting me. 
SERGIUS. That doesnt matter. You have stained my honor 
by making me a party to your eavesdropping. And you have 
betrayed your mistress. 
LOUKA [wrzihing] Please-
SERGIUS. That shews that you are an abominable little 
clod of common clay, with the soul of a servant. [He lets her 
go as if she were an unclean thinff..,,!!_nd turns away, dusting his 
]Jands of h!!!.J to the bench by the wa121 where he k4own wzth 
averted head, meditating gloomily]. 
f,... t-. 
· 's 0 
LOUKA [whimperzn an zl wzth her hands up her sleeves, 
elin her ruzse arms ou now ow to hurt w1th your 
tongue as well as with your hands. But I dont care, now Ive 
found out that whatever clay I'm made of, youre made of 
the same. As for her, she's a liar; and her fine airs are a 
cheat; and I'm worth six of her. [She shakes the p_ain o.JL 
hardily.· tO£feS her bead- qtJd SetS tO work tO put the thzngs on 
( ~~ art. \Jer..ch) 
ffle"an---------------------------------------
e Zoo s doubt ull at her, She finishes eacking the tray. and 
la s the clot overt e e out to ether. As 
shestoo sto i tit he~~ -
SERGIUS. u a! [She stops and looks defiantly at him]. A 
gentleman has no right to hurt a woman under an~um­
stances. [With profound humilziy, • · B '· ' p'] I beg 
your pardon . 
... 
( 
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ossi e rom er·------------------~ P 
er arm dro s. Without a word, and with unaffected dignity, 
she ta es er tray, and is a roachin the house when kama r/-
tr,pns, 
porr #thft:! '' c ; ""' Louka makes way proudly 
for her, and then goes into the house. -------
RAINA. I'm ready\ Whats the matter? [Gaily] Have you 
been flirting with Louka? 
SERGIUS [hastily] No, no. How can you think such a thing? 
RAINA [ashamed ofherse[f] Forgive me, dear: it was only a jest. I am so happy today:...._ ______ _______ _,_. 
He goes quickly to her, and kisses her hand remorsefully. 
Catherine comes out and calls to them from the top of the steps. 
CATHERINE [coming down to them] I am sorry to disturb 
you, children; but Paul is distracted over t ose ree regt-
ments. He doesnt know how to send them to Philippopolis; 
and he objects to every suggestion of mine. You must go and 
help him, Sergius. He is in the library. 
RAINA [disappointed] But we are just going out for a walk. 
SERGIUS. I shall not be long. Wait for me just five min-
utes. [He runs up the steps to the door]rv ---!'"'~~"'L 
- --- --- -----~---
I 
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t him wit timid co uetr I shall go round and wait in u 
view o t e I1 rary win ows. Be sure you draw father's at-
tention to me. If you are a moment longer than five minutes, 
I shall go in and fetch you, regiments or no regiments. 
SERGIUS ~ghing] Very well. [~es il.ll . 
• Raina watches him un(j( he is out o(her s4ht. T,hen, with a 
perceptible relaxa:ion of manner, pe begins tp eace ~g ~... S L. 
down the garden m a brown study. 
CATHERINE. Imagine their meeting that Swiss and hearing ...... X !s 1 n t L 
the whole story! The very first thing your father asked for · fD "«LbJe, 
was the old coat we sent him off in. A nice mess you have Clnt\ S '~ 
got us into! 
RAINA [gazing thoughtfully at the gravel as she walks] The little beast!.,.l ___________________ ....,. 
CATHERINE. Little beast! What little beast? 
RAINA. To go and tell! Oh, if I had him here, I'd cram 
him with chocolate creams til he couldnt ever speak again! 
CATHERINE. Dont talk such stuff. Tell me the truth, 
Raina. How long was he in your room before you came to 
me? 
RAINA [whisking round and recommencing her march in the 
opposite dz:ection] Oh, I forge14... ___________ ....,· 'l( tn~· .. L.. 
CATHERINE. YOU cannot forget! Did he really climb up e " · . 
after the soldiers were gone; or was he there when that {fl_ ,;.~:~:!!. 
officer searched the room? t"Citl...,_...iJ 
RAINA. No. Yes: I think he must have been there then. 
CATHERINE. You think! Oh, Raina! Raina! Will anything 
ever make you straightforward? If Sergius finds out, it will 
be all over between you. 
RAINA [with cool impertinence] Oh, I know Sergius is your 
pet. I sometimes wish you could marry him instead of me. 
You would just suit him. You would pet him, and spoil 
him, and mother him to perfection. 
CATHERINE [opening her eyes very widely indeed] Well, upon 
my word! 
I 
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RAINA [capriciously: half to herse?(.'p always feel a longing 
to do or say something dreadful to him-to shock h1s pro-
priety-to scandalize the five senses out of him. [To 
Catherine, perversely] I dont care whether he finds out about 
the chocolate cream soldier or not. I half hope he may. 
[She again turns and strolls flippantly away up the path to the 
corner of the house]. 
CATHERINE. And what should I be able to say to your 
father, pray? 
RAINA [over her shoulder,from the top of the two steps] Oh, 
l 
I~ 
poor father! As if he could help himself! [OWe 'J(ms '~* e8; "":: = r::7 '7 I 
ctnd ed!5Je"s 8_,_ B(sigtrJ. · ~- '' ;) 
CATHERINE [looking after her, her fingers itching] Oh, if you, I 
were only ten years younger! [Louka comes (rom the hot!.feL_ ~ 1 Hlll:D ~, FIQ· "" '"""' I with a salver, which she carries hangzng down by her sideJ.L ,; 
Well? ~--.......,;, •. , L.-3 
LOUKA. Theres a gentleman just called, madam. A - I 
Serbian officer. 
CATHERINE [flaming] A Serb! And how dare he-[ checking 
herself bitterly] Oh, I forgot. We are at peace now. I suppose 
we shall have them calling every day to pay their compli-
ments. Well: if he is an officer why dont you tell your 
master? He is in the library with Major Saranoff. Why do 
you come to me? 
LOUKA. But he asks for you, madam. And I dont think he 
knows who you are: he said the lady of the house. He gave 
me this little ticket for you. [She ta$es a card out of her 
bosom.· pui£ jt qq the sqlver; and o(fers tt to Catherine]. 
CATHERINE [reading] "Captain Bluntschli"? Thats a Ger-
man name. 
LOUKA. Swiss, madam, I think. 
CATHERINE [with a bound that makes Louka jump bcg:.kJ 
Swiss! What is lie hke? 
LOUKA [timidZv] He has a big carpet bag, madam. 
CATHERINE. Oh Heavens! he's come to return the coat. 
Send him away: say we're not at home: ask him to leave his 
~---~---------- --
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address and I'll write to him. Oh stop: that will never do ___ ... 
Wait! .L¥11 throws hersel{into a chair to think it out. ~u~ 
~]. e master and Major Saranoff are busy in t e 
library, arnt they? 
LOUKA. Yes, madam. 
CATHERINE [decisively] Bring the gentleman out here at 
once. [Peremptoriry] And be very polite to him. Dont delay. 
Here flinpatientzy matching the salver from her]: leave that 
here; and go straight back to him. 
LOUKA. Yes, madam [goingJ----------------
CATHERINE. Louka! 
LOUKA [stopping] Yes, madam. 
CATHERINE. Is the library door shut? 
LOUKA. I think so, madam. 
CATHERINE. If not, shut it as you pass through. 
LOUKA. Yes, madam [going]. 
CATHERINE. Stop [Louka stops]. He will have to go that 
way [indicating the gate of the stable yard]. Tell Nicola to 
bring his bag here after him. Dont forget. 
LOUKA [surprised] His bag? 
CATHERINE. Yes: here: as soon as possible. [Vehemently] Be 
quick! [Louka runs into the house, Cathq£ne snatches her aq--..... 
oj[ and throws it behind a bush. She then takes up the salver f1J!i 
uses zt as a mzrror, with the result that the hand erchief tied 
er head o ows t e a ron. touc to er azr an a 
to er dre sin own rna e her resentable. Oh, how? 
how? how can a man be such a ool! Such a moment to 
select! [Louka appears at the door of the house, announcing 
Captain Bluntschli. Sh nds aside at the to o 
/£! him pass be(ore she soes in a fain,;. He is the man of the mid-
night adventure in Raina's ro~m~lean, well brushed, smartly 
uniformed, and out of trouble, but still unmistakabry the same 
man. The moment Louka' s back is turned, Catherine swoops 
on him with impetuous, urgent, coaxing appea~. Captain 
Bluntschli: I am very glad to see you; but you must leave --~!""!!'-­
this house at once. [He raises his eyebrows]. My husband has 
L 
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just returned with my future son-in-law; and they know 1 
nothing. If they did, the consequences would be terrible.-......--.-·,r~· ' h f ~, h r~ I 
You are a foreigner: you do not feel our national animosities I 
as we do. We still hate the Serbs: the effect of the peace on · K 
my husband has been to make him feel like a lion baulked I 
of his prey. If he discovers our secret, he will never forgive 
me; and my daughter's life will hardly be safe. Will you, 1 
like the chivalrous gentleman and soldier you are, leave at 
once before he finds you here? 
BLUNTSCHLI [disappointed, but philosophical] At once, .,, 
gracious lady. I only came to thank you and return the coat 'I 
you lent me. If you will allow me to take it out of my bag 
and leave it with your servant as I pass out, I need detain 
you no further. [He turns to go into the house]. 
cATHERINE [catching him by the sleevji:] Oh, you must not 
think of going back that way. [Coaxing him across to the 
stable gates This is the shortest way out. Many thanks. So 
gla to ave been of service to you. Good-bye.L 
BLUNTSCHLI. But my bag? -----·---... - tJ 
CATHERINE. It shall be sent on. You will leave me your 
address. 
BLUNTSCHLI. True. Allow me. [He takes out his cardcase, 
and stops to write his address, keeping Catherine in an agony of 
impatience. As he hands her the card, Petkoff, hatless, rushes 
from the house in a fluster of hospitality, followed by Sergius]--..--- "1:=.::1111:' ... .,. 
PETKOFF [as he hurries down the steps] My dear Captain Sc::.en 
Bluntschli- a 
cATHERINE. Oh Heavens! [She sinks qn the f(at againq 1/it; .J.-
' wam·----------------------------------~--P ETKOFF [too preoccupied to notice her as he shakes Blunt-
schlts hand heartily] Those stupid people of mine thought I 
was out here, instead of in the- hawl-library [he cannot 
mention the library without betraying how proud he is of it]. 
I saw you through the window. I was wondering why you 
didnt come in. Saranoff is with me: you remember him, 
dontyou? 
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SERGIUS [.ralu#ng humgmusly an</. then offering his hand 
with great charm o(mann~ Welcome, ouffriend the enemy! 
PETKOFF. No longer the enemy, happily. [Rather anxiously] 
I hope youve called as a friend, and not about horses or 
prisoners. 
CATHERINE. Oh, quite as a friend, Pault.I was just asking 
Captain Bluntschli to stay to lunch; but ne declares he must 
go at once. 
SERGIUS [sardonically] Impossible, Bluntschli. We want 
you here badly. We have to send on three cavalry regiments 
to Philippopolis; and we dont in the least know how to do it. 
BLUNTSCHLI [suddenly attentive and businesslike] Philip-
popolis? The forage is the trouble, I suppose. 
PETKOFF [eagerry] Yes: thats it. [To Sergius] He sees the 
whole thing at once. 
BLUNTSCHLI. I think I can shew you how to manage that. 
SERGIUs. Invaluable man! Come along! ~lowering over 
Bluntschli he puu his hand gn hjs skou"ia and w~s bfm 'Q '--
the fft:JU. PetJwfCfollowiwJ. 
Raina comes from the hous as Bluntschli puts his foot on the 
first step. 
RAINA. Oh! The chocolate cream soldier! 
Bluntschli stands rigid. Sergius, amazed, looks at Raina, then 
at Petkoff, who looks back at him and then at his wife. 
CATHERINE [with commanding presence of mind] My dear 
Raina, dont you see that we have a guest here? Captain 
Bluntschli: one of our new Serbian friends. 
Raina bows: Bluntschli bows. 
RAINA. How silly of me! She comes down into the centre o 
the group, between Bluntschli an Petko.ff]. I rna e a eaut1 u 
ornament this morning for the ice pudding; and that stupid 
Nicola has just put down a pile of plates on it and spoilt it. 
[To Bluntschli, winningly] I hope you didnt think that you 
were the chocolate cream soldier, Captain Bluntschli. 
BLUNTSCHLI [laughing] I assure you I did. [Stealing a 
whimsical glance at her] Your explanation was a relief. 
w •• 
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jzimself, When Petkof[recovers his power ofseee¢, he break;, 
out at him witiJJ Are you mad, Nicola? 
- NICOLA [taken aback] Sir? 
PETKOFF. What have you brought that for? 
NICOLA. My lady's orders, major. Louka told me that-
CATHERINE [interrupting him] My orders! Why should I 
order you to bring Captain Bluntschli's luggage out here? 
What are you thinking of, Nicola? 
NICOLA [after a moment's bewilderment, picking up the bag 
as he addresses Bluntschli with the very perfection of servile 
discretion] I beg your pardon, captain, I am sure. [To 
Catherine] My fault, madame: I hope youll overlook it. 
Ui!..kow.s?qnd.i'Hf!irzg cq tqe s'AAf with eh: bqg.,.when Petkoff 
adJrer.w, hiz?l~Qally]. 
PETKOFF. Y oud better go and slam that bag, too, down on 
Miss Raina's ice pudding! [This is too much for Nicola. The 
bag drops from his hand almost on his master's toes, eliciting 
a roar of] Begone, you butter-fingered donkey. 
NICOLA ~(c[ling up the bag, and escaping into the house] 
Yes, Major. 
CATHERINE. Oh, never mind. Paul: dont be angry. 
PETKOFF [blustering] Scoundrel! He's got out of hand while -"""!".:>-
! was away. I'll teach him. Infernal blackguard! The sack 
next Saturday! I'll clear out the whble establishment-
8 0 
' s 
,..-4 
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He is stifled by the caresses o hi.!..Jpife and daughter, who hang_ 
roun ts nee~ petting bjm] 
CATHERINE } [to ether] { Now, now, now, it mustnt be 
RAINA g Wow, wow, wow: not on your 
{ 
angry. He meant no harm. Be good to 
please me, dear. Sh-sh-sh-sh! 
first day at home. I'll make another ice 
pudding. Tch-ch-ch! 
PETKOFF [yielding] Oh well, never mind. orne Blu chli: 
lets have no more nonsense about going away. You know 
very well youre not going back to Switzerland yet. Until 
you do go back youll stay with us. 
RAINA. Oh, do, Captain Bluntschli. 
PETKOFF [to Cathen'ne] Now, Catherine: it's of you he's 
afraid. Press him: and he'll stay. 
CATHERINE. Of course I shall be only too delighted if 
[appealingly] Captain Bluntschli really wishes to stay. He 
knows my wishes. 
BLUNTSCHLI [in his driest military manner] I am at madam's 
orders. 
SERGIUS [cordially] That settles it! 
PETKOFF [heartiry] Of course! 
RAINA. You see you must stay. 
BLUNTSCHLI [smiling] Well, if I must, I must. 
Gesture o( despair (rom Catheriny- ~ 0 N 
' ~l ~out. 
,~,..+~. 
~~t 
'5ou"'Q, 
-ve a-,o 
~ L!fa~ 
t)c.Jt, 
l, ~r ,.,, 
1-
Q.t- ~rut oF 
UStct, 
ACT III ..-~..------------
os &:oQ..-
In the library after lunch. It is not much of a library. Its 
literary equipment consists of a single fixed shelf stocked with 
old paper covered novels, broken backed, coffee stained, torn 
and thumbed; and a couple of little hanging shelves with a few 
gift books on them: the rest of the wall space being occupied by 
trophies of war and the chase. But it is a most comfortable sitting 
room. A row of three large windows shews a mountain 
panorama, just now seen in one of its friendliest aspects in the 
mellowing afternoon light. In the corner next the right hand 
window a square earthenware stove, a peifect tower of glisten-
ing pottery, rises nearly to the ceiling and guarantees plenty of 
warmth. The ottoman is like that in Raina's room, and similarly 
placed; and the window seats are luxurious with decorated 
cushions. There is one object, however, hopelessly out of keeping 
with its surroundings. This is a small 'f}"lw,'lef'f ~.much the _~ t/ ~K. 
worse for wear, fitted as a writing table with an o7J7xmister full <.!A.l 
of pens, an eggcup filled with ink, and a deplorable scrap of 
heavily used pink blotting paper. 
At the side of this table, which stands to the left of anyone 
facing the window, Bluntschli is hard at wozi with a (ouple of. 
mans be~"ore him, dniting orders. At ~ of it sits Sergius, 
r ::Jl • - t- t 
.... 
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Bluntschli? 
e movements o zs en . rs 
an is more accustomed to the sword t an to t e pen. 
PETKOFF. It's very good of you, Bluntschli: it is indeed, 
to let yourself be put upon in this way. Now are you quite 
sure I can do nothing? 
CATHERINE [in a low warning tone] You can stop interrupt-
ing, Paul. 
PETKOFF [starting and loo&in~ fl!JfiW at ha] Eh? Oh! Quite 
right.lHe t;;s; his newr.iz;p;; up again, but presently lets i1 
droe.J. Ah, you havnt been campaigning, Catherine: you 
dont know how pleasant it is for us to sit here, after a good 
lunch, with nothing to do but enjoy ourselves. Theres only 
one thing I want to make me thoroughly comfortable. 
CATHERINE. What is that? 
PETKOFF. My old coat. I'm not at home in this one: I feel 
as if I were on parade. 
CATHERINE. My dear Paul, how absurd you are about that 
old coat! It must be hanging in the blue closet where you 
left it. 
PETKOFF. My dear Catherine, I tell you Ive looked there. 
,. 
c.e;.an 
Jo 
--
Affil·'to believe my own eyes or not? feathqine rises a~ 
crosg£ the wem tq pretf ¢e button qf the ,IGfttric 4GJ1J. What.---...--\.)f<... 
;';e you shewing off that bell for? [.)~" ~s~ 11A :'Ji:n ni!1·~~-
tically, .Q,;Qd ci' rt~ ; t!Jeu:ncs t'zc; 'J ,; aJJal };c; nccaYewo;~]. My 
dear: if you think the obstinacy of your sex can make a coat 
out of two old dressing gowns of Raina's, your waterproof, 
... 
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and my mackintosh, youre mistaken. Thats exactly what 
the blue closet contains at present. 
Nicola resents himsel 
CATHERINE. Nico a: go to the blue closet and bring your 
master's old coat here: the braided one he wears in the house. 
NICOLA. Yes, madame.[ .. H_eoilog_o_es. o .. u.,.t
1110
l. __________ , .-~ 
PETKOFF. Catherine. 
CATHERINE. Yes, Paul. 
PETKOFF. I bet you any piece of jewellery you like to 
order from Sofia against a week's housekeeping money that 
the coat isnt there. 
CATHERINE. Done, Paul! 
PETKOFF [excited by the prospect of a gamble] Come: heres 
an opportunity for some sport. Wholl bet on it? Bluntschli: 
I'll give you six to one. 
BLUNTSCHLI [imperturbably] It would be robbing you, 
1:fajor. Madame is 'sure to be right. [Wzthout lookfng up, he 
easses another batch q,fpapers to Sez:gius]. • 
SERGIUS [also excitedJ Bravo, Switzerland! Major: I bet 
my best charger against an Arab mare for Raina that Nicola 
finds the coat in the blue closet. 
PETKOFF [eagerly] Your best char-
CATHERINE [hastily interrupting him] Dont be foolish, Paul. 
An Arabian mare will cost you 5o,ooo levas. 
RAINA [suddenly coming out of her picturesque revery] 
Really, mother, if you are going to take the jewellery, I 
don't see why you should grudge me my Arab. 
Jijcolq &Ptucs aeg u;tth tae coathqnnad brings it to Petkoff, who I 
'\....._ - -vs can hardly believe his eyes. ~ 
CATHERIN E. Where was it, Nicola? <( ~r 
NICOLA. Hanging in the blue closet, madame. 
PETKOFF. Well, I am d ---------------f<~ E.S 
CATHERINE [stopping him] Paul! 
P ETKOFF. I could have sworn it wasnt there. Age is begin-
ning to tell ~n me. I'm getting hallucinations. [To Nicola] 
Here: help me to change. Excuse me, Bluntschli. [He begins 
.... 
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changin coats, Nicola actin as et]. Remember: I didnt 
ta e t at bet of yours, Sergius. Y oud better give Raina that 
Arab steed yourself, since youve roused her expectations. --~=~ Cct · 'tf\ 
')( 1s h . 
Cout..._ t-sff-; 
PETKOFF f..Lffmt;ing uel What! Finished? Rt's 
BLUNTSCHLI. Finished. 
PETKOFF [with childlike envy] Havnt you anything for me~---·• )(.~.$~ ~ 
to sign? 
BLUNTSCHLI. Not necessary. His signature will do. 
PETKOFF [in atin his chest and thumping it] Ah well, I 
think weve one a thun enng goOdday's worl<. Can I do 
anything more? 
BLUNTSCHLI. You had better both see the fellows that are 
to take these. [SM~ias ;i~l!'5] Pack them off at once; and shew 
them that Ive marked on the orders the time they should 
hand them in by. Tell them that if they stop to drink or tell 
stories-if theyre five minutes late, theyll have the skin 
taken off their backs. 
SERGIUS [stiffening indignantlyll'll say so. [He strides to the 
door]. And if one of them is ma11: eiiough to spit m my face 
for insulting him, I'll buy his discharge and give him a pen-
sion. [{!ego~]. 
BLD ITSCHLI [confidentially] Just see that he talks to them 
properly, Major, will you? 
PETKOFF [officiously] Quite right, Bluntschli, quite right. 
I'll see to it. [!i£ gncs to the door imeortantlva. but hesitates 
on the threshold]. By the bye, Catbenne, you\l&may as well 
., 
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come too. Theyll be far more frightened of you than of me. 
CATHERINE [gutting down her embroidery] I daresay I had 
better. You would only splutter at themU_She goes out, ;.r-l.r Se.S 
Petko .if holding the door for her and following her] •. _____ ;;;;,;o,_ £'~'· t.. 
BLUNTSCHLI. What an army! They make cannons out of 
cherry trees; and the officers send for their wives to keep 
discipline I He be ins to old and doc et the er . 
0 has isen rom marches slowly down \.\)~v.) seaet" 
the room with her hands clasped behin 
chievously at him-------------- ----X 'S 0 L. 
RAINA. You look ever so much nicer than when we last -
met. [He looks up. £urpriskij. What have you done to your-
self? 
BLUNTSCHLI. Washed; brushed; good night's sleep and 
breakfast. Thats all. 
RAINA. Did you get back safely that morning? 
BLUNTSCHLI. Quite, thanks. 
RAINA. Were they angry with you for running away from 
Sergius's charge? 
BLUNTSCHLI [grinmng] No: they were glad; because theyd 
all just run away themselves. 
RAINA [~oing to the table, and leaning over jt towards himl 
It must have made a lovely story\0r them: all that about _ __.){ !c 
me and my room. -(I.e.., 
BLUNTSCHLI. Capital story. But I only told it to one of 
them: a particular friend. 
RAINA. On whose discretion you could absolutely rely? 
BLUNTSCHLI. Absolutely. 
RAINA. Hml He told it all to my father and Sergius the .¥'2 ~ • 
' t day you exch; nged the prisoners.J}he turns away and • m{[ ~hl 
carelessly across to the other side _'? the rQQlll]. -- -R ,£A.JM.'l:!l,wo.. 
• .. BLUNTSCHLI [deeply concerned, and half incredulous] No! ~ 
t
1 
'You dont mean that, do you? 
RAINA [!.urning, with sudden eqra~stnessl I do indeed.~ut 
they dont know that it was in this house you took ret~:~-g-e ......... -
1 If Sergi us knew, he would challenge you and kill you in a duel. 
d 
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BLUNTSCHLI. Bless me! then dont tell him. 
RAINA. Please be serious, Captain Bluntschli. Can you 
not realize what it is to me to deceive him? I want to be 
quite perfect with Sergius: no meanness, no smallness, no 
deceit. My relation to him is the one really beautiful and 
noble part of my life. I hope you can understand that. 
BLUNTSCHLI [sceptically] You mean that you wouldnt 
like him to find out that the story about the ice pudding was 
a-a-a-You know. 
RAINA [wincing] Ah, dont talk of it in that flippant way. 
I lied: I know it. But I did it to save your life. He would 
have killed you. That was the second time I ever uttered a 
falsehood. Bluntschli rises uic l and loo s doubt ull and 
somewhat severe! at er . Do you remem er t e rst tlme 
BLUNTSCHLI. I. o. as I present? 
RAINA. Yes; and I told the officer who was searching for 
you that you were not present. 
BLUNTSCHLI. True. I should have remembered it. 
RAINA [greatly encouraged}.t).h, it is natural that xou should 
forget it first. It cost you nothing: it cost me a he! A hel 
She sits down u J:~ 8t,t8ws liiiJ lookjng straight before her 
with her hands clasped around her knee .. Bluntschli, 9uit(_ 
touched, goes to the ottoman with a particula"'t!y reassurin& a'J4 
~onsiderate air, and sits dowa besi,de h\C 
BLUNTSCHLI. My dear young lady, dont let this worry you. 
Remember: I'm a soldier. Now what are the two things that 
happen to a soldier so often that he comes to think nothing 
of them? One is hearing people tell lies [Raina recoils]: the 
other is getting his life saved in all sorts of ways by all sorts 
of people. 
RAINA [rising in iq.(/.igaant grotg.W And so he becomes a 
creature incapable of faith and of gratitude. 
BLUNTSCHLI [making a wry face] Do you like gratitude? 
I dont. If pity is akin to love, gratitude is akin to the other 
thing. 
RAINA. Gratituclel [Tuczin& Q4him] If you are incapable of 
--------
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gratitude you are incapable of any noble sentiment. Even 
animals are grateful. Oh, I see now exactly what you think 
of me! You were not surprised to hear me lie. To you it was 
something I probably did every day! every hour! That is 
how men think of women. [~pi tve 11es"a '"~ •Ny]. 
BLUNTSCHLI ldubiously] Theres reason in everything. You 
said youd told only two lies in your whole life. Dear young 
lady: isnt that rather a short allowance? I'm quite a straight- ••--....... 
forward man myself; but it wouldnt last me a whole morn-
ing. 
RAINA [staring haughtily at him] Do you know, sir, that you 
are insulting me? 
BLUNTSCHLI. I cant help it. When you strike that noble 
attitude and speak in that thrilling voice, I admire you; but 
I find it impossible to believe a single word you say. 
RAINA [superbly] Captain Bluntschli! 
BLUNTSCHLI [unmoved] Yes? 
RAINA [standing over him, as if she could not believe her 
senses] Do you mean what you said just now? Do you know 
what you said just now? 
BLUNTSCHLI. I do. 
RAINA [gasping] I! I!!! [She points to herself incredulously, 
meaning "I, Raina Petkoff tell lies!" He meets her gaze un-
flinchingly. sudden! sits down 4 dz kim and adds, with 
a complete change of manner rom tJit. heroic to a babyish 
familiarity] How did you find me out? 
BLUNTSCHLI [promptly] Instinct, dear young lady Instinct, .- .1.__ 
and experience of the world. L-~.;...... .... --g IT$ \,. 61 
RAINA [wonderingly] Do you know, you are the first man 'n '{" 
I ever met who did not take me seriously? 
BLUNTSCHLI. You mean, dont you, that I am the first man 
that has ever taken you quite seriously? 
RAINA. Yes: I suppose I do mean that. [Cosily, quite at 
her ease with him] How strange it is to be talked to in such 
a way! You know, Ive always gone on like that. 
BLUNTSCHLI. YOU mean the-? 
84 
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RAINA. I mean the noble attitude and the thrilling voice. 
[They laugh together1 I did it when I was a tiny child to my 
nurse. She believed in it. I do it before my parents. They 
believe in it. I do it before Sergius. He believes in it. 
BLUNTSCHLI. Yes: he's a little in that line himself, isnt he? 
RAINA [startled] Oh! Do you think so? 
BLUNTSCHLI. YOU know him better than J do. 
RAINA. I wonder-1 wonder is he? If I thought that-! 
[Discouraged] Ah, well; what does it matter? I suppose, now 
youve found me out, you despise me. 
BLUNTSCHLI [warmly, rising] No, my dear young lady, no, 
no, no a thousand times. It's part of your youth: part of 
your charm. I'm like all the rest of them: the nurse, your 
parents, Sergius: I'm your infatuated admirer. 
RAINA [pleased] Really? 
BLUNTSCHLI [slapping his breast smartly with his hand.. 
Germanfashion Hand aufs Herz~Really and truly. ---..-=;..R: lSES 
RAINA very happy] But what ~itt you tbinKot"' _m_e__,fo_r_ 
giving you my portrait? 
BLUNTSCHLI [astonished] Your portrait! You never gave 
me your portrait. 
RAINA [quickly] Do you mean to say you never got it? 
BLUNTSCHLI. No. [He sits down besidw..ht:r.,with renewed 
interest, and says, with some complacency] When d1ct you send 
it to me? 
RAINA [indignantly] I did not send it to you. [She turns h.!J. 
• J!ead away~ and adds, reluctand.Y] It was in the pocket of that 
coat. 
BLUNTSCHLI [pursuing his lips and rounding his eyes] 
Oh-o-oh! I never found it. It must be there still. 
RAINA ffpringing, up] There still! form father to find t 
first time Ile puts his an m 1s poe etl Oh, how could 
you be so stupid? 
BLUNTSCHLI [tj: · 5!1 •l;rg] It doesnt matter: I suppose it's 
only a photograph: how can he tell who it was intended for?-
Tell him he put it there himself. 
--
.I 
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RAINA [bitterly] Yes: that is so clever! isnt it? [Distractedly] 
Oh! what shall I do?-------- _____________ ....,,.,.. 
BLUNTSCHLI. Ah, I see. You wrote something on it. That 
was rash. 
RAINA [vexed almost to tears] Oh, to have done such a thing I 
for you, who care no more-except to laugh at me-oh!•~-.....-!!!*"'!!: . Hf"".5 
Are you sure nobody has touched it? -
BLUNTSCHLI. Well, I cant be quite sure. You see, I couldnt 
carry it about with me all the time: one cant take much 
luggage on active service. 
RAINA. What did you do with it? 
BLUNTSCHLI. When I got through to Pirot I had to put it:.- --- )< !s" 
in safe keeping somehow. I thought of the railway cloak 
room; but thats the surest place to get looted in modern 
warfare. So I pawned it. 
RAINA. Pawned it!!! 
BLUNTSCHLI. I know it doesnt sound nice: but it was 
much the safest plan. I redeemed it the day before yester-
day. Heaven only knows whether the pawnbroker cleared 
out the pockets or not. 
RAINA [furious: throwing the words right into his face~~Y-o_u ____ v 
have a low shopkeeping mind. You think of things that A lt\.f C. 
would never come into a gentleman's head. ..-\ 
BLUNTSCHLI [phlegmatically] Thats the Swiss national 
character, dear lady. [He returns to the table].,_ ______ .,...l"""'-\· 
RAINA. Oh, I wish I had never met you. [She flounces 
away, and sits at the window fuming]. _____________ . 
Lou a comes in with a hea o letters and telegrams on her 
- -----,r.. salver, and crosses, with her bold free gait, to t e ta Te. er 
l;jt sleeve ts looped up to ilie shoulder wzth a brooch;-ihewmg 
her naked arm, wtth a broad gtlt bracelet coveTing the tmi;se:- ~ C:. 
LOUKA [to Btuntschlt] For you. [She e"iYijirieS tFe saTv;;ith- - ~­
a fling on to the table]. The messenger is waiting. [She is 
determined not to be civil to an enemy, even if she must bring 
him his letters]. 
BLUNTSCHLI [to Raina] Will you excuse me: the last postal 
- ----------~ 
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delivery that reached me was three weeks ago. These are the 
subsequent accumulations. Four telegrams: a week old. 
[He opens one]. Oho! Bad news! 
RAINA [rising and advancin a little remorse ull 
BLUNTSCHLI. y at er's ea . [He oo s at the telegram 
with his lips pursed, musing on the unexpect 
arrangements. Louka crosses herself hastih!J. 
RAINA. Oh, how very sad! 
BLUNTSCHLI. Yes: I shall have to start for home in an hour. 
He has left a lot of big hotels behind him to be looked after. 
He ta es u a at letter in a ion blue envelo e. Here's a 
whacking letter from t e family solicitor. f!kJ.!!:!!S out !lJ£. 
enclosures and glances over theml. Great Heavens! Seventy! 
Two hundred! [In a crescendo of dismay] Four hundred! 
Four thousand!! Nine thousand six hundred!!! What on 
earth am I to do with them all? 
RAINA [timidly] Nine thousand hotels? 
BLUNTSCHLI. Hotels! nonsense. If you only knew! Oh, 
it's too ridiculous! Excuse me: I must give my fellow orders 
about starting. [He leaves the room hastily, with the docu-
ments in his handJ------- - ---------......... ~ 
LOUKA [ knowing instinctir;ely that she can annoy Raina by 
disparaging Bluntschli] He has not much heart, that Swiss. 
He has not a word of grief for his poor father. 
RAINA [bitterly] Grief! A man who has been doing nothing 
but killing people for years! What does he care? What does 
any soldier care? [She goes to the door, restraining her tears with 
difficulty]--- - --:-:--:---....----·--------"'\ 
LOUKA. Major Saranoff has been fighting too; and he has 
plenty of heart left. [Raina, at the door, draws herself u.p. 
haughtill and goes out]. Aha! I thought you wouldnt get 
much feeling out oryour soldier. [She is (ollowing RaiQ.(l 
he Nicola enters with an arm ul o To s o h stov 
NICOLA grinning amorously at her] Ive been trying all the 
afternoon to get a minute alone with you, my girl. [His 
countenance changes as he notices her arm]. Why, what fashion 
is that of wearing your sleeve, child? 
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LOUKA [proudly] My own fashion. 
NICOLA. Indeed I If the mistress catches you, she'll talk to 
you. rue pu~s £he lp(7e;~sz:s b::uelfcfHHfo,~bJy·OR­
the BM Mt]. \.WM 
LOUKA. Is that any reason why you should take it on your-
self to talk to me? 
NICOLA. Come! dont be so contrary with me. Ive some 
good news for you. [She sj(S dowlJ beside h~m. He takes out 
some paper mona'& Ltuka, with an eager learn in e es .. 
tries to snatch it; but e s u s zt uzc to is e t h 
. ee. a twenty eva ill! Sergius gave me that, out 
of pure swagger. A fool and his money are soon parted. 
Theres ten levas more. The Swiss gave me that for backing 
up the mistress' and Raina's lies about him. He's no fool, 
he isnt. You should have heard old Catherine downstairs 
as polite as you please to me, telling me not to mind the 
Major being a little impatient; for they knew what a good 
servant I was-after making a fool and a liar of me before 
them all! The twenty will go to our savings; and you shall 
have the ten to spend if youll only talk to me so as to remind 
me I'm a human being. I get tired of being a servant oc-
casionally. 
LOUKA. Yes: sell your manhood for 30 levas, and buy me 
for 10! [Rising scorn(ulJl'] Keep your money. You were born 
to be a servant. I was not. When you set up your shop you 
will only be everybody's servant instead of somebody's 
servant. She goes moodily to the table and seats herself regally 
· hazr. 
NICOLA [pi~:is~ "! !JiJ kltes .,.J~i"E ~8 ~:'M ~8·~ Ah, wait 
til you see. We shall have our evenings to ourselves; and I 
shall be master in my own house, I promise you. [He throws 
the logs down and kneels at the stove]. 
LOUKA. You shall never be master in mint!; 
NICOLA [ h£11 .,;·,It; e-i 71 s t his :{:eeec, and rquatting rlen n : at/te; • 
for/tJ;aly on /tis eaJass; JMu:t;M by 6~r.. im ... hlqmblg dirrlwiw~ 
You have a great ambition in you, Louka.~ 
any luck comes to you, it was I that made a woman of you. 
II · 
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LOUKA. You! 
NICOLA [scrambling up and going to her] Yes, me. Who was 
it made you give up wearing a couple of pounds of false 
black hair on your head and reddening your lips and cheeks 
like any other Bulgarian girl! I did. Who taught you to 
trim your nails, and keep your hands clean, and be dainty 
about yourself, like a fine Russian lady! Me: do you hear 
that? me! [She tosses her head defiantly; and he turns away, 
adding more coolly] , Ive often thought tbat if_Raina were 
out of the way, and you JUSt a little less of a fool and Sergius 
just a little more of one, you might come to be one of my Co 
grandest customers, instead of only being my wife and cost-
mg me money. 
LOUKA. I believe you would rather be my servant than 
my husband. You would make more out of me. Oh, I know 
that soul of yours. 
NICOLA fg;oing closer to her (or gre_aj~r emphasis] Never you __ ...... ~ 
mind my soul; but just listen to my advice. If you want to 
be a lady, your present behaviour to me wont do at all, 
unless when we're alone. It's too sharp and impudent; and 
impudence is a sort of familiarity: it shews affection for me. 
And dont you try being high and mighty with me, either. 
Youre like all country girls: you think it's genteel to treat 
a servant the way I treat a stableboy. Thats only your ig-
norance; and dont you forget it. And dont be so ready to 
defy everybody. Act as if you expected to have your own 
way, not as if you expected to be ordered about. The way 
to get on as a lady is the same as the way to get on as a serv-
ant: youve got to know your place: thats the secret of it. 
And you may depend on me to know my place if you get 
promoted. Think over it, my girl. I'll stand by you: one 
servant should always stand by another. 
LOUKA [~impatiently] Oh, I must behave in my own 
way. You take all the courage out of me with your cold-
blooded wisdom. Go and put those logs in the fire: thats 
the sort of thing you understand . 
.... 
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Before Nicola can retort, Sergius comes in. e checks himself 
a moment on seeing Louka; 1/#~rmo~~N-.11;;;-----~·---.. , 
SERGIUS [to Nicola] I am not in the way of your work, 
I hope. 
NICOLA [in a smooth, elderly manner] Oh no, sir: thank 
you kindly. I was only speaking to this foolish girl about 
her habit of running up here to the library whenever she 
gets a chance, to look at the books. Thats the worst of her 
education, sir: it gives her habits above her station. [To 
Louka] Make that table tidy, Louka, for the Major. [HG..c!L-......,;•·~-r 
goes out sedately]. 
Louka, without looking at Sergiurfretends to arrange the 
papers on the table. and studies the 
arrangement of her sleeve reflectively. 
SERGIUs. Let me see: is there a mark there? [He turns Z 
the bracelet and sees the bruise made by his ~ras . She stan s 
!!J:!Eionless, not look.Jng at bzm ·fascinated, but on her gf!:_ard 
Ffff! Does it hurt? 
LOUKA. Yes. 
SERGIUs. Shall I cure it? 
LOUKA [instantly withdrawing hersel{proudly, but s~ 
looking at him] No. You cannot cure it now. -
SERGIUs [masterfully] Quite sure? [He makes a movement 
as if to take her in his arws]. ......,___ -
LOUKA. Dont trifle with me, pleasefAn officer should not 
trifle with a servant. 
SERGIUs [indicating the bruise with a merciless stroke of his 
forefi!!:$,er] Tlia't was no trifle, Louka. -
LOUKA [.flinching; then looking at him for the first time] Are 
you sorry? 
SERGIUS [with measured emphasis. folding his az:zw] I am 
never sorry. 
LOUKA [wisifully] I wish I could believe a man could be 
as unlike a woman as that. I wonder are you really a brave 
man? 
SERGIUS [unaffectedly, relaxing his attitude] Yes: I am a 
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brave man. My heart jumped like a woman's at the first . --.....,.,_; 
shot; but in the charge I found that I was brave. Yes: that 
at least is real about me. 
LOUKA. Did you find in the charge that the men whose 
fathers are poor like mine were any less brave than the 
men who are rich like you? 
SERGrus [with bitter levity] Not a bit. They all slashed and 
cursed and yelled like heroes. Psha! the courage to rage and 
kill is cheap. I have an English bull terrier who has as much 
of that sort of courage as the whole Bulgarian nation, and 
the whole Russian nation at its back. But he lets my groom 
thrash him, all the same. Thats your soldier all over! No, 
Louka: your poor men can cut throats; but they are afraid 
of their officers; they put up with insults and blows; they 
stand by and see one another punished like children: aye, 
and help to do it when they are ordered. And the officers!!! 
Well [with a short harsh laugh]{ am an officer. Oh, [frrvently] 
give me the man who will de~ EO the death any power on 
earth or in heaven that sets itself up against his own will 
and conscience: he alone is the brave man. 
LOUKA. How easy it is to talkl Men never seem to me to 
grow up: they all have schoolboy's 1cteas. You dont know 
what true courage is. 
SERGIUS [ironically] Indeed! I am willing to be instructed. 
He sits on the ottoman, sprawling magnificent! . 
LOUKA. oo at me. ow muc am a lowe to have my 
own will? I have to get your room ready for you: to sweep 
and dust, to fetch and carry. How could that degrade me if 
it did not degrade you to have it done for you? But [with 
subdued passion] if I were Empress of Russia, above every-
one in the world, then!! Ah then, though according to you 
I could shew no courage at all, you should see, you should 
see. 
SERGIUs. What would you do, most noble Empress? 
LOUKA. I would marry the man I loved, which no other 
queen in Europe has the courage to do....,If I loved you. 
though you would be as far beneath me as I am beneath 
- )( L -f.o 
Cou(;h, 
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you, I would dare to be the equal of my inferior. Would 
you dare as much if you loved me? No: "f you felt the be-
ginnings of love for me you would not et 1t grow. ou 
would not dare: you would marry a rich man's daughter 
because you wollld be afraid of what other people would 
say of you. ..-, ~ 
SERGIUs [~up] You liei it is not so, by all the 
stars! If I lo~ed you, and I were die Czar himself, I would 
set you on the throne by my side. You know that I love 
another woman, a woman as high above you as heaven is 
above earth. And you are jealous of her. 
LOUKA. I have no reason to be. She will never marry you 
now. The man I told you of has come back. She will marry 
the Swiss. 
SERGIUS [~The Swiss! -----~- tzziJI 
LOUKA. A man worth ten of you. Then you can come to 
me; and I will refuse you. You are not good enough for me. 
[She turns to the door]. 
SERGIUS [s ·n in a ter h chin her ercel in · 
'tr~ I will kil the Swiss; and afterwards I will do as I 
please with you. 
LOUKA [in his arms, assive and stead ast The Swiss will 
kill you, perhaps. He 
you in war. 
SERGIUS [tormentedly] Do you think I believe that she-
she! whose worst thoughts are higher than your best ones, 
is capable of trifling with another man behind my back? 
LOUKA. Do you think she would believe the Swiss if he 
told her now that I am in your arms? 
SERGIUS [releasing her in despair] Damnation! Oh, damn~------· 
tion! Mockery! mockery everywhere !aeveryrhing_J think 
is mocked by everything I do. [He stri!f!.s 6G;;Ufiazz£ically 
on the breast]. Coward! liar! fool! Shall I kill myself like a 
man, or 'fi1e and pretend to laugh at myself?jlShe again 
turns to go]. Louka! [She stops near the door. Remember: 
you belong to me. 
LOUKA [turning] Wha does that mean? An insult? 
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SERGIUS [commandingly] It means that you love me, and 
that I have had you here in my arms, and will perhaps have 
you there again. Whether that is an insult I neither know 
nor care: take it as you please. But [vehemently] I will not 
be a coward and a trifler. If I choose to love you, I dare 
marry you, in spite of all Bulgaria. If these hands ever touch 
you again, they shall touch my affianced bride. 
LOUKA. We shall see whether you dare keep your word-----· 
And take care. I will not wait long. 
SERGIUS [qgain (olding his arms and standing motio~ 
the middle o(the room] Yes: we shall see. And you shall wait 
my pleasure. E 
Bluntschli, much preoccupied, with his papers still in his £ ' ~.LC%" 
1,and, enters, leaving the door open for Louka to go (},'ft. 11; -~-- IT~ 
goes across to the table, glancing at her as he asses. Sergius, 
wtt out a ter n tt 
BLUNTSCHLI absently, sitttng at the table as before, and 
p.Iitting down his eaeers] !hats a remarkable lOoking young 
woman. 
SERGIUS [gravely, without moving] Captain Bluntschli. 
BLUNTSCHLI. Eh? ~ 
~-..---.....,....,...--.. '71 ( SERGIUS. You have deceived me. ou are my nva . '"'1 
brook no rivals. At six o'clock I shall be in the drilling- hi t . 
ground on the Klissoura road, alone, on horseback, with 
my sabre. Do you understand? 
BLUNTSCHLI [staring, but sitting quite at his ease] Oh, thank 
you: thats a cavalry man's proposal. I'm in the artillery; 
and I have the choice of weapons. If I go, I shall take a 
machine gun. And there shall be no mistake about the 
cartridges this time. 
SERGIUS [flushing, but with deadly coldness] Take care, sir ___ _ 
It is not our custom in Bulgaria to allow invitations of that 
kind to be trifled with. 
BLUNTSCHLI [warmlyj Pooh! dont talk to me about Bul-
garia. You dont know what fighting is. But have it your 
own way. Bring your sabre along. I'll meet you. 
--
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SERGIUS [fiercely delighted to find his opponent a man of 
spirit] Well said, Switzer. Shall I lend you my best horse r---.--<U 
BLUNTSCHLI. No: damn your horse! thank you all the '" 
same, my dear fellow. Raina comes in an ears the next C h 
sentencej. I shall fight you on oot. orseback's too danger-
ous; I dont want to kill you if I can help it. ___ .....,.._,;;;a._ 
RAINA [hurr in orward anxiously] I ave heard what 
Captain Bluntsch i sa1 , ergms. ou are going to fight. 
Why? [ Sergius turns away in silence, and goes to ~ St!JJJ.C.,. -- 0£ 
where he stands watching her as she continues, to Bluntschlij 
What about? 
BLUNTSCHLI. I dont know: he hasnt told me. Better not 
interfere, dear young lady. No harm will be done: Ive often 
acted as sword instructor. He wont be able to touch me; 
and I'll not hurt him. It will save explanations. In the morn-
ing I shall be off home; and youll never see me or hear of 
me again. You and he will then make it up and live happily 
ever after. 
RAINA [turning away deeply hurt, almost with a sob in her 
voice] I never said I wanted to see you again. 
SERGIUS [stridingforward] Hal That is a confession. ____ ...,.)< -\-o 
RAINA [haughtily] What do you mean? 
SERGIUS. You love that man! 
RAINA [scandalized] Sergius! 
SERGIUS. You allow him to make love to you behind my 
back, just as you treat me as your affianced husband behind 
his. Bluntschli: you knew our relations; and you deceived 
me. It is for that that I call you to account, not for having 
received favors I never enjoyed. 
BLUNTSCHLI 'um ing up indignant! Stuff! Rubbish! I 
have received no avors. y, t e young lady doesnt even 
know whether I'm married or not. 
RAINA [forgetting herself] Oh! [Collapsing on the~] ---= ~~v' ... ""~'~'\ 
Are you? . 
SERGIUS. You see the young lady's concern, Captain 
Bluntschli. Denial is useless. You have enjoyed the privi-
' I 
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BLUNTSCHLI [interrupting him pepperily] Yes, you block-
head! she received me with a pistol at her head. Your cav-
alry were at my heels. I'd have blown out her brains if 
she'd uttered a cry. 
SERGIUs [taken aback] Bluntschli! Raina: is this true? 
RAINA [rising in wrathful m~estyl..Pp, h~w ~rf.YOU how 
dare you?..._. ~ (~WI\ tSCktl ..__..., __ _ 
BLUNTSCHLI. Apologize, man: apologize. [lie resumes l:iJ 
seat at the table. 
SERGIUS~W~t~th~~~~~ga~~~~~~~~~~~ 
I never apologize! 
RAINA [passionately] This is the doing of that friend of 
yours, Captain Bluntschli. It is he who is spreading this 
horrible story about me. [She walks about excitedly]...., _____ .:.. 
BLUNTSCHLI. No: he's dead. Burnt alive._~ es 
RAINA [stopping, shocked] Burnt alive! 
BLUNTSCHLI. Shot in the hip in a woodyard. Couldnt 
drag himself out. Your fellows' shells set the timber on fire 
and burnt him, with half a dozen other poor devils in the._. __ .,_ 
same predicament. 
RAINA. How horrible! 0 
SERGIUS. And how ridiculous! Oh, war! war! the dream 
of patriots and heroes! A fraud, Bluntschli. A hollow sham, 
like love. 
RAINA [outraged] Like love! You say that before me! 
BLUNTSCHLr. Come, Saranoff: that matter is explained. 
SERGIUs. A hollow sham, I say. Would you have come 
back here if nothing had passed between you except at the 
muzzle of your pistol? Raina is mistaken about your friend 
who was burnt. He was not my informant. 
RAINA. Who then? [Suddenly guessing the truth] Ah, 
Louka! my maid! my servant! You were with her this 
morning all that time after-after-Oh, what sort of god 
is this I have been worshipping! [He meets her gaze with 
sardonic enjoyment of her disenchantment. d,.ngqed all tht-. 
~e, she goes closer to him, and says, in a lower, intenm 
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tone] Do you know that I looked out of the window as I 
went upstairs, to have another sight of my hero; and I 
saw something I did not understand then. I know now that 
you were making love to her. 
SERGIUS [with grim humor] You saw that? 
RAINA. Only too well. [She turns away, and throws herself 
on the d,;e·M,..,snJss tire cenlft winatJs; t1DJi~ tJtC!I cs;Ne]. 
SERGIUS [cynicalt);] Raina: our romance is shattered. Life's 
a farce. 
BLUNTSCHLI [to Raina, whimsicalt);] You see: he's found 
himself out now. 
SERGIUS oin to him Bluntschli: I have allowed you tg 
call me a blockhea . ou may now call me a coward as well. 
I refuse to fight you. Do you know why? 
BLUNTSCHLI. No; but it doesnt matter. I didnt ask the 
reason when you cried on; and I dont ask the reason now 
that you cry off. I'm a professional soldier! I fight when I 
have to, and am very glad to get out of it when I havnt to. 
Youre only an amateur: you think fighting's an amusement. 
SERGIUS [sittin down at the table, nose to nose with him 
You shall hear t e reason a the same, my professiona . 
The reason is that it takes two men-real men-men of 
heart, blood and honor-to make a genuine combat. I 
could no more fight with you than I could make love to an 
ugly woman. Youve no magnetism: youre not a man: 
youre a machine. 
BLUNTSCHLI [apologetically] Quite true, quite true. I 
always was that sort of chap. I'm very sorry. 
SERGIUS. Psha! 
BLUNTSCHLI. But now that youve found that life isnt a 
farce, but something quite sensible and serious, what further 
obstacle is there to your happiness? 
RAINA~You are very solicitous about my happiness 
and his.~ forget his new love- Louka? It is not you 
that he must fight now, but his rival, Nicola. 
SERGIUS. Rival!! [bounding half across the room].-------~ 
I 
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RAINA. Dont you know that theyre engaged? 
SERGIUS. Nicola! Are fresh abysses opening? Nicola! 
RAINA [sarcastically] A shocking sacrifice, isnt it? Such.._ __ .-; 
beauty! such intellect! such modesty! wasted on a middle-
aged servant man. Really, Sergius, you cannot stand by and 
allow such a thing. It would be unworthy of your chivalry. 
SERGIUS [losing all self-control] Viper! Viper! [He rushes - ---- K ~ (2 
to and fro, raging]. + 
BLUNTSCHLI. Look here, Saranot£: youre getting the worst ihA._ to 
of this. Ul . 
RAINA [getting angrier] Do you realize what he has done, 
Captain Bluntschli? He has set this girl as a spy on us; and 
her reward is that he makes love to her. 
SERGIUS. False! Monstrous! 
RAINA. Monstrous! [Confronting him] Do you deny that 
she told you about Captain Bluntschli being in my room? 
SERGIUS. No; but-
RAINA [interrupting] Do you deny that you were making 
love to her when she told you? 
SERGIUs. No; but I tell you-
RAINA [cutting him short contemptuously] It is unnecessary 
to tell us anything more. That is quite enough for us. [She ,-
turns away from him and sweeps majestically back to *the, 
~doi0 . :gu::r. 
BLUNTSCHLI [quietly. as Sergius, in an agony of mortijica;:_ 
tion, 5irtkc QOil •he Qttfi'w.an, lutchin his averted head between 
his fists] I told you you re getting the worst of it, SaraiiOtl'. 
SERGIUS. Tiger cat! .L.-----------------~jJ\ 
RAINA [running excitedly to Bluntschli] You hear this man 
calling me names, Captain Bluntschli? ___________ _ _ 
BLUNTSCHLI. What else can he do, dear lady? He must 
defend himself somehow. Come [very persuasively]: dont 
quarrel. What good does it do? 
Raina, with a gasp, sits down on the ana after a 
vain effort to look vexedly at Bluntschli, falls a victim to her 
sense of humor, and actually leqw l>Rt>~ babyi0/v against the 
writhing shoulder of Sergius. -
., 
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SERGIUS. Engaged to Nicola! Hal hal Ah well, Bluntschli, 
you are right to take this huge imposture of a world coolly. 
RAINA [quaintly to Bluntschli, with an intuitive guess at his 
state of mind] I daresay you think us a couple of grown-up 
babies, dont you? 
SERGIUS [grinning savagely] He does: he does. Swiss civili-
zation nursetending Bulgarian barbarism, eh? 
BLUNTSCHLI [blushing] Not at all, I assure you. I'm only 
very glad to get you two quieted. There! there! Jet's be 
pleasant and talk it over in a friendly way. Where is this 
other young lady? 
RAINA. Listening at the door, probably. 
SERGIUS [shivering as if a bullet had struck him, and speaking 
with quiet but deep indignation] I will prove that that, at 
least, is a calumny. [He goes with dignity to the door and. l£i.e 
.!!fens it. A~ fury bursts (rom him as he lo_!!!J;._Q._uJ,. !:!.£.. ~ 
darts mto the ass e and mmnufr.Jlggipg..iiJ..],&uka, WhQ!!J. 'C.) 
he mgs violently · , exclaiming] Judge her, £. 
Bluntschli. You, the cool impartia man: JU ge t e eaves- - ~_::,::::1 
dropper. 
Louka stands her ground, proud and silent. 
BLUNTSCHLI [shakz'ng his head] I mustnt judge her. I once 
listened myself outside a tent when there was a mutiny 
brewing. It's all a question of the degree of provocation. 
My life was at stake. 
LOUKA. My love was at stake. I am not ashamed.-----
RAINA [contemptuously] Your love 1 Your curiosity, you 
mean. 
LOUKA [facing her and returning her contempt with interest] 
My love, stronger than anything you can feel, even for 
your chocolate cream soldier. 
SERGIUS [with quick suspicion, to Louka] What does that 
mean? 
LOUKA [fiercely] I mean-
SERGIUS [interrupting her slightingly] Oh, I remember: the 
ice pudding. A paltry taunt, girl! 
·~ 
Mqj_or Petk,pff enters, in his shirtsleeves. f':;v 
----~--~-------~ 
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PETKOFF. Excuse my shirtsleeves, gentlemen. Raina:t-
somebody has been wearing that coat of mine: I'll swear it. 
Somebody with a differently shaped back. It's all burst 
open at the sleeve. Your mother is mending it. I wish she'd 
make haste: I shall catch cold. [He looks more attentively at 
them]. Is anything the matter? 
RAINA. No. [S!I.e :JiM<rtfi'wtt 1111 t~e *""' witli.-a trin'1etiJ..W]. 
SERGIUS. Oh no. [fle sits rifi'lf,. fit tie eNtl r;jtke wkle qs ~ 
~· 
BLUNTSCHLI [who is already seated] Nothing. Nothing.'-~--....... 
PETKOFF [~o!ting rJfi>wp OX :t'ee i'Jt!l!i'J:Ullllll i~ iis sh/ p'asi] 
Thats all right. [He notices Louka]. Anything the matter, 
Louka? 
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looks on amazed, with his susp.icians roused in the ~ 
degree. She then helps Petk,.q;fqn with hi~]. There, dear! 
ow are you comfortable? r - - Co\J U). 
PETKOFF. Quite, little love. Thanks [fu sits down;Jand 
Raina returns to h~r .w¥ UBQ7 t 1lt stMw. Oh, by the bye, Ive 
foun something unny. Whats t e 1s. 
puts his hand into the picked pocketl Eh? Hallo! [He tries 
the other poc'r(t]. Well, I could have sworn- ! [Much puzzled, 
he tries the breast pocfW]. I wonder-[t,[Ying the orif!inaf 
pocket]. Where can it-? [He rises, exclaimin~ Your motb;r's 
""'ta'keii"i t ! 
RAINA [very red] Taken what? 
PETKOFF. Your photograph, with the inscription: "Raina, 
to her Chocolate Cream Soldier: a Souvenir." Now you 
know theres something more in this than meets the eye; 
and I'm going to find it out. [Shout~n~] Nicola! 
NICOLA [coming to him] Sir! 'X~ t;)~C. 
PETKOFF. Did you spoil any pastry of Miss Raina's this 
morning? 
NICOLA. You heard Miss Raina say that I did, sir. 
PETKOFF. I know that, you idiot. Was it true? 
N ICOLA. I am sure Miss Raina is incapable of saying 
anything that is not true, sir. 
PETKOFF. Are you? Then I'm not. LTurnjng to the others] 
Come: do you think I dont see it all? [Hegoestq Ser:eius. azui- 06.. 
slaps him on the shoulder. Sergius: youre the chocolate 
cream so 1er, arnt you. 
SERGIUS [starting ~] II A choc<]late cream~ldier! Cer-
tainly not. )( "" + s ft1i otll ~ 
PETKOFF. Not! [He looks at ther:. They are a ery serious 
and very conscious]. Do you mean to tell me that Raina 
sends things like that to other men? 
SERGIUS [enigmatically] The world is not such an innocent 
place as we used to think, Petkoff. 
BLUNTSCHLI [mintl It's all right, Major. I'm the chocolate 
cream soldier. et off and Sergius are equally astonished] . 
... 
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The gracious young lady saved my life by glVlng me 
chocolate creams when I was starving: shall I ever forget 
their flavour! My late friend Stolz told you the story of 
Pirot. I was the fugitive. 
PETKOFF. You! [He gasps]. Sergius: do you remember how 
!:hose two women went on this morning when we mentioned 
it? [Sergius smiles cynically. Petkotfcon(ronts Raina severe!x]. 
Youre a nice young woman, arnt you? 
RAINA [bitterly] Major Saranoff has changed his mind. 
And when I wrote that on the photograph, I did not know 
that Captain Bluntschli was married. 
BLUNTSCHLI [startled into vehement protest] I'm not married. 
RAINA [with deep reproach] You said you were. - ----d?cstcs; 
BLUNTSCHLI. I did not. I positively did not. I never was 
married in my life. 
PETKOFF [exasperated] Raina: will you kindly inform me, 
if I am not asking too much, which of these gentlemen you 
are engaged to? 
RAINA. To neither of them. This young lady [introducing 
Louka, who faces them all proudly] is the object of Major 
Saranoff's affections at present.----------------S; t:5 
PETKOFF. Louka! Are you mad, Sergius? Why, this girl's 
engaged to Nicola. 
. NICOLA. I beg your pardon, sir"( There is a mistake. Louka 
1s not engaged to me. 
PETKOFF. Not engaged to you, you scoundrel! Why, you 
had twenty-five levas from me on the day of your betrothal; 
and she had that gilt bracelet from Miss Raina. 
NICOLA [with cool unction] We gave it out· so, sir. But it 
was only to give Louka protection. She had a soul above 
her station; and I have been no more than her confidential 
servant. I intend, as you know, sir, to set up a shop later 
on in Sofia; and I look forward to her custom and recom-
mendation should she marry into the nobility. [He ~ys 9/4l 
with im ressive disa 'o leavin them all st · · 
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sERGIUS. This is either the finest heroism or the most 
crawling baseness. Which is it, Bluntschli? 
BLUNTSCHLI. Never mind whether it's heroism or baseness. 
Nicola's the ablest man lve met in Bulgaria. I'll make him 
manager of a hotel if he can speak French and German. 
LOUKA [suddenly breakjng out at Sergius] I have been 
insulted by everyone here. You set them the example. You 
owe me an apology. 
Sergius. lik; a repeating clock of which the spring har her.u 
touched, immediate! be ins to old his arms. 
BLUNTSCHLI before he can speak] It's no use. He never 
apologizes. 
LOUKA. Not to you, his equal and his enemy. To me, his 
poor servant, he will not refuse to apologize. 
SERGIUS [approvingly] You are right.lHe bends his knee in 
his grandest manner Forgive me. 
LOUKA. orgtve you. [She timidly gives him her hand, 
which he kisses]. That touch makes me your affianced wtfe:-' 
SERGIUS [~] Ah! I forgot that. 
LOUKA [coldly] You can withdraw if you like. 
SERGIUs. Withdraw! Never! You belong to me. [He puts 
his arm about her] 1 1h... ~ ... 
Catherine comes in aJJ finds Louka in Sergius' arms, wit4- -
all tlte rest f?«ZWf at them in bewtldered astonishment. 
CATHERINE. What does this mean? 
Sergius releases Louka. 
PETKOFF. Well, my dear, it appears that Sergius is going 
to marry Louka instead of Raina. [She ir about to breq~ out 
indignantly at bjm · he rtops ber bv ::Czaimi11g.. testiliJ Dont 1 
blame me: Ive nothin.g~~ ~o with it. [He retreats to the \.U If'\'('\ 
~~ .. 
CATHERINE. Marry Louka! Sergius: you are bound by 
, your word to us! 
SERGIUS [ oldin his arms] Nothing binds me. 
BLUNTSCHLI muc p easea by this piece of common sense] 
Saranoff: your hand. My congratulations. These heroics of 
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yours have their practical side after all. lTo Lou~:;] Gracious ){ • 
young lady: the best wishes of a good Republican! [ly 
isses her hand, to Raina's great disgust, and returns to his seat . 
CATHERINE. ou a: you ave een te 
LOUKA. I have done Raina no harm. ~--------~----CATHERINE [haughtily] Raina! 
Raina, equally indignant qlmost snorts at the Iibert:;.,. 
LOUKA. I have a right to call her Raina: she calls me 
Louka. I told Major Saranoff she would never marry him if 
the Swiss gentleman came hac~. ____ ________ ......_. 
BLUNTSCHLI [rising, much surprised] Halla! 
LOUKA [turning to Raina] I thought you were fonder of 
him than of Sergi us. You know best whether I was right. 
BLUNTSCHLI. What nonsense! I assure you, my dear 
Major, my dear Madame the racious oung lady sim 1 
saved my life, nothing else. S e never care two s raws or 
me. Why, bless my heart and soul, look at the young lady 
and look at me. She, rich, young, beautiful, with her 
imagination full of fairy princes and noble natures and 
cavalry charges and goodness knows what~And I. a mmworw 
place Swiss soldier who hardly knows what a decent life is 
after fifteen years of barracks and battles: a vagabond, a 
man who has spoiled all his chances in life through an in-
curably romantic disposition, a man-
SERGIUS [starting as if a needle had pricked him and inter-
rupting Bluntschli in incredulous amazement] Excuse me, 
Bluntschli: what did you say had spoiled your chances in 
life? 
BLUNTSCHLI [promptlylAn incurably romantic dj~positimw---->( ~ f<: 
I ran away from home t;rce when I was a boy. I went into d 
the army instead of into my father's business. I climbed the • . 1(" 
balcony of this house when a man of sense would have 
dived into the nearest cellar. I came sneaking back here to 
have another look at the young lady when any other man 
of my age would have sent the coat back-
PETKOFF.Mycoatl~--~~----------~~~--~~----• 
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BLUNTSCHLI.-yes: thats the coat I mean-would have 
sent it back and gone quietly home. Do you suppose I am 
the sort offellow a young girl falls in love with? Why, look 
at our ages! I'm thirty-four: I dont suppose the young lady 
is much over seventeen. [This estimate produces a marked 
sensation, all the rest turning and staring at one another. He 
proceeds innocently] All that adventure which was life or 
death to me, was only a schoolgirl's game to her-chocolate 
creams and hide and seek. Heres the proof! [He takes the 
photograph from the table]. Now, I ask you, would a woman 
who took the affair seriously have sent me this and written 
on it "Raina, to her Chocolate Cream Soldier: a Souvenir"? 
li 
,, 
I 
I 
[He exhibits the photograph triumphantly, as if it settled the 
matter beyond all possibility of refutation]. !' 1
1 
PETKOFF. Thats what I was looking for. How the deuce 
did it get there?.i.Ue "::tl?P~/wm the £'Que to loq~ a'#, Q13d- R't S'e.S J. -· ~ l.r 
dQUm qn the Mtomv]. lS L I 
BLUNTSCHLI [to Raina, complacently] I have put every-
thing right, I hope, gracious young lady i:J £tAna...... ·
1
' 
RAINA [going to the table to face him] I quite agree with 1¥\.. 
your account of yourself. You are a romantic idiot. [Blunt- 't. fa C~l 
schli is unspeakably taken aback]. Next time, I hope you will 
know the difference between a schoolgirl of seventeen and 
a woman of twenty-three. 
BLUNTSCHLI [stuptjied] Twenty-three! ·c..- - - ---...,..-K D S C I 
Raina snaps the photograph contemptuously from his hand; 
tears it up; throws the pieces in his face; and sweeps back to her 
former place. 
SERGIUS [with grim enjoyment of his rivafs discomfiture] 
Bluntschli: my one last belief is gone. Your sagacity is a 
fraud, like everything else. You have less sense than even I! 
BLUNTSCHLI [overwhelmed] Twenty-three! Twenty-three!! . " 
[He considers]. Hm! [Swijily making ue, his mind qnd comigg 0 
to his ho,[t] In that case, Major Petkoff, I beg to propose 
formally to become a suitor for your daughter's hand, in 
place of Major Saranoff retired. 
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RAINA. You dare! 
BLUNTSCHLI. If you were twenty-three when you said 
those things to me this afternoon, I shall take them seriously. 
CATHERINE (loftily polite] I doubt, sir, whether you quite 
realize either my daughter's position or that of Major 
Sergius Saranoff, whose place you propose to take. The 
Petkoffs and the Saranoffs are known as the richest and 
most important families in the country. Our position is 
almost historical: we can go back for twenty years. 
PETKOFF. Oh, never mind that, Catherine.ll.o Blunychli] 
We should be most happy, Bluntschli, if it were only a 
question of your position; but hang it, you know, Raina is 
accustomed to a very comfortable establishment. Sergius 
keeps twenty horses. 
BLUNTSCHLI. But who wants twenty horses? We're not 
going to keep a circus. 
CATHERINE [severely] My daughter, sir, is accustomed to a 
first-rate stable. 
RAINA. Hush, mother: youre making me ridiculous. 
-
BLUNTSCHLI. Oh well, if it comes to a question of an 
establishment, here goes! (He darts impetuous£¥ to the talzv; .... .,._, 
seizes the e,aeers in the blue envelope; and turnr to .Sag;iw]. 
How many horses did you say? 
SERGIUS. Twenty, noble Switzer. -------------
BLUNTSCHLI. I have two hundred horses. [They are 
amazed]. How many carriages? 
SERGIUS. Three. 
BLUNTSCHLI. I have seventy. Twenty-four of them will 
hold twelve inside, besides two on the box, without counting 
the driver and conductor. How many tablecloths have you? 
SERGIUS. How the deuce do I know? 
BLUNTSCHLI. Have you four thousand? 
SERGIUS. No. 
BLUNTSCHLI. I have. I have nine thousand six hundred 
pairs of sheets and blankets, with two thousand four hundred 
eider-down quilts. I have ten thousand knives and forks, 
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and the same quantity of dessert spoons. I have three 
hundred servants. I have six palatial establishments, besides 
two livery stables, a tea garden, and a private house. I have 
four medals for distinguished services; I have the rank of an 
I officer and the standing of a gentleman; and I have three native languages. Shew me any man in Bulgaria that can offer as much! PETKO;F [with childish awe] Are you Emporer of Switzer-land? 
BLUNTSCHLI. My rank is the highest known in Switzer-
land: I am a free citizen. 
I CATHERINE. Then, Captain Bluntschli, since you are my daughter's choice-RAINA [mutinously] He's not. CATHERINE [zgnoring her]-I shall not stand in the way of her happiness. [Petkoff is about to seea5:J That is Major 
Petkoff's feeling alSo . 
PETKOFF. Oh, I shall be only too glad. Two hundred 
I horses! Whew! SERGIUS. What says the lady? RAINA [pretending to sulk] The lady says that he can keep __ ....,._ V his tablecloths and his omnibuses. I am not here to be sold /\ ~  to the highest bidder. [She turns her back on him]. 
BLUNTSCHLI. I wont take that answer« I apl?..ealed to you ~ 
as a fugitive, a beggar, and a starving man. You accepted (\ 
I me. You gave me your hand to kiss, your bed to sleep in, and your roof to shelter me. RAINA. I did not give them to the Emperor of Switzerland. BLUNTSCHLI. Thats just what I say. [He catches her by the 
shoulders and turns her face·to-Jace with him]. Now tell us 
whom you did give them to. 
I RAINA [succumbing with a shy smile] To my chocolate cream soldier. BLUNTSCHLI [with a boyish laugh of delight] Thatll do. Thank you. [He loo s at his watch and suddenly becomes 
business{iktiJ Time's aJor. ouve manage t ose 
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regiments so well that youre sure to be asked to get rid of 
some of the infantry of the Timok division. Send them home 
by way of Lorn Palanka. Saranoff: dont get married unti~.,l ___ ..... ~IOJI·· 
I come back: I shall be here punctually at five in the evening 
on Tuesday fortnight. Gracious ladies [his heels click] good 
evening. He ma es them a militar bow and 
SERGIUS. W at a man! Is he a man! l4,__JI~r----...... ........,-=t ...,. ___ ~ ... 
.. 
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Appea.ranee i:a Soene Bree.k:down 
Aet O:ae: Scelle 1. Ra.ine., Catherine, Louka.. 
Scene 2. Raina, Bluntsolll.i, C..tlterine, Offioer, 
Louka.. 
Seene 3. Bluntschli, Ra.ina. 
Soene 4. Ca.therine, Ra.ina., Bluntechli. 
Act Two: Scene 5. Nicole., Louks., Petkoff, kw, O..tlieriu, 
Act 
Scene 6. Sergi us, Ce.tlterine, Petkoff, Raina. 
Sc8118 7. Sergius, Louks.. 
Sce:ae 8. Re.i:aa, Sergi us, Ca.therine, Louka. 
Beene 9. Bluntschli, Ce.theriaa, Petkoff, 
licola.. 
.'_, c· =.:•r\·:o , _., -_ I'? t. 
Tllree. 
Scena 10. Bluntaclll.i, Catherine, Petkof'f, 
Scene 11. Bluntschli, RaiD&. 
Scene 12. Bluntsehli, Raina, Louka.. 
Scene 13. Louke., Nioola., Sergius. 
Scane 14 Sergius, Louka.. 
Scaae 15. Bluntsohli, Sergius, R&ina.. 
Ra.in&, 
Ra.ina, 
SceBa 16. Eatire ca.st except Russia.n officer. 
Sergius, 
Sergi us. 
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/ Property Plot 
Act Ones 
(Hand props) 
A pile of' paper back novels, 
A box of' chocolate creams, 
A miniature easel with a large photograph of' Sergius, 
Two boxes of' matcheas one f'or Bluntschli; one on table (DR). 
A sabre f'or Bluntschli, 
A revolver f'or Bluntschli. 
A f'ur cape f'or Raina, 
(Set props) 
.II. handsome bed. 
A Turkish ottoman. 
~urtains f'raming balcony door way, 
A chest of' drawers (dark wood) 
Two oandlea and candlesticks,(UR and DR) 
Ait Twos 
(Hand props) 
Turkish cof'f'ee pot, cups and jam pots, (on table) 
~roken,hard rolls, (on table) 
Jar with cigarettes in it and matches, (on table) 
Tray, clean cup and brandy bottle, (Louka) 
Silver salver (Louka) 
Leather billfold with calling card f'or tiluntschli. 
A battered carpet bag (Nicola) 
A riding crop (Petkof'f') 
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Property Plot (con't) 
$et props) 
Large fruit bushes covered with appropriately indecent pieces of 
laundry, 
A circular table with two chairs, 
A third c hair brought on by Nicola from L 2. 
A wooden garden seat (DR) 
Aot Three1 (Hand props) 
Papers and maps strewn on desk along with quill pen and cannister, 
~gg cup filled with ink. 
Newsp~er (Petkoff) 
Telegram and large blue envelope (Louka) 
A photograph of ~aina in the coat pocket of Petkcff's coat, 
Braided coat for Petkoff brought on by Nicola (UR) 
Curved pipe for Petkoff, 
Steel framed glasses for Petkoff, 
A novel (Raina) 
Salver (Louka) 
Three logs (Nicola brings them on SL) 
( Set props,) 
Book case filled with old, ratty paperback novels and a set of 
matched books.(DR) 
Picture of Petkoff's father (DL) 
Fire place with trophies of war on top of it and grotesque Victorian 
clock (UL) 
Couch (DL) 
Window seat (uc) 
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Property Plot (8on•t) 
Large wooden desk (URC) 
Two pompous, large Victorian chairs (URC) 
A hassock (DL) 
An electric bell mounted on wall ~UR) 
Set of andirons for fireplace.(UL) 
Tong and poker for fireplace. \UL) 
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Part IV: Hindsight and Conclusion. 
• 
i 
If I were to work on "Arms and the Man" with the same cas'j;, 
IIwwould wa.JLt to clarify e.nd sharpen that which I have already 
doRe, but I would not change any of my basic concepts about the 
play, 
As a simple technical consideration I would set definitely 
the stage business,very specifically. As it appeared in performance 
it was quite unpredisS&bbe~ As I have said previously tha play is 
musical in sound and action, I should like to score the play as a 
conductor controls his orchestra, At this point I have not complete-
ly succeeded in controlling the perfotmance of my cast, The edges 
are still rough, 
After giving it much thought I decided that I should like to 
have the actors heighten and broaden their acting uniformly, The 
kind of energy that Sergius and Raina display in their love scene 
is the same sort of "grand" vitality ~ich should exist through 
out the entire play, The actors should play with great charm and 
boldness even in moments when they are truly themselves, I feel 
the cast did achieve this vitality upon moments, but it was in-
consistent durinc performance. Rather than sacrificing the truth 
of the moment or obscuring and weakening the action, this vitality 
will strencthen the plf;ysJ actioR, I feel that the action line of 
the play needs strengthening through work with the actors, and that 
it could be done in this way, 
In conclusion, I would change very little in the play aside 
from the points mentioned above. I was vety pleased with my coop-
erative actors ~o 'ave a great deal to the play, I believe that 
we did rough justice to Mr. Shaw's high comedy, 
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